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ABSTRACT 

Increasing concems in graduate schools about the quaiity of graduate pgrams, 

completion rates and their subsequent effect on the supply of new scholars (Holdaway, 

Deblois & Winchester, 1995) have led mearchers to examine the qwiity and nature of 

the supervisory relationship (Hill, Acker & Black, 1994). 

The purpose of this study was to identify the most important characteristics 

relevant to the perception of effective supervision in graduate education, and to examine 

the perception of satisfaction and impact 6th the characteristics among students and 

supmrisors. The most important chai.acteristics were identified by PhD students and 

experienced supervisors by way of smictured interviews and a questionnaire and used to 

design parailel forms of îhe Graduaie Supervisory Relationship Scale, which was then 

used to examine satisfaction wiîh and impact of those characteristics. 

Surveys were completed by 12 1 graduate students and 43 of their supe~sors. 

Resdts revealed that a successful supe~sory relationship was thought to be based on 

structure, expertise, belief in the student's ability, role modeling, and d e n t  attitudes. 

Both -dents and supmrisors perceivecl the academic nature as king more important 

than the personal nature of the relationship. 

Supenison reporteci greater satisfaction with the supervisory relationship than 

did -dents. Student satisfacton with the nipervisory relationship was positively 

correlateci with their satisfaction with graduate education. A linear regression analysis of 

the characteristics mealed that the mpervisot's scheduie, klief in the -dent's ability 

and feedback on the thesiddissertation accounted for unique variance in prediaing 

overali student satisfaction. Female supervisors were more satisfied with d e n t  
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scheduies, motivation and attitude thau were male supervisors. Male students were more 

satisfied than fernales with supervisor howledge of the research topic. Students over 50 

w m  more satisfied with supervisor availabiiity. In terms of discipline, students in 

Nursing and Medical Science were the most satisfied with overall supervision, while 

nudents in Cornmunication/Culture, and Science were the least satisfied. A significant 

relationship was found between overail satisfaction with the supervisory relationship and 

role modeling. Findings did not indicate that the decision to pursue an academic weer 

or completion rate was infîuenced by the supe~sory relatiomhip. Conclusions and 

recommendations are made for how this daia might improve graduate student 

supervision. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

INTRODUCTION 

Thwrctical Rationale 

Many graduate students in North American universities do not complete their 

degrees for a variety of reasons. Incornpietion rates in doctoral pro- alone have 

been reported as high as 50% in the United States (Hunt, 1994; McAlpine & Weiss, 

2000) and 43% in Canada (Canadian Association for Graduate Studies, 1996). In 

addition to poor completion rates, there are declining enrolment rates at many 

universities. Baween 1997 and 1998, graduate snident enrolment decreased by 6.4 % in 

Alberta univeaities alow (Statistics Canada, October 1998). Economic change is partly 

to blame for the decline in enrolment. Institutions of Higher Education are showing the 

strain of dowasizing, underfunding and a decline in graduate student and faculty 

compensation (Lovitts & Nelson, 2000) al1 of which impact a university's overall 

reputation and quality of graduate education. This has an impact on enrolment as 

students tend to be drawn to a particular prognim based on both the University's 

reputation (Lovitts & Nelson, 2000) and the q d t y  of graduate education (Holdaway, 

1996). Subsequentiy, this leaves universities facing two challenges: first, attracting 

graduate students to their prognuns and second ensuring they complete their degrees 

successfully. 

Why the concem about emlment and completion tates? Recent hadies of higher 

education have found that university administrators and facuity members are concerned 

for two reasons. Fist, graduate d e n t s  increase research productivity at a university 

and research productivity influences the university's overaii reputation and placement in 



2 
the hienirthy (Miiem, Berga & Dey, 2000). Second, concem exists for the fuhw 

nipply of new scholars/teachers in academia (Hill, Acker? & Black, 1994). In Canadian 

universities, close to 50% of full-thne University facuity and about 40% of college staff 

will be eligible for retirement in the next 10 years (Statistics Canada, Febniary 2000). 

Specifically then, in addition to program quality, the concern is whether there are 

sutncient graduate students enroled in and completing graâuate degrees to become the 

professoriate of tomonow. 

Although severai factors can impact program quality and completion, one that is 

becoming more prevalent in the research is the quaiity and name of the relationship 

between supervisor aiid graduate d e n t  (Hïii, Acker & Black, 1994; Moses, 1992; 

Powles, 1988). Studies by Powles (1 988), Moses (1984), Willcoxson (1994) and Bumett 

(1999) indicate that successful completion is partly a function of the student's personality, 

motivation, f d i y ,  and financial circumstances. However a major factor is the degree of 

satisfaction with the supervisory relationship. A recmt study by Lovitts and Nelson 

(2000) supports this finding. They fomd that the single most important factor in student 

decisions to continue or withdraw h m  graduate school was their level of satisfaction 

with the supervision they received. 

Gven that the supwisory relationship plays such an important role in graduate 

education, it is imperative to have a clear understanding of what is meant by nipenrision. 

Gndaite Student Supervision 

Conceptually, there is ambiguity over what characterizes the definition of 

graduate d e n t  supervision (Donald, Saroyan, & Denison, 1995). For some researchers, 

it is seai simply as a mechanidy m w  process of ensuring that deadlines are 
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established and d e n t s  complete the required tasks to graduate. For others, supervision 

is believed to be a more complex process, w h b y  students are not ody guided through 

the mechanical details of the program but aiso helped in becoming members of the 

academic community (Donald, Saroyan, & Denison, 1995). 

The supmiisory relationship itself bas received Little attention in the literature on 

supmision (Kaiser, 1997). What has been examined however, shows that the nature of 

the relationship can have a proformd influence on a student, impacting such things as 

quality of work (Kaiser, 1997), self'esteem (Hodgson & Simoni, 1995), and overall 

mccess (Donald, Saroyan, & Denison, 1995). 

Meny supmisory characteristics have been identified in the research on 

supmision. Moses (1992) found that the most challenging aspects of supervision 

included: the amount of help and guidance students should be given considering that their 

research should be onguial, how topic selection should fit with supervisors' interests, the 

fiequency of meetings aud length of meetings, fjnding a balance between different 

approaches to supe~sion, and understanding the nature of the personal relationship they 

had with their -dents. 

In addition to some of the characteristics rnentioned above, Hill, Acker, and Black 

(1994) found that students indicated approachability as an essentid part of an effective 

relaîionship. ûther researchers have identifid supervisors' emphasis, role and focus on 

the topic as behg important (McMichacl, 1992). Eggieston and Delamont (1983) 

compiied a list of nipervisor desmiptors based on research h m  the iiterature and then 

asked graduate students to indicate whkh adjectives might describe the idcal supemisor. 
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Items in the list included: available, caring, cntical, enthusiastic, helpful, innuential, 

knowledgeable, respectfi& specialist, teacher, and trainer. 

With respect to student characteristics, McMichael(1992) found that supe~sors  

prefened students who had the ability to erg- and be effcaive with their t h e ,  who 

were independent worken, were committed to their work, and who treated their 

supervisor with respect. 

In an attempt to undmtand student-supervisory relationships, researchers have 

focused not only on the characteristics and behaviors of midents and supervisors but also 

on demographic variables such as age, gender, and Faculty or Department 

Age 

Powles (1988) found that d e n t s  under 30 were more dissatisfied than students 

over 30 in al1 aspects of guidance and supervision. With respect to age of supervisor, 

Yenishalmi (1 993) wrote that as supervisors approach middk age, they might experience 

stagnation, depression, cynicism and pessimism, which can have a negative effect on 

supervision. Supervisors may feel threatened in the presence of younger midents aspiring 

to replace them. 

Gender 

Gender issues have becorne increasingly important in the research on supervision. 

Women report more barriers to successful Supervisory relationships than do men (Burke 

& Mc- 1996). Male -dents perceived better relationships with their supervisors, 

regardles of the gender of the supervisor, than female students did. In addition, male 

supervisors also perceiveci better relationships with d e n t s ,  regardles of d e n t  gender, 

thaa did femde supeNis01~ (Worthington & Stem, 1985). 



Faculty or Department 

Research has indicated differences in supcrvisory practice across the various 

departmats and Faculties in graduate education (Donald, Saroyan, & Denison, 1995; 

Moses, 1992). While most Faculties and depertments agree on the need for knowledge of 

research area and avdability for effective supervision, discrepancies occur in the area of 

providing fecdtack and king sensitive to student needs (Donalà, Saroyan, & Denison, 

1995; Moses, 1992; Powles, 1993). To date, research examiaiDg the differences in 

perceiveci supervisory effectiveness and the importance d e n t s  place on the different 

characteristics of supervision have ody been examined in Humanitics (Hodgson & 

Sirnoni, 1995), Natural Sciences (Maor, & Fraser, 1995), Social Sciences (Burgess, Pole, 

& Hockey, 1994), Social Work (Collins, 1993) and ClinicaVCouaseling Psychology 

(Friedlander & Warâ, 1984; Kaiser, 1992). There does not appear to be any research 

examining the Merences in supenision and satisfaction with supervision across all 

Facultics in graduate school, especially in the ana of Education, Engineering, 

Kinesiology, Nurshg and Medical Science. 

Although the studies mentioned above provide some uuderstanding of the 

supervisory relationship in graduate education, it is clear that many interpretations exist, 

malMg it difficuit to identify the moa important chanrtenstics of the mpervisory 

relationship. Furthemore, it is diffidt to know if the charaaenstics of the nlationship 

Vary depending on demographic and situational variables. The lack of such information 

makes it dif£kdt for prognun sdminirtiatais to ensure that effective supervision is 

o c c d g .  
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Considering the crarcnt concerus about the quality of graduate education and 

completion rates, it is essential that univmities understand and promote effective 

supe~sory practices within their graduate education progmns. This requins an 

understanding of what constitutes effective supervision. Understanding both the nature 

of the supe~sory relationship, and the roles and behaviors of both the supervisor and the 

student within the relationship are cntical in attemptbg to nnd an operational dennition 

of effective supervision. This in tum can have an impact on the quality of graduate 

education for ail -dents. 

Given the c o n c m  mentioned above, and the importance of supewision in 

graduaîe education, it seems reasonable to investigate the relatiouship M e r .  

Purpose of the Study 

The are two purposes to the present study; first, to identify the most important 

characteristics relevant to the perception of effective supervision, and second, by using 

the moa important characteristics, to examine the perception of satisfaction and 

experience with the characteristics in terms of demographic variables. 

The first task will be to determine the most important characteristics of the 

shident/supe~sor relationship. Previous midies have identifid numerous characteristics 

relevant to supervision, however no study !as identifieci the salient issues specific to the 

relationship between graduate d e n t  and supervisor. If only the characteristics fouad to 

be relevant in previous midies on arpmision were used, an assumption would be made 

that they are a l l  e q d y  important. 
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The second ta& wiii be to design a survey that captures the satisfaction with and 

impact of the most important characteristics on the supe~sory relationship, the students' 

studies and naal degree outcome. in addition, the survey wil l  capture demographic 

information on both students and supervisors (e.g. age, gender, Faculty), situationai 

idonnation (perceptions within individuai student/supe~sor dyads), and overall 

satisfaaion with the supervisory experience. 

The third task will be to admirister the survey to students and theu supenisors to 

examine the quality and nature of the supenisory relationship in graduate education. 

Perceptions of effective and ineffective supervision will m a g e  fiom this study and 

contribute to our understanding of the nature of the supmisory relationship, which is 

expected to have an impact on successful outcornes in graduate school. 

Significance of the Study 

This snidy examining the quaiity and nature of the supewisory relationship in 

graduate education conm%utes to knowledge in five ways. First, it is a step towards 

fhding an operational definition of effective supmision in graduate education, which 

does not currently exist. 

Second, curent research on dent-supervisor relationships has predominantly 

focused on either cou~lseling psychology, psychotherapy or field practicums (Friedlander 

& Ward, 1984; Kaiser, 1992; Muszy~lski & Akamatsu, 1991). The roles of  the 

superVisors and d e n t s  in these areas differ h m  rrsearch supe~s ion  in that they 

involve interactions with clients and patients. The fiterature therefore on counseling and 

field supervision is not applicable to research supemision in aii areas of graduate 
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education. There is currently a paucity of research examinhg the complex relationship 

across various Faculties and departments within graduate education. This study wül 

provide an undersîanding of the similarities and differences of supervisory practices and 

the perception of effective supervision within and across ail Facuities of graduate 

education. 

Third, there do not appear to be any previous studies examinhg the nature of the 

relationship in graduate education by sampling students and supervison in pairs. 

Researchers examining student perceptions alone have found that conflicting 

expectatiors and misunderstanding of student needs are significant factors in 

dissatisfaction a d o r  attrition experienced by students (McAlpinc & Weiss, 2000). This 

stuciy will examine perceptions within individual dyads, contributhg to our knowledge of 

student needs, expectations, contlict and misunderstanding, w i t b  the relationship. 

Fourth, this d y  contributes to our overall understanding of research supervision 

and graduate education in Canada. In ment years, numetous studies in Britain and 

Ausealia have examined the process of higher degree research supervision and the 

factors influencing completion rates. In Canada, however, very few d e s  have ken  

conducted addressing these issues. 

Finaily, this study may provide the formdation for the development of 

instructionai opporniriities nich as workshops and serninars to improve the quality of 

graduate education. Also, it is perhaps the first step in establishing a way of matching 

students with their nipmrisors based on individual needs and expectations. 
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Definition of Terms 

Many terms used in higher education are not universally agreed upoa. Terms such as 

supervisor, advisor and mentor are often used interchangeably yet bave different 

meanings h m  one study to the next and h m  one university to the next. To avoid 

confusion and to clarify meaning, it was deemed necessary to specificaliy define several 

tmns used in this snidy. 

Discipiinc: The tcrm discipline will be w d  to simiifv the students' area of study within 

a department or Faculty. 

Faculty: The t em Faculty will be used to signw a single division (e.g., Facuity of 

Nming) or group of departments within the imiversity (e.g. Departments of Psychology, 

Sociology, Politicai Science within the Faculty of Social Sciences). 

Graduate Education: The term graduate education will be used to signify education 

beyond the undergraduate level involving the pursuit of either a mrtners or doctoral 

degree. Graduate pmgrams focus primarily on rrsearch and scholarship and prepare 

students for careers as university teachers, fûii-time nsearchers, or professional 

practitionm nich as counsellors, psychologists or engineea. 

Graduate StudenUStudent/SupeMscc: The tides of graduate student, d e n t  or 

supmrisee will be used interchangeably to si@ an individual who is registered in an 

approved graduate degm prognun witbin the Faculty of Graduate Studies. 



Mentor: For the purposes of this study, the tenn mentor wili not be used synonymously 

with supmrisor. Although there may be overlapping characteristics (e.g., guide, teacher) 

and students may view their supervisors as mentors, the tenn in this study wiii si- an 

individuai who guides the student in ali aspects of their career above and beyond the 

supmision of their graduate studies. Clarification of the simiiarities and Merences 

between mentor and supervisor will be discussed in pa ter  detail in Chapter Two. 

Supervision: In a general sense, supervision Uivolves acting as a general acadernic 

tutor, and a judge of the student's performance. Supervision involves advising and 

guiding the student in pmuit of knowledge (Handbook of Supervision and Examination, 

University of Calgary, 1998). A more precise and specific definition of graduate student 

supervision will be determined fiom this study. 

Supervisor: The title of supervisor will be w d  to sigr@ a member of the academic 

commdty who has a continuing Board appointment with the university and has been 

approved by the Faculty of Graduate Sntdies to supmise graduate students. In v e y  

generai tenns, s u ~ s o r s  guide graduate students through their pmgmm of study, serve 

as evaluam in written and oral examinations, and direct dissertations and theses 

( W i n  & Poikosnik, 1984). The tenn advisor is often used synonymously with 

supervisor, however in this study only supervisor will be used. 



SapervUory Rciationsblp and StudentlSupervitor Rehüonsbip: The iemis 

Student/Supervisor Relationship and Supervisory Relationship WU k used 

interchangeably to si- the academic relationship bmmen supervisor and graduate 

studeat . 

Overview of Subsequent Chapten 

This chapter sets the context and describes the rationale and purpose for the 

present sndy. Chapter Two is a sumaürry of the relevant literaîure, beginning with a 

discussion of Higher Education and Graduate Education in generai. 'fhe literature review 

then moves on to the role of supervision and the characteristics of the supervisory 

relationship. Chapter Two also presents a teview of the research examining supervision 

in terms of demographic variables such as age and gender. A brief explanation of 

differmt measuies of supervision is also presented. Chapter Two concludes with the list 

of research questions to be investigated in this study. Chapter ?hm describes the 

participants, the methodology, the survey instruments and the data collection procedures 

used to investigate the research questions. The results of the study are presented in 

Chapter Four. Chapter Five provides a discussion of the results and how they relate to 

the literature on supervision. In addition, Chapter Five presents a discussion of the 

Limitations, recommendations and suggestions for future research. 



CHAPTER TWO 

LITERAWRE REVIEW 

This literature review begins with a description of higher education and then 

proceeds to describe the nature of graduate education, incluûing the areas of coccem for 

. . snidents, facuity and administrators. This leads into a discussim on supervision as it 

emerges as an area of concem. Supervision is described in gened terms and in terms of 

the graduate student-supervisory relationship. The many characteristics formd to be 

relevant in the relationship are then reviewed to increase understanding of the complex 

nature of the relationship. As part of clarifying the nature of the relationship, the 

literanire review includes a section on the similarities and ciifferences between 

supervision and mentoring. The next section of the chapter examines demographic 

variables that have been linked to the perception of effective supervision and overall 

satisfaction with graduate education. Foliowing this, is a brief section on the measures 

and sweys that have been used in pmious research to examine supervisory 

relati011~hips, leading to the rationale for developing a new survey that could be used for 

al1 midents and supervisors regardless of Facdty. Chapter Two concludes with a list of 

the research questions to be answered in this study. 

The Nature of Hi-r Eduution 

Our present traditions of University eâucation can be tra~ed back to amient 

Uistituti011~ such as those at Bologna, Mord, and Paris. ïhese centers of learning were 

refemd to as "studio gonerulia" (Wilson, 1992). They were geographical locations 
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whcre students and teachers gathered for instruction in the various areas of their 

interest. The students and teachers formed themselves into "societiest' which were 

refemd to by the Latin name miversitas, meaning corporation. This terni has been 

adopted to describe the body of scholars and tutors, which has evolved into our present 

&y universiîy. 

According to Auld (1996) a University has two primary pinposes. The first is to 

educate people and the second is to conduct research. To educate people is to instill 

knowledge in those who attend, in other words, the students. To educate does not 

necessarily mean to teach, becaw students can a c q k  kiowledge through reading, 

listening, and asking. Add (1996) also asserts that nsearch is not always carried out 

through experiments and questionnaires, but can be developed through the simple act of 

thinking. 

At one tirne, universities were simple institutions without rigid tirnetables, 

ciassrooms and reseafch assistants. They were comprised mostly of books and 

knowledgeable scholars available for advice. Universities today are not so simple. In 

addition to books, they have CD-ROMS, videos, large lecture halls, and rigid tbnetables. 

"They have evolved into muiti-faceted, complex bukaucracies, in part driven by 

technology and, in part, minoring other organizaîions in society" (Add, 1996, pp. 15). 

Despite these changes, the university rrmaias a place where people with inquisitive 

min& can purme their thirst for knowledge. The University provides a path for those 

who ask the "whyt' and "how" questions. It is a place w h  people can becorne tfained 

in areas such as educating others, diagioshg an illness, or building a bridge. The 

university rrmaino a distinct Society. 
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The teaching and learning that occurs within the Universityy is divided into two 

levels. The undergraduate level leading to a bachelor's degree and the graduate level 

leading to either a master's degree or a doctoral degree. The focus of this study is on 

teaching and learning at the graduate level. 

The Nature of Graduate Education 

Graduate education, an essential composent of universities, refea to the central 

unit, which has responsibility for the overall administration of gi.aduate programs. nie 

graduate programs refer to master's and doctoral d e p s  ofken directed at one of two 

car-. The first is the preparation of future academics and researchers. The second is 

either professional qualifications or professional upgrading, mainly tbrough course-work 

master's degms (e.g., MEd, MBA, MSW or MLS) (Holdaway, Deblois, & Winchester, 

1995). 

The responsibility for graduate education is typically s h e d  among a central body 

(Facuity of Graduate Shidies), the Dean's office in individual Faculties (e.g. Social 

Science), and individual departments (e.g. Sociology). In Canada, these offices and 

Faculties of graduate studies work together to @om some or all of the following 

functions: 

Provide a central gwduate presence and identity on campus; 

Develop a W a s e  about graduate students; 

Assemble a knowledgeable group of academics intefested in graduate studies; 

Rovide a centrai body to address the needs of graduate d e n t s ;  

Ensure that proposeâ new graduate programs meet acceptable standards; 
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f) Comrniinicate with graduate offices in othcr univmities and with federd 

granting agencies; and 

g) Ronde quaiity control over all aspects of graduate education by approving 

admissions, appmving supervisors and supewisory committees, examinuig the 

format of theses, m o n i t o ~ g  oral examinations and awarding degrees. 

(Holdaway, 1 9%). 

Faculties of Graduate Studies are also responsible for d e m g  what graduate education is 

and what it is not (Gordon, Baker, Cm& D'Amis, Dimminie, & Sheridan, 1990). 

Generally speakmg, graduate education is said to have thm major characteristics. 

First, it is advanceci, meanhg that aii students have prbr pst-secotdary education where 

they have ken exposed to uew ideas, cntical thinling, analytical processes, and 

communication skills. Second, it is focused on a discipline, a profession, a problem, or 

an issue. Finally, graduate education is scholerly, with an evolving knowledge base and 

the generation of new and original ideas and contributions. (LaPidus, 1989). Wiîh these 

chanicteristics, corne two predomiaant goals. The first is to prepare people to practice as 

independent professioaals, and the second is to produce mearch that is linked to the 

intellectual, social, and economic development of society (Lapidus, 1989). Keeping 

these Unportant goals in mind, and the contribution and impact graduate pgrams can 

have on national economies (Holdaway, Deblois, & Winchester, 1995), procedures and 

practices within graduate education are constantly being examincd to identify potentid 

problem areas (Smith, 199 1). 

In ment y-, problem areas that have ken identified in graduate education 

relate to wmpletion times, completion percentages, quality of students and quality of 
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programs (Holdaway, Deblois, & Winchester, 1994; Canadian Association for 

Gtaduate Studies, 1992; Royal Society of Canada, 19% ; Smith, 1991). Such problem 

areas concern university administrators for two reasons. First, graduate d e n t s  increase 

research productivity, which can lead to greater external fûnding. Increased productivity 

c m  also influence the overall reputation of the university (Milem, Berger & Dey, 2000) 

which in tum encourages f.urtber enrolment If completion rates are low and the quality 

of a graduate program is poor, students are likely to choose an altemate institution. 

The second concem is for the future supply of new scholars and teachea in 

academia (Hill, Acker, & Black, 1994). As previously meationed in the introduction to 

this dissertation, Canadian universities will see nearly 50% of full-time faculty and about 

40% of college facuity retiring in the next 10 years (Statistics Canada, Febniary 2000). 

Again, if completion rates are low and attrition high, there may not be sufficient PhD 

graduates pursuing academic careers to replace those that are r e g .  

Although there are sateral factors that can have a potential impact on cornpletion 

rates (e.g. health, finances, family, motivation), reports have indicated that constant 

supportive supervision is a major key to successfbi graduate program completion 

(Holdaway, 199 1 ; Holdaway, Deblois, & Wmchester, 1 994). Supervision, therefore, 

plays a critical d e  in achieviag one of the goals of graduate education, which is to 

introduce aiad prepare students for a scholarly carra (Katz, 1976; Powies, 1988). Given 

the importance of supervision in atiaining the academic goal of graduate eduation, it 

xems muonable to investigate it in greater detail. 
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The Role of Supcmision 

In temis of graduate education, research in the 1st ten years has focused primarily 

on the role of supe~s ion  (Holàaway, 1996; Seagram, Gould & Pyke, 19%; Magnuson, 

Wilcoxon & Nomn, 2000; McAlpine & Weiss, 2000). This is not surprishg given "the 

critical role of the supervisor in socializing graduate students into the academic 

community: enabling d e n t s  to cornplete their theses and dissertations, and thtough this 

process corne to understand how to conduct mearch and participate in the culture of the 

acaàemic" (McAlpine & Weiss, 2000, p. 3). 

In graduate schoofs, the supervision of graduate students is just one of many tasks 

university professors undertake. These tasks (including supe~sion) have ofien been 

grouped into one of t h e  activities: research, senice and teaching (Boyer, 1990). The 

supervision of the graduate student thesis or dissertation is one aspect of teaching. The 

role itself has been described as "the most complex and subtle fom of teaching in which 

we engage" (Brown & Atkins, 1988, p. 1 15). Ironically, approval to s u p e ~ s e  often 

depends heavily upon the record of the faculty member in research and publication and 

little upon teaching experience (Holdaway, 1996). Teachirig and supervision are ofien 

peripheral to the reward systems of the institutions (Hill, Acker & Blztck, 1994) and too 

often are ignored at the expense of research and semice. McAlpine and Weiss (2000) 

however, believe teaching, and specifically supervision, is worthy of attention. 

Currently, th= is much arnbiguity over what characterizes the definition of 

graduate student supc~sion @onal4 Saroyan, & Denison, 1995). Across individual 

departments and Faculties, it is interpreted in a multitude of ways, however there are a 

few similar elements. For some researchers, it is seen simply as a mechanical process of 
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" h g  deadlines to ennire that students complete learning and research tasks" 

pond& Saroyan & Denison, 1995, p. 72). For others, supe~sion is believed to be a 

more complex process, and is defined as a "pmcess of aidiug the graduate saident to 

become a mcmber of a research team and by extension, a member of the discipline" 

(Dodd,  Saroyan, & Denison, 1995, p. 72). 

In some human service fields, supervision is comrnonly seen as a primary avenue 

through which new practitionas ieam the tools of the îraàe (Kaiser, 1997). In the area of 

social work, Kadushin (1 992) describes supenision as consisting of supportive, 

educatiod and administrative f'unctiom, in addition to providuig a discussion about the 

skilis and tasks involved in each. In mamage and famity therapy prograrns and in 

counseling psychology, supervision is seen as a means for teaching practitioners, with a 

focus on educatiod issues (Barnard & Goodyear, 1992), and ethical and legal issues 

(Goldberg, 1993; Kaiser, 1992). Unlike social work, there is less focus on the 

administrative aspects. 

In generaî, the role of supervision in graduate schools is described as "the ability 

to select problems, to stimulate and enthuse students, and to provide a steady stream of 

ideas", in addition to "the mechaaics of ensuring that the student d e s  steady progressn 

(Council of Graduate Schwls, 1990, p.1). 

ALthough there may be a generalized description of supervision within graduate 

education, the mount of emphasis p l a d  on the different aspects of Npmnsion varies 

amss departments and Facuities. In a study examinhg the organization and 

administration of graduate prognmis across Canada, and the rok of nipmision withia 

and across departments, Holdaway, Deblois, & Winchester (1995) found that supervisors 
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in Biology, Physical Sciences, and Health Sciences placed more emphasis than other 

departments on the preparation of journal manuscnpts, hence encouraging publications. 

Supervisors in Biology dm placed a high emphasis on motivating dents .  Supervisors 

in the Social Sciences, Humanities, and Education placed linle ernphasis on assisring with 

publications and motivation, however they did score high on the emphasis placed on 

leaming research methodologies. In the facuity of Business Education, supervisors 

believed that rnatching personaiities of supeMsors and students was important, in 

addition to providing support and guidance on persona1 issues. interestingiy, Social 

Science supervisors placed the least emphasis of al1 Faculties on providing persona1 

!=Ppo** 

Severai aspects were viewed as important across d l  Faculties. These included: 

ensuring that students make continuous progress, providing prompt (not defined) 

feedback, and holding regular ( a h  not definecl) progress meetings. Based on the above 

hdings, and the impact supervision has on satisfaction and quaiity, it wodd be 

beneficial to examine whether the emphasis placed on the various aspects of supervision 

has an effect on pmeived supervisory effectiveness. This wiil be addresseci in the 

pment study . 

The SupcrvUory Reiationship 

The relationship baween a student and a supervisor is seen as the medium 

thugh which change and growth occurs. The supervisory reiationsbip itself has received 

littie attention in the literature on supmrision (Kaiser, 1997). What has been examined 

however, shows that the nature of the relationship can have a profound inauence on a 
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student, impacting such things as quality of work (Kaiser, 1997). self-esteem (Hodgson 

& Simoni, 19951, cornpetence (Heppner & Roehllce. 1984). and overall success (Donald, 

Saroyan, & Denison, 1995). in fact, graduate students regard theu relationship with their 

supervisor as the most Unportant aspect of their graduate ducation (Benassi & Ferland, 

1993; Aguinis, Nesler, Quigley, Lee, & Tedeschi, 1996). 

Ballard and Clanchy (1 993), describe the relationship as involving "a blend of 

academic expertise and the ski l l fu l  management of personai and professional relations. 

Supervisors are expected to be knowledgeable and skilied in their disciplinary 

specialities, and they are also expected to take the lead in establishing a quaîity of 

relations which will give their students access to the knowledge and skilis they possess." 

(p. 61). In this regad, it is similar to an apprenticeship, whereby there is a considerable 

degree of direction and teaching of the graduate snident by the supervisor (Holdaway, 

Deblois, & Winchester, 1995). - 

Kaiser (1997), in describing the relationship, identined three core elements that 

exia ben~een supeMsor and student. These elements are power and authority, s h e d  

meaning, and ûust. Power refea to the abiüty to influence or control another and 

authority refers to the nght to exert this control (Kadushin, 1992). Supervisory 

relationships are characterized by a power differentiai because at some point, the 

supervisor wiU need to evaluate the quality of the students' work (Collins, 1993). The 

supmisor has authority similar to the role of teacher, hence, regardless of p s t  

expcrience, age, or position, the supmisee, as d e n t ,  is placed in the role of learner 

(Rosenb1um & Raphael, 1983). Kadushin (1992) explains how for some graduate 

students the power différenthl is difficdt to accept Graduate shdents' perceptions of the 
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power of Npervisors are assumeci to influence the relationship between themselves and 

o v e d  educational outcornes such as: (a) graduate student's satisfaction with the graduate 

program and University environment, (b) students' mood and morale, (c) number of years 

spent CO complete the graduate degree, and (d) fbture career success (A-, Nesler, 

Quigley, Lee & Tedeschi, 1996). Despite the above, for effective supervision to occur, 

both the supervisor and the student need to M y  participate in the p c e s s  recognizing 

and accepting that a power differential does exist (Kaiser, 1997). In extreme situations, a 

student will refuse guidance as a meam of removing themselves fiom the relationship 

and the power Werential. However with this distancing cornes the possibility that the 

supervisor wili have a less than positive impact on the student's work and career (Kaiser, 

1997). 

The issue is in detennining an appropriate power diffmntial between student and 

supervisor. In other words, what is considmd to be too much power and what is too 

little? How much should the student be encouraged to act autonomously and how much 

should the student depend on the nipmisor for m e r s  and guidance? Generally agreed 

upon m e r s  to these questions are that good supervisory practice means that the 

supervisor is neither using power in a destructive way (Jacobs, 1991), nor failing to 

acknowledge its existence in the relationship (Kaiser, 1997). The supervisor, for 

example, will be in charge of setting the boudaries of the relationship and deterrnining 

the parameters of acceptable behanour. 

The second elewnt in the relationship is s h e d  meanhg about d e s  and tasks. 

This refers to the mutuai undetstanding and agreement between a supe~sor and a 

d e n t  (Kaiser, 1997). S h a d  meaning essentially means that if ciear communication is 
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occiimng then the message sent by one, is the message nceived by the other. A 

comment h m  a student in a supmisory relationship where this is not o c c h g  might 

be 'my supmisor never understands me or my needs,' or '1 cm never foliow what my 

supmisor is saying.' 

Trust, the third element identified by Kaiser, has ken documented as important in 

achievhg effective supervision (Heppner & Roehlke, 1984; Kadushin, 1992). Trust, 

indudes safety, wfiich is defined as the snident's h d o m  to make mistalces and to take 

risks without the danger of an overly critical teaction h m  the supeMsor (Kaiser, 1997). 

Safety is ais0 important because the vulnerable d e n t  d l  be exposing personai and 

professional skills. Without the exposure of those skills, the supervisor will not be able 

to challenge the student and encourage growth. Teitelbaum (1998) also identified the 

student's need for safety as king paramount in the supervisory relationship. He explains 

that d e t y  does not mean that the supenisor is k t e d  to positive, supportive, and 

empathic feedback. Instead, if the student feels that hidher strengtbs are reguiarly 

acknowledged then the tendency to be defernive in the face of constructive criticism is 

limi ted. 

In addition to power and authority, shared meaning, and trust, other elements of 

the relationsbip that have been identiflied as important are faimess (Eggleston & 

Delamont, 1983), and accoimtability (Kaiser, 1992). Each of the elements mentioned 

involve mauy supervisory characteristics and behaviors that a e c t  the perception of 

effective supervision. These characteristics and behaviours will now be addressed. 



Many supervisory characteristics have been identifieci in the research on 

supervision. In fact, the number of variables that could potentially influence the 

supervisory process is very large, (Carifio & Hess, 1987). Moses (1 984) examined 

aspects of the PhD program coupled with student needs and demographics. In the study, 

supervisors were asked to indicate aspects of the supervisory process that they found to 

be challenging. Topics mentioned fell into five broad categories. 

First, the amourit of help and guidance that students shouid be given, considering 

that their research should be origiiial, was a question that f'iequentiy came up. 

Supervisors were unsure about the amouut of independence students should have with 

respect to topic selection and research design. In fact, some universities have a hands-off 

approach to mpmision and prefer the term 'advisor' to 'supervisor', because it implies 

less direction and less involvement in the students research (Holdaway, Deblois, & 

Winchester, 1995). In 0 t h  studies such as that by Magnuson, Wilcoxon and Norem 

(2000) a hands-off approach is reflective of 'lousy supervision'. In their study, 

participants emphasized the importance of accurate, specific, and abundant feedback as 

characteristic of effective supewision. 

Second, how topic selection should fit with supervisors' interest was also an area 

of concem* Research has show that some supervisors place more emphasis on matching 

research interest while othm see personaüty matching as more important (Holdaway, 

Deblois & Winchester, 1995; Moses, 1984; Powles, 1988). Elton and Pope (1989) claim 

that matching of research interest and pc~onality are equally important and necessary for 

collegiality, which in tum is necessary for effective supeNision. 
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Thid, the ikquency and length of meetings was a major challenge because 

supervison recogaized that hident ne& varied. In his mdy, Moses (1984) reported 

that supervisors found it very difficult to define the t m  'regular', for it was too 

subjective to defhe accurately. Seagram, Gould and Pyke (1998) found that a signifiant 

relationship existed between fiequency of meetings and completion rates. Fast 

completers met more fnqueatly than slow completers did. Although this result seems 

logical, it is wt clear as to the meaning of 'met more fnsuently' bebeuse the researchen 

faii to explain this. It can ody be assumeci that it was numbcr of meetings over the 

course of a student's entire program of studio. It is important to focus on the quality of 

meetings as well as the f'requency of meetings. Magnuson, Wilcoxon and Norem (2000) 

found that frequency of meetings was irrelevant if the length, quality and focus were 

lacking. Essentially, if t h e  was not wd appropriately, then students were less satisfied 

with the supervisory experience. 

The fourih challenge identified by Moses (1984) was hding a balance between 

different approaches to supervision, for example, sole vernis joint supe~sion. 

Supervisors questioned whether joint supervision was beneficial to students. This 

concem has been supported by Powles (1988) who asked 160 jointly s u p e ~ s e d  midents 

about their experience, and found that only 40% of the students foumi the supe~sion to 

be very satisfactory or satisfactory. The remaining 60% found this format of supenision 

to be either reasonable or unacceptable. 

The nfth and final challenge mentioned by supmisors was the nature of the 

personal relationship they had with their students. They qwstioned to what extent they 

shouid be aware of persona1 and economic problems, and to what extent they should 
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include students in their professional network. Few &es of graduate snident 

supervision have addressed these questions. Only recentiy are some m e r s  available. 

For example, Lovitts anâ Nelson (2000) sweyed 8 16 students (5 1 1 completers and 305 

noncompleters) and found that the type of support studenîs receive, their degree of 

participation in the department's intellecnial and social Me and in the profession was 

related to their niccess at complethg a graduate degree. Persona1 and academic support 

increased the probability of completion and siirprisingly the more h c i a l  support 

d e n t s  received, the less likely they were to complete their studies. It was reported that 

students on fidi feliowships were less likely to have daily contact with their supervisor, 

other graduate students and facdty. Lovitts and Nelson explaincd that fellowship 

students were often so discomected with academic culture that they violated univenity 

regdations and secretly took outside jobs while receiving theu feliowship cheques. 

Consequently, they slowly abandoned their studies. On the other hand, giaduate students 

with teaching assistantships were more likely to complete their degrees. They reported 

king more involved in departmental activities and had more contact with theu 

supervisors. These d e n t s  also reported mon satisfaction with supervision. 

Powles (1988) conducteci a study on the positive and negative aspects of graduate 

education with a particular focus on nipcrvisory practices. Using a questionnaire, 

studmts were asked about their nipmrisory relationships. Roblem areas identified 

included personality clashes, sexual hiuassment, professional disagreements, availability 

and fiequency of face-to-face meetings, conflicts over authorship, plagiarism by the 

supervisor and inadquate encouragement and feedback. Som of these problems can k 

linked directly to the challenges faced by supmiisors in the study by Moses (1984). For 
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example, availability and fhquency of face-to-face meetings, as mentioned by students 

(Powles, 1988) and fkqucncy and length of meetings, as mentioned by supervisors 

(Moses, 1984). In addition, when asked about what improvements students would like to 

see in the supervisory relationship, 2 1 % said they wmted mon opportunity for personal 

contact and 30% hdicated they would like more guidance in al1 areas such as topic, 

research design, research methods, statisticai analysis and writing. These suggestions for 

improvement also match the concerns found by Moses (1 984). 

III addition to some of the characteristics mentioned above, Hill, Acker, and 

Black, (1994) found that d e n t s  indicatad approachability as an essential part of an 

effective relatioaship. Students said thcy felt more confident in expressing themselves 

and their ideas when they had a friendly relationship with their supervisor. If supervison 

are distant, d e n t s  said they felt intimidated and reluctant to express their own ideas. 

Teitelbaum (1998) also stated that moa students benefit fiom a supervisor who is 

empathetic, panicularly in relation to the -dent's feelings of inadequacy or 

incornpetence. 

ûther researchers have identified supervisors' emphasis, role and focus on the 

topic as king important (Carey & Ivey, 1988; Lannllig, 1986). This may be related to 

what others have identifiecl as expertise and interest in topic of research (Elton & Pope, 

1989; McMichael, 1992). 

Eggleston and Delamont (1983) compiled a list of supervisor descriptors based on 

research fkom the literature and then asked graduate students to indicate which adjectives 

might d e m i  the ideal supervisor. Items in the list included the following: active, 

attentive, available, d g ,  critical, coileague, co-ordinator, ddaachd, -or, 
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enthusiastic, fnend, helpful, influentid, involved, knowledgeable, objective, passive, 

partner, respectfiil, speciaiist, stimulating, teacher, and trainer. Four of the items were 

not chosen by any of the participants. These were detached, director, passive, and 

partner. The four items receiving top ratings were knowledgeable, available, hefpful, and 

stimulating , with knowledgeable behg chosen the most fiequently . Knowledgeable has 

ofien been listed as a characteristic of effective supervisors (Burgess, Pole, & Hockey, 

1994; McMichael, 1992). Kaiser (1997) found that students tend to be more satisfied 

with the relationship when they perceive their supervisors as king knowledgeable. The 

following case reflects this weii: 

A student described her supervisor as not being very bnght 

or knowledgeable and stated that she didn't believe he had 

much to give her. Like othea in this situation, she did not 

talk to him much about what was happening in her work. 

She met with him for the required hour a week and told him 

in a perfunctory manner what she was doing. She expressed 

no doubts, questions, or concerns and asked for littie to no 

help in her work. He would compliment her on a job well 

done and she would lave, feeling u~lsatisfied (Kaiser, 

1997, p. 29). 

When the kaowiedge differential does not appear to be present, the validity of the 

supervisor's feedback is question& resuiting in students not asking for feedkk, such as 

in the above example (Sch- 1988). If examinecl in a satisfaction type m e y ,  the 

outcow for this type of reiatîoaship would be that the student might indicate poor 

supmrision whiie the supmrisor indicates a satisfactory relatiomhip. By examining the 
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importance placed on particular behaviors, and the perceiveci satisfaction with those 

behaviors, it is possible to identify the caw for the discrepancy in satisfaction ratings. 

Fraser and Mathews (1 999) report Mdence fiam a survey of postgraduate 

students iegarding desirable characteristics of a supervisor, which supports the view that 

some students desire much more fiom a s u p e ~ s o r  than kiowledge in the subject matter. 

What they found was that the success of the relatioiiship depended on k e  supe~sor 

characteristics of which one was expertise in the research area, the second was support 

for the d e n t  and the third was balancing creativity and criticism; in other words advice 

a d  flexibility with constructive criticism. 

A final yet major characteristic of the supervisory relationship often found in the 

research is that supervisors of graduate & g m s  are also or shouid be mentors to their 

midents. This particular area of research receives much attention and debate, for some 

mearchers believe that supervision and mentorhg are distinct fimctions while others 

believe they are one and the same. In some cases, the ternis are used interchangeably. 

For the purpose of this study, a review of the literature on mentorhg and supervision is 

provided to ad* the similarities and differences between the two. 

Mentoring and Supervision 

Mentoring, a specific type of relationship has become an increasingly popular 

topic within the dent-supmisor relationship. In fact, it is cunently considered by 

sow to be critical for preparirig graâuaîe students for academic camrs (Morgan, 1993). 

The question is whether the supmisory relationship is in fact a mentoring relationship. 

The word mentor cornes h m  Greek mythology. In the ninth cenairy BC, Horner 

introduced the basic components of the relationship in Tho Odyssey. The legendary epic 
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has it that Athena, the goddess of wisdom, transformeci herself into an old man in order 

to become Mentor. Mentor was the niend of Odysseus, King of Ithaca, While Odysseus 

travelled the world in his ten-year odyssey, b entnisted Mentor with the education of his 

son, Telemachus. Telemachus' education was to include every developmental facet of his 

life: physicai, inteilectual, moral, spirinial, social, and administrative. This relationship 

between Telemachus and Mentor set the standard for characterizhg fiiture mentoring 

relationships such as the ones between Socrates and Plato, Freud and Jung, and Haydn 

and Beethoven (Meniam, 1983). 

Although the idea of mentoring has existed for centuries, the concept was not 

given prominence until Levinson's (LeMnson, Damiw, Klein, Levinson and McKee, 

1978) extensive work in the late 1970's. Levinson focused on understanding mentoring 

and how it fuactions in the development of individual adults. In Levinson's words, 

"The mentor relationship is one of the most cornplex, and 

developmentally important, a man can have in early adulthood. The 

mentor is ordinariiy several years older, a person of greater experience 

and seniority in the world the young man is entering. No word 

cunently in use is adequate to convey the nature of the relationship we 

have in miid here. Words such as "coimselor" or "gurun suggest the 

most subtle meanings, but they bave other connotations that would be 

misleading. The term "mentor is generaiiy used in a much narower 

sense, to mean teacher, advisor or sponsor. As we use the term, it 

means all these things, and more" (p. 97). 

According to tbis definîtion a mentor as a teacher, enhances the intellectual 

development of the student. As a sponsor, the mentor facilitates advancement, and as a 

counselor h&he pmvides moral support in times of stress. Levinson's definition of a 
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classic mentor also includes being a guide (i.e., welcorning the protégé into a new 

occupation and social world), and exemplar (Le., setting an example for the student 

which in tum leads to admiration and emulation of the mentor's -es, achievements, 

and way of living). In addition to the above characteristics, Levinson also argues that a 

mentor has a crucial developmentai fiuiction to fblfii in the relationship, which is to 

"support and facilitate the reolizution of the Dream " (p. 98). The Dream is the vision 

each young person has about the kind of life helshe wants as an adult (Memam, 1983). 

The mentor is one who can recognise and support this dream (Levinson et al, 1978). 

In the research on mentoring, definitions range h m  simply "an experienced adult 

who befiiends and guides a less experienced person" (Fagen, l988), to the classic 

definition provided by Levinson a al (1978) noted above. Bowen (1986) based his 

definition on the work of Levinson, indicatug that "mentorhg occm when a senior 

person in terms of age and experience undertakes to provide information, advice, and 

emotional support for a junior perwn in a relationship lasting over an extended period of 

time and mark4 by substantial emotional cornmitment by both parties" (p. 65). ONeil 

(198 1) on the 0 t h  hd, describes mentoring as "the complex process where personal, 

role, and situationai factors interact between an older more experienced professional 

person and a younger less ex@enced professional person" (p. 14). 

Given the bmad range of definitions of mentor, it is not suprishg that it is used 

interchangeably with supervisor, advisor, and teacher. 

Mentorhg and Graduate Stucient Supervision 

Some universities use the descriptor mentor rather than research supervisor and 

indeed the relationship between supcrvisor and graduate student fomed over the 
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extended p e n d  of the supervision process contains many of the elements also 

described in the mentoring process (Leder, 1995). However, Nerad (as cited in Gaffiiey, 

1995) states theie is a clear ciifference between supervishg and m e n t o ~ g  graduate 

students. A supervisor is responsible for assisting students in selecting program of study 

and for making sure that students make adequate progres toward the degree and Ml al1 

University requirements. A mentor (as defined by Levinson) is a penon who takes a 

novice under his/her wing. The mentor helps the d e n t  set goals and standards and 

develop skills, protects the student h m  others in a way that allows m m  for risks and 

failure, facilitates the dent ' s  successful entrance into academic and professional circles, 

and uitimately passes on his or her work to the student. From this distinction, it would 

seem that supervision is simply an rdministrative mechaaical process. Jacobi (1991) 

states that research supervisors often take a mentoring role which includes support and 

encouragement, guidance, facilitating access to resources and opportunities, providing 

information, and stimiiiating the acquisition of knowledge and senhg as a role model. 

Cronan-HilIDI, Gensheirner, Cmnan-Hillix, and Davidson (1986) examineci the 

students' perspective of mentoring relationships to determine the pmalence and 

characteristics of such relationships in graduate tmhbg. Psychology graduate midents 

were first asked if they had a mentor, and then asked about the role mentors played in 

their professional and social lives, and the qualities associated with good and poor 

mentors R d t s  showed that 53% of the students had mentors. However the students 

did not indiate whether their mentor was also their thesis/dissertation supervisor. The 

most fiequentiy mentioned characteristic of good mentors was that they were interested 

in and supportive of the snident. Personality characteristics were i&ed second most 
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fimiuendy for a good mentor, and most fkquently for a bad mentor. Pasonality 

characteristics of a good mentor included sense of humour, howsty, empad~y, 

compassion, patience, flexibility and loyalty. For a bad mentor they hcluded such things 

as egocentric, overextended, disorganised, dishonest, untrustworthy, rigid and criticai. 

The term mentor in this study was open to subjective interpretation because the 

researchers allowed the respondents to "interpret it as they pleased" (Croaan-Hillix, 

Gensheimer, Cmnan-Hillk, and Davidson, 1986, p. 124). Many of the characteristics 

listed for good mentors are similar to the characteristics listed for effective supe~sors 

(McMichael, 1992; Powles, 1988; Teitelbaum, 1998). It could be bat without defining 

mentor in the classical sense, students are interpreting it to mean the same thing as an 

effective supervisor. 

Cronan-Hillix, Gensheimer, Cronao-HillUc and Davidson (1986) reported a 

signincant positive relationship between having a mentor and student productivity 

(number of publications, numkr of conférence papers, number of research projects). in 

addition, students who had mentors were more satisfied with their program. If students 

w m  confusing classic mentor with effective supervisor, then the resuits indicate that 

effective mpe~s ion  and not necessarily mentoring has an effect on student productivity 

and satisfaction. 

Long and McGinnis (1985) ais0 examined mentoring ktween graduate snidents 

and Supmisors to determine if mentoring had an aE&t on student careers. The study 

was conducted in the early eighties, however the participants w m  male biochemists who 

meived their doctoratcs between 1957 and 1963. AU the dissertation supmisors were 

assumed to be mentors, which was measUrad in terms of professional eminence (number 
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of awards), scientific performance (number of publications and citations). and 

collaboration with the student (number of publications with students' m e  durhg time of 

study and the three-year period foiiowing study). Long and McGinnis reported that the 

influence of a mentor begins with collaboratioe Students who coliaborate are more 

productive (number of publications) during their doctoral studies. The mentor's 

penormance coupled with collaboration was a significant factor in detnmining a 

student's placement after graduation. The researchers concluded that baving a mentor 

while in graduate school had a signiscaut effect on a snadent's career. 

Neither the study by Cronan-Flillix, Gensheirner, Cronan-Hillix, and Davidson 

(1986) or by Long and M c G i s  (1985) used the classic definition of mentor provided 

by Levinson, t h m f 0 ~  it is unkiown if the relationships were in fat mentoring ones. It 

c d d  possibly be that when supervisors provide some of the mentoring fiinctions, he or 

she is seen as a mentor. This is not necessarily wrong. for one could argue that fufnllulg 

aii the fiinctions of classic mentoring is not necessary in order for a supervisor to be seen 

as a mentor by a d e n t .  

Stafford and Robbins (1991) found that graduate students in Social Work 

identifïed both their professon and supervisors as mentors, however not in the classical 

sense. Of the 262 d e n t s  surveyeà, 132 reported king involved in a mentoring 

relationship. and 25% of the mentond students identifiai their supmisors as their 

mentors. The most important mentorhg hctions identifiecl by the students were that the 

mentor: was avdable to discuss problems and off= suggestions, dernomtratcd 

professional characteristics that are desireû in the profession, encouraged discussion of 

values and ethics, acted to instil confidence in the strdent, and acted as a mincd advisor 
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and confidante. Intmstingiy, the students who were not involved in a mentoring 

reiationsbip with their supmWrs identified the same fiuictions as necessary for a 

mentoring relationship, if one was to occur. Results also indicated that being mentorrd 

enhancecl the student's overail experience. 

Friedman (1987) examinai the prevalence and understanding of mentoring 

amongst graduate students and supmrisors in Engineering, History and Economics. 

Before the shidy, Friedman made the assumption that the relatiomhip between thesis 

supervisor and doctoral candidate would provide opportunity for the development of a 

mentoring relationship in the classicai sense because of the nature of the relationship. 

The relationslip extends over a pdod of three or more years and provides the 

opportunity for both saident and supmisor to spend time together developing a research 

topic. In addition, it provides the d e n t  with the opportunity to observe and emulate the 

style and @ormance of the m p e ~ s o r  as teacher, researcher, thinker and miter. 

However, hdings were different than expected Students had mentors other than 

their supervisors and supervisors g e n d y  did not mentor their graduate students. 

Comments fiom both snidents and professors indicated that mentoring in the classical 

sense (Leviason et al, 1978) is not typid of studentlsupmtisor relationships. For 

example, a doctoral student in engineering stated "No, my advisor is not my mentor. 1 

dont think that anyone h a  is a mentot; they're too busy" (p. 62). Another engineering 

student had a similar opinion saying "A mentor? Yes - but not my advisor. My father has 

ken my mentorn (p.62). From the nipmisors' perspective, one professor described a 

mentor as "a professor with a very dominant personality as well as a very pronomceci 

idcology (regardhg theory or methodology) that he gets his students to adopt Right 
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now, I'm not interested in hüming out clones, so up to now I have not been a mentor to 

anyone. Perhaps as 1 get older and develop less patience for alternative ways of thinking, 

1 may become one." (p. 65). Another said "1 certainly dont see myseif as a mentor. 

Frankly, 1 see a good advisor/advisee relatiomhip as one where you just help somebody 

launch and go off into bis own orbit" (p. 65). Friedman fond these perceptions to be 

simiiar across al1 t h e  departments examined. 

Ktam (1 98Sa) suggested that the environment strongly influences whether a 

mentoring relationship will form, how long it will last and how compreheasive, mutual 

and powerful it wili be. In academia, departmental n o m  and atmosphere (collegiality 

vs. cornpetition), availability of resources, and faculty-student ratios have been found to 

daennine the amount and kind of mentoring that takes place (Carden, 1990). Friedman 

(1987) supports Krams' suggestions, and States that many of the s u p e ~ s o a  he surveyed 

commented on the impossibility of mentoring when they had several (10-15) d e n t s  to 

supe~se,  coupled with workload demands. Furtfiermore, although Friedman assumed 

pnor to his study that the relationship &en a d e n t  and supervisor pmvided the 

d e n t  with the opportunity to observe and emuiate the supervisor, he did not take into 

account the issue of role modeihg. It could be argued that d e n t s  would ody emulate 

the style and performance of the supe~wir (a condition for developing a mentoring 

relationship) if nipavisors were secn as role models. Role modebg bas received much 

attention in the literature on supervision and mentoring and will k addressed in the next 

section- 



Role Modeling 

There is some confusion in the fiterature about role modeling in student- 

supe~sory relationships and how it relates to mentoring and effectve supe~sion. 

According to Morgan (1993) d e  modeling should include modeling research skills plus 

teaching skiiis if graduate students aspire for academic positions. Often supervision is 

focused on only imparhg research skills. Modeling involves an "advanced person 

engaging in the desired behaviors, so îbat a younger, less experienced penon can mould 

theu behaviour in a similar fashion" (Morgan, 1993, p. 4). In other words, the supervisor 

demonstrates how the job is done. The problem with moâeluig, though, is that the less 

experienced person simpiy observes the end product without experiencing the factors 

involved in the behaviors they have Ken. Furthemore, supervision often only involves 

role modeling in temis of research skills. There are substantial consequences to faculty 

for g o 4  research, such as promotions, pay raises, and farne, therefore these skills 

become the focus of their career (Cesa & Fraser, 1989). The benefits for good teaching 

are less clear and thus empbasis on role modeling in the teaching domain is lesseneci. 

Mentoring graduate students goes beyond role modeling. It is more than just 

dowing a less experienced person see the role, it "invites the pmon to assume the role 

they may one &y hold" (Cesa & Fraser* 1989, p. 5). The strident in this case assumes the 

role with the guidance of a more experienced individual who provides kwwledge, 

support, guidance and hop. A Supmnsor who mentors their graduate d e n t  does much 

more than role model. Hdshe prepares the d e n t  for aii the d e s  necessary in 

academia, enhancing career and psychosocial development. 



It is clear h m  the above arguments that role modeling is an important 

characteristic in the studentlsupe~sor relationship. It has also been pointed out that 

perhaps mentoring and effective supervision are one and the same. In addition, as Cesa 

and Fraser ( 1  989) have pointed out, mentoring goes beyond role modeling. 1s it therefore 

d e  to say that effective supervision aiso goes beyond role modeling? Hall the above are 

tme, then it seems reasonable to ask if role modehg is at the very least one of many 

characteristics of effective supenision. To aaswer this question, role modehg wiU be 

explored in the present study in ternis of effective supervision and overaii satisfaction 

with the supervisory relationship. 

To this point, much has been said concerning the characteristics of supervisors, 

however the supervisory relationship is two-way and theiefore the characteristics of the 

snidents must also be examined. Unfortunately moa of the research on supervision 

focuses on the supe~sory process and on the behaviors of the supervisor. Very few 

studies have examined the chacteristics or behaviors of the students* 

Student Characteristics 

Muszunski and Akamatsu (1 991) found that student procrastination was an area 

of concern for supervisois. In their study, it was found that lack of structure, poor 

interest in topic, selfdenigration, and a low &utration level aii  contributed to 

W t i o n  and subsequently poor completion. Supewision itself had less to do with 

success than the student's own motivation and organizaton. 

A second study examinhg student charactexistics was by McMichatl(1992) who 

asked supervisors and students how they would describe the student's role in the 

relationship. From the interviews, supavisors identified seven expectations they had of 
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d e n t s .  These were: students should have the ability to organize and be effective with 

their time, they should be independent workm, they should be commined to their work, 

and they shodd treat their supervisor with respect. In addition, students should aspire to 

produchg high quaiity work, be comptent communicators (bot. written and verbal), and 

have clear objectives about their research. Students on the other hand described their d e  

in terms of king punctual. They said d e n t s  should always meet deadlines and have an 

achievable project within a specified timeline. 

As previously mentioued, there are few midies examinuig the student's role in the 

mpe~sory relatiomhips. Given the limited research, it seems reasonable to explore this 

m e r  to enhance our understanding of supervision in graduate education. In addition to 

exploring supenisor characlerstics, this study wili also explore student characteristics. 

Finaüy, researchers have attempted to reduce the number of characteristics 

identified as important to more general corstructs. Unfortunately, the research conducted 

to this point has focused on specific areas of supervision and may not be generalizable to 

ail supe~sory relationships in graduate education. Two of these studies are described 

below. 

Comtmcts of the Superviron Reiationship 

McMichael(1992) identified two major constructs onto which mon supervisor 

chanictcnstics and behaviors load. These were educational support and personal support. 

Educaîionai support iacluded such things as guidance, experh,  questioning, probiag 

and time management; personal support included motivation, rapport, and accessibiüty. 

Two coriseucts were also identified for categorizing the shident characteristics. These 

w m  dissertation orientation (scholarly standards, cornunication SWS, and research 
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application skills), and personal qualities (organhtion, cornmitment, independence, 

and respectfiilness). 

Friedlander and Ward (1984) in examining supe~sion in a clinical and 

psychotherapy setting, identified three constructs in the supervisory relationsbip: 

attractive (warm, supportive, open and flexible), interpersonaily sensitive (iavested, 

perceptive and committed), and task oriented (goal-oriented, focused, practical). 

The characteristics and c o ~ c t s  identified by McMichael(1992) are limited to 

supervisory nlationships at the m e r s  level in Education and those identified by 

Friedlander and Ward (1984) are limited to supervisory relationships in clinical 

psychology and psychotherapy. Both studies are very department-rpecific. This study 

will identify the characteristics aad construct of effective supervision across al1 

departments in graduate education. 

Demographic Variables and Supervision 

In an anempt to understand snident-supervisory nlationships, reseruchers have 

not only focused on the characteristics and behaviors of studeats and supervisors but also 

on demographic and situationai variables. For the purpose of this d y ,  age, gender, 

Facuity, and sta~us  will be examined. Student staw wiii be examined in tenns of part- 

tirne versus fuu-the, and mastrrs level versus doctoral level. Supavisor status wili be 

examineci in terms of d e m i c  r a d  (Le., assistant, associate, full, adjunc& and emeritus 

prof-r) 



Age is a variable that can Vary gmîtly in graduate prognuns, especialiy with more 

and more students taking tirne off to work and gain experience before returning to school 

to puMe advanced training and ducation (lapidus, 1990). Supervisors thenfore rnay 

find themselves supmrising d e n t s  of ail ages, not ody traditional graduate students in 

their early to mid-menties. Only one shdy was found which examined stuàent age in 

relation to supmrision in graduate schools. This was by Powles (1988) who found that 

students under 30 were mon dissatisfied than d e n t s  over 30 in ai l  aspects of guidance 

and supervision. A possible explanation might be that older, more experienced students 

are more independent and therefore do not need the &y to &y encouragement, guidance 

and support of their supervisor. They may have intrinsic motivation and an experientid 

understanding of the process. Age can serve as a proxy for e@ence, with the 

assumption that older d e n t s  035) enteruig graduate school are bringing Mie- 

experience into the process. 

With respect to age of supenrisor, Yerushalrni (1993) wrote tha? as supervisors 

approach middle-age, they may experience stagnation, depression, cynicism and 

pessimisrn, which c m  have a mgative effect on supervision. Supervisors rnay feel 

threatened in the presence of younger d e n t s  aspiring for their jobs. The older 

supe~sur may become amcious about the demands of nipewision and as a tesult rnay 

becorne disutnt and hostile. Yenishalmis' theoretid points have not bem supported with 

any empiricai rrseaich. The pesent sady wili  include supervisor age to explore the 

impact it rnay have on effective nipcrvision. 
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Gender 

Gender issues have becorne increasingly important in the research on supervision. 

Women report more barriers to successfuf supentisory relationships than do men (Burke 

& McKeen, 1996). Similar to some wntoring relationships in business orgmintions, it 

has been suggested that because of the nature of the relationship (closeness and 

iateiiectual intimacy) coupled with organizational demographics (most mentors in 

academia are men) (Burke, 1984; Burke & M c k n ,  1 W6), cross-gender relationships 

may raise additional issues that tend to be absent in same-sex relationships (typicaiiy 

male-male). One important issue is that outsiders may perceive the relationship to be 

0 t h  than a professional one (Clawson & Kram, 1984). 

Powles (1993) found in her research that more f e d e  than d e  d e n t s  were 

dissatisfied on 13 of 15 aspects of supervision, mch as access to their supervisors and the 

p e m d  facets of the supe~sory ielationship. Ody in "fkedom to pian" and "guidance 

in writing" were males more dissatidieà, however these differences were not statistically 

significant. Powles also indicated that women's aspirations to pursue academic careers 

decrraxd during and &ter candidature. Hite (1985) investigated female doctoral students 

and their perceptions and concerm while in graduate school. Her d i s  indicated that 

men experienced more role conpence than f d e s .  Hite concluded that women at the 

doctoral level might need more encouragement than males because they may be cophg 

with connicting role danandS. The study also indicted that men also pcrceived more 

support fiom thch supmisors than did their female colleagues, regardless of field of 

study. Hite reported that fernale students might klieve that their professors do not think 

they have the ability and motivation to succccd. 
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A third study examinhg gender and supervision found that male students 

perceived better relationships with theu supervisors, regardless of the gender of the 

supervisor, than female students did. In addition, male supervisors also perceived better 

relationships with -dents, regardless of student gender, than did f e d e  supenisors 

(Worthington & Stem, 1985). The authors concluded tbat perhaps males and fernales 

Mer in their standards for what constitutes a good relationship. 

Although several researchers have reportcd that male students generally complete 

theù degree requirernents mon quickiy than female students do (Sheinin, 1989; 

Tuclmian, Coyle, & Bae, 1990; Yeates, 199 l), othea suggest that gender differences 

occur only in certain departments (Bowen & Rudenaine, 1992). For example the 

Canadian Association for Gtaduate Studies (1994) conducted an analysis of gender 

dinaences in tune to completion for doctoral -dents. Data fiom 30 Canadian graduate 

schools revealed that women in the Social, Nahnal, Applied and Life sciences programs 

look longer than men to complete their degree requirements while the reverse was mie 

for students in the Humanities. 

Seagram* Godd and Pyke (1998) suggested that perhaps women take longer 

because they have different experiences as graduate students. Some have found that 

women tak about a 'chilly climate' (Pyke, 1996) and the lack of appropriate role models 

(Seagram, Gould & Pyke, 1998). The r d t s  fiam the study by Seagram, Godd and 

Pyke also indicated that men expressed higher levels of satisfaction than women with th 

amount of feedback povided by supervisors. Finally, men reprted more supmisor 

interest in topic than did women (Seagrdm, ûould & Pyke, 1998). 
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Since a key factor in the successful and time1y completion of a doctorate is the 

supervisory/mentoring mlationship, gender Merences in the nature of the supervisory 

experience may heip explain gender diffemces in time to completion (Girves and 

Wemmems, 1988; Godard, 1992). Genda ciifferences in perception of effective 

supervision and satisfaction will be explored in this study. 

Faculîy 

Research has indicated Maences in supervisory practice across the various 

departments and Faculties in graduate education (Donaid, Saroyan, & Denison, 1995; 

Moses, 1992). W l e  most Faculties agree on the need for knowledge of research a m  

and availability for effective supervision (Donald, Saroyan, & Denison, 1995; Moses, 

1984; Powles, 1993) discrepancies occur in the area of providing feedback and bebg 

sensitive to student nceds. Non-science based programs tend to place more emphasis on 

these needs (Donald, Saroyan, & Deblois, 1995). To &te, research examining the 

dinmnces in perceived supervisory effectiveness and the importance students place on 

the different characteristics of supervision have only been examined in Humanities 

(Hodgson & Simoni, 1995; Seagiam, Gould & Pyke, 1998), N a d  Sciences (Maor, & 

Fraser* 1995; Seagram, Gouid & Pyke, 1998), Social Sciences (Burgess, Pole, & Hockey, 

1994; Seagram, Gouid & Pyke, 1998), Social Work (Collins, 1993; Vonk & Thyer, 1997) 

and ClinicaVCounseling Psychology (Friedlander & Ward, 1984; Kaiser, 1992; 

Muszynski & Akamatsu, 1991 ; Phillips & Russell, 1994). 

For example, Seagram, Gouid and Pyke, (1998) reportecl that students in Social 

Sciences are more likely to collaborate with their supmisor on papers and also reported 

higher leveis of overall dshc t ion  with supervision Uian d e n t s  in the Natural Sciences 
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or Humanities. However, it was ais0 reported that students in the Naturai Sciences met 

more fkquently with theu supervisors than students in Humanities or the Social 

Sciences. It is interesthg to note that fiequency of meetings was not the deciding factor 

in overali satisfaction with snidents in the Social Sciences and Natural Sciences. 

To this point, there does not appear to be any research examining the diffemces 

in supervision and satisfaction with s u p d o n  amss  al1 Facdties in graduate school, 

especidy in the area of Education, Engineering, Kinesiology, Nursing and Medical 

Science. The present study will include Facdty as a variable, which wiii contribute to 

out understanding of the student-supervisor nlationship across dl areas of graduate 

education. 

status 

For exploratory praposes, the perceptions of effective supeMsion wiii be 

compareci between midents completing a master's degree and those completing a doctoral 

degree. To date, there does not appear to be any research examinhg these ciiffixemes. 

In addition, supmrisor status in terms of academic rank will be examined to 

determine if perceptions M e r  according to position. This as weii has not been explored 

in previous research. In terms of d e m i c  rank, supervisors will be grouped according 

to the following titles: Assistant Profesor, Associate Rofessor, Full Professor, Emeritus 

Rofcssor, and Adjunet Professor. 

Measuns dSuptrvWion 

According to ICadushin (1992), evaluation of nipmrisOrs and the supervisory 

relationship does not s e ~ n  to be commoa There are however a few assessrnent 
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instruments that have been developed for the purpose of evaluating various elements of 

supe~sory effectiveness Wonk & niyer, 1997). Most of these have b e n  developed for 

use in clinid and counselling programs. Several of these instruments are reviewed 

1. Research Supervision Pnctices 

Youngman (1994) sought to generate descriptions of research supervision 

practices, and student experiences and perceptions. Aims of the study were to develop a 

seEreport instrument for describing the practices of research supervision, and the 

experiences of r e s e a .  students. The instrument developed for the study was w d  to 

identify the similarities and diffennces in the experiences of students and supenisoa in 

the Social Sciences. The instrument developed contained a lia of behaviors which 

students and supcrvisors had to check if the behavior was experienced. This was not 

designed using a Likert xale, which would indicate the fresuency of the behaviot. 

Instead, participants simply indicated 'yes' or 'no' to experiencing the behavior. 

The final outcorne compared the experiences students feported with the 

experiences supervisors reported. The behaviors were then correlateci with generai 

situational factors such as subject, course level, and full-timdpart-tirne, to sec if the 

behaviors experienced were different amongst the groups. The study did not examine 

individuai relatiomhips to see if there was any correlation between particular behavioa 

and satkfktion with the relationship. Supervisors were asked to refer to their most 

recently completed research student, while students were asked to refer to the supervision 

in their most ment course. Although this instrument has applicability for classroom 
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teacbing/suprvision, it was not designed to examine the research supervision of 

doctoral d e n t s .  

2. Supewisor Emphasir Rating Sule  

This iastniment designed by Lannhg (1986) measures the de- of emphasis on 

60 skiiis and behaviors that are considerd to be important for beginning Master's level 

counseliag snidents to exhibit. A 7-point Likert scale was used (1 = no emphasis; 7 = 

stmng emphasis). The instnunent contains four scales with 15 items comprising each 

d e .  The Four scales are: Process Skiiis (apply to interaction between couiwlor and 

client in the counseling reiationship), Pmonalization Skills (inner attitudes, beliefs, and 

feelings of the couwlor), Conceptual Skiils (cognitive abilities the counselor has in 

- relation to effective counseling), and Professional Behavior (aspects of a counselofs 

behavior that reflect an ability to adhere to commonly accepted standards for and 

principals of professionai practice). Participaats are required to rate the degree to which 

each competency was emphasized in supervision. This instrument looks at what is 

happening in supe~sion, but it is restricted to the couwling student-supervisor 

relationship (i.e., discipline-specific). In addition, it does not ddress the issue of 

effective nipavision beyond whether or not the appropriate skilis w m  emphasized by 

the supervisor. 

3. Supervisory Styles Inventory (SSI) 

Describeû as a pmmising self-report (Galassi & Trent, 1987), the SSI (Friedlander 

& Ward, 1984) focuses on the process of supervision in Psychotherapy and coumeLing 

psychology. It was created to measure the "supmisor's distinctive mannet of 

approaching and responding to trainees" (Friediander & Ward, 1984, p.541). On the SSI, 
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supervison are rated by themselves or by nipmrism on 25 bipolar adjectives across 

thm factors: atttactiveness (wami, supportive, fiiendly), interpersonai sensitivity 

(hivesteci, therapeutic, perceptive), and task orientation (focuseà, thorough, pacticd). 

The instrument is primarily used to examine mpemisory style within 

supeMsor/studen~client situations. Participauts' rate items according to the de- to 

which they refiect 'generai style of supervision' with all students. A Likert s d e  is used 

ranghg h m  1 (not very) to 7 (very). Because of the focus on psychotherapy 

supmrision, this instrument is not a good measure for this study. 

4. Supervisoy Questionnaire (SQ) 

The Supmisory Questionnaire was designed by Worthingtm and Roehlke (1 979) 

to meanne the 'supervisee's perception of frequency of theu supe~sor's use of specific 

supe~sor behaviors' (Vonk & Thyer, 1997, p. 109). The instrument contains items that 

describe supervisor behavioa. The behaviors an measured on a 5-point Likert scale 

ranging h m  'perfectly descriptive of my supenisor's behavior' to 'never'. Tbis 

instrument was also designed specincaiiy to examine supmision in courisehg 

programs. Al1 items contain temis such as 'counseilor' and 'counseling practice'. 

Therefore is not appropriate for this study. 

As part of the present study, an instniment will be designed to examine the 

supeMsory relationship across aü Faculties and departmats of graduate education. 

From the instrument, it d l  be possible to identify the wnsûucts relevant to the student- 

supervisory nlationship. In addition, perceptions of effectiveness and areas of 

discrepancies will be identified. It wil l  also be possible to daermllie the impact of 



demographic and situational factors on the nlationsbip. More specificaily, the 

following research questions guide this stuày. 

The preseat study will investigate the supe~sory relationship that exists between 

students and supe~sors in graàuate school. Specifically, the mearch questions are: 

What are the most important characteristics of the student-supervisor relationship ia 

graduate education? 

a) What characteristics do d e n t s  perceive as important? 

b) What characteristics do supeMsors perceive as important? 

C) 1s there a significant Merence between the characteristics students perceive as 

important and those that supenisors perceive as important? 

Can the most important ckterist ics  be grouped into more generai categories or 

constnicts? 

Is there a significant relationship between satisfaction with and perceived impact of 

the characteristics for both students and supavisors? 

1s there a significant relationship a d o r  difference between perceived impact of the 

characteristics for both students and supervisors? 

1s there a significant diffhence betwecn the overail sathfaaion with the supervisory 

relationship for both students and supervisors? 

1s diere a sisnificant relationship between the satisfiction snidents and supcrvisors 

have with individual chacteristics and OVW satisfacton with the nipmisory 

reiationship? 



7) 1s there a signincant relationship between the overd satisfaction with the 

supervisory e w e n c e  and the satisfaction with graduate education? 

8) 1s thete a sigrifkant relationship between overall satisfaction with the supervisory 

relationship, positive d e  modeling and the decision to puMe an academic career? 

9) Are thm significant Merences between demographic variables (i.e., gender, age, 

Facuity) and the satisfaction with the characteristics for both students and 

supmisors? 

10) Are there significant differences between demographic variables (i.e., age, gender, 

Facuity) and the perceived impact of the characteristics for both students and 

supervisors? 

1 1) 1s there a signincant ciifference between why students and supervisors decide to work 

togeiher? 



CaAfTERTaREE 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study was to identify the most important characteristics 

relevant to the perception of effective supervision and to examine satisfaction and impact 

of the characteristics in tmns of demographic and situationai variables. The 

methodology for the present study was divided into two phases. Phase One involved two 

tasks. The fïrst tasks identified the moa important characteristics in the student- 

supervisor relationship. The second tasks involved the development of a nirvey that 

captureci perceptions of satisfaction and impact of the characteristics on the supervisory 

relationship, the student's studies and final degree outcorne. Two parallel foms of the 

survey were developed in Phase One, one for supervisors (Graduate Supervisos, 

Relutiomhip Scale - Fomt A) and a second for studenîs (Gru&te Supentisory 

Relaîionship Sc& - F m  B). The studmt survey included demographic information on 

the -dents and the supervisor nwey included demographic information on the 

supervisors. 

Phase Two involved administering the fiaal nwey to midents and their 

supmisors to examine the q d t y  and nature of the supe~sory relationsbip in graduate 

education. 

Rationale for Rcstrrch Mctbodoloqy 

Phase One involved both qualitative and quantitative research methodologies 

while Phase Two involved survey methodology. The ratonale for the methodologies 

chosen for each phase is outlined below. 



Combincd QuaUtative and Quantitative Design for Phase One 
rn 

In an attempt to capture the most important characteristics relevant to the 

perception of effective supervision, both qualitative and quantitative meams were used. 

De& (1978) used the term triangulation to argue for the combination of methodologies 

in the study of the same phenomenon. Triangulation is based on the assumption that 

"any bias inherent in particular data sources, invedgator, and mcthod would be 

neutraiized when used in conjunction with o k  data sources, investigators, and 

methods" (Creswell, 1994, pp. 174). In addition to trianguiation, Greene, Caraceili, and 

Graham (1989) have identifkd other advantages to using combined methods. For one, 

overiapping and different f~ of a phenomenon may emerge from a combination of 

methodologies. Second, rnixed methods add scope and breaâth to a study. 

In Phase One of this study, a quantitative meanire was used to i d e n e  the 

importance of the mpe~sory characteristics found to be relevant in the literature. In 

addition, a qualitative meanrre (structureci interviews) was used to m e r  support the 

quantitative measure and to capture any additional idonnation relevant to graduate 

-dent supervision. The data h m  both methods were then combined to identify the 

most important characteristics in supervisory relationships and to design the survey for 

Phase Two. 

Quantitative Sarvcy Methodology for Phase Two 

Survey research is one of the bea research designs available to the social scientist 

interested in describig or exploring a population of individuais too large to observe 

directly (Babbie, 1990). A swey design provides a quantitative description of the 

population through the data coiiection pfocess of asking questions of people (Fowler, 
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1988). From the data collection, the tesearcher cm then generallle the hdings from a 

sample of responses to a population (Creswell, 1994). Inferences can then be made about 

some characteristic, attitude, or behavior of the population king studied (Babbie, 1990). 

The survey approach is particularly pertinent to the goals of this study for several 

reasons. First, this strategy solicits the required perceptions directly fiom active 

participants involved in the student-supervisor relationship. Perception is involved with 

attitude formation and decision-making because attitudes arc derived h m  experience 

rather than king innate (Duquette, 1993). Surveys are an excellent basis for describing 

people's attitudes and opinions (Shaughnessy & Zechmeister, 1994). Second, surveys use 

the same phrasing and ordering of questions, which makes it "possible to summarire the 

views of al l  respondents niccinctly" (Shaugbnessy & Zechmeister, 1994, pp. 1 14). While 

most survey items (Likert-type) are subject to artincially imposed forced responses, this 

study included a request for additional individual comments, which dowed participants 

the opportunity to provide relevant supplementary data. Third, s w e y s  are a more 

efficient approach for examinhg large populations. One purpose of this nidy was to 

examine diffaences in perceptions in temis of demographic variables such as age, 

Faculty and gender. A large samp1e size was therefore requued to effectively explore the 

differences h m  one group to the next. Finally, m e y  rnetbdology improves response 

rate as participants can complete the m e y  at a time and place of theù conveniaice 

(Babbie, 1992). 
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Phase One 

The purposes of Phase One were two fold. F b t ,  to identify the most important 

characteristics in the d e n t - s u p e ~ s o r  relationship. The second was to develop a 

survey that captured perceptions of satisfaction and impact of the characteristics on the 

supervisory relationship, the student's snidies and final degree outcorne. Specifically, 

Phase One addressed the following research question: 

1) what are the moa important characteristics of the -dent-supe~sor relationship in 

graduate education? 

a) What characteristics do students perceive as important? 

b) What characteristics do supervisors perceive as important? 

C) 1s there a signincant ciifference between the characteristics midents perceive as 

important and those that supervisors perceive as important? 

Participants 

One goal of Phase One was to identify the most important characteristics in 

graduate d e n t  supervision. It was therefore essential to have students and supenisors 

who were experienced with supervision participate in this Phase. The participants were 

doctoral d e n t s  and ementus professors fiom a graduate school population at a large 

urbaa university. The doctoral -dents were chosen for two reasons. First, they had 

experience with supervision, di had completed most of the journey and were close to 

defending their dissertations. Second, the availability of the students, as they were st i l l  

on campus. Intenriewing/surveying doctoral students who had completed their studies 

wouid be dficuit, as most were no longer available on campus. Emeritus professors 

were chosen for their years ofsupeMsion experïence. 
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The names of 30 doctoral students and 30 emeritus professors were randomiy 

selected nom the University dktory .  Invitations to participate (Appendix A) w m  sent 

by campus mail. A total of 16 individuals mponded by email and agreed to participate 

in the inteniew. The six emeritus professors (five male and one female) and ten graduate 

students (three male and seven female) represented a range of Faculties (i-e., Education, 

Engineering, Humanities, Science, and Social Science). 

Instrument and Interview Questions 

The List of Supervisory Characteristics (Appendix B) was an instrument designed 

specifically for Phase ûne of this study. This is a compilation of mostiy one-word 

descriptors identified by previous research to be relevant in supervisory reiatiooships 

(Carey & Ivey, 1988; Eggleston & Delamont, 1988; Hili, Acker, & Black, 1994; 

Kadushin, 1992; Kaiser, 1997; McMickl, 1992; Powles, 1988; Teitelbaum, 1998). The 

List of Supervisory Characteristics was divided into three paris. The nrst part consisted 

of 41 supervisor characteristics. The second part consisted of 30 student characteristics, 

and the third part consisted of 1 1 general characteristics of supervision. 

For each part, participants were requested to rate the importance of each 

charaaenstic in the supervisory relationship using a 5-point Likert-type =ale ranging 

h m  1 (very unimportant) to 5 (very important). Given the goal of ihis study, ratings 

were necessary to identify the most important characteristics in the relationship, 

otherwise an assumption would have been made that ail charactnistics are equaily 

important. 
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The interview questions for the shidents (Appendix C) and the supervisors 

(Appendix D) were designed to complement the List of Supe*visos, Characteristics and 

to add =ope and breadth to the shidy. 

Interview Proctdures 

Participauts were contacted by ernail to arrange a time and place for the interview. 

AU meetings with participants took place at the University of Calgary. At the beginning 

of each session, participants were informed about the purpose and methodology of the 

study, and the nature of theù involvement. They were then asked again if they wished to 

participate. Those who agreed to participate completed a copy of the consent form 

(Appendix E) prior to the commencement of the intmiew. 

The remcher conducted structured face-to-face interviews with each participant. 

Ali interviews were audio recorded and lastecl fkom 45 miautes to 60 minutes each, 

Once the interview questions had ai l  been answered, participants were asked to 

rate the importance of the characteristics on the List of Supervisory Chmcrc~eristics. 

While they were rating the characteristics, they shared their opinions and interpretatioas 

of the characteristics. For example, one participant stated "supportive can rnean several 

things, such as supportive of personal problems, or supportive of academic problems." 

The researcher recorded ail comments such as these and used them to constnict items for 

the final survey. 

Data Anaiysis 

The ratings on the List of Supervisory Characteristics were usai to calculate 

meam for the students, the ntpavisors, and both d e n t s  and supervisors together. A 

mean of 4.00 or greater was used to select the most important characteristics (Appendix 
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F) and to eliminaîe characteristics that were not pmeived as important. This ensurd 

that the chruaaenstics chosen were on average "important" to "very important" as 

perceived by the participants. Using this as a criterion, The List of Supervisory 

Characteristics was reduced to 14 supe~sor  characteristics, 13 student characteristics, 

and 4 characteristics of supewision. 

The interviews were audio ncorded and transcribed by the researcher. The 

transaipts were then adyzed to identify common themes and important characteristics 

in graduate student supe~sion. From the content anaiyses of the interview 

transcriptions, additional characteristics, which were not listed on the List of S u p e n i s o ~  

Ckacteristics, were identified by the participants as important in the supe~sory 

relationship. These important characteristics which emerged h m  the interviews were 

combined with the reduced iist of characteristics fiom the List of Supenisory 

Chmacteristics and used to develop the siwey for Phase Two. 

Because the data h m  the interviews add scope and breadth to this muiy, the 

resuîts are presented in Chapter Four, and discussed in Chapter Five. 

Siirvey Development 

The development of the nnal survey for Phase Two involved several tasks. First, 

items measuring demographic information, reason for choosing a supe~sor/agreeing to 

supervise a student and overaii satisfaction were designed for both students and 

supervisors. Second, items npresenting the important characteristics in the relationship ' 

w m  constructeci and wxïttcn in two paraiid fonns: one form for supmisors and one for 

students. 'Ihird, a preliminary m e y  was tested on a sample of students and supeMsors 

to finther determine the relative importance of each item in the relationship and to 
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identify the most important characteristics of the student-supmisor nlationship in 

graduate education. The items m d g  the most important characteristics formed the 

basis for the final survey measuring satisfxtion and expenence with supe~sion. Finally, 

open-ended items were desigwd to gather additional information fiom the participants. 

Parallel fonns of the survey were designed so that data could be coliected fiom 

both students and supervisors. The names given to the two forms w m  Graduate 

Szipervismy Rekatiomhip Scde - Fom A: Superviwrs and Graduate Supervisory 

Relarionship Scde - Fonn B: Studenfs. 

The final survey consisted of six subscaies. The development of each subscale 

wüi be addressed in the following section of this chapter. However, nibscale six will be 

described after the section on the Pilot Test, as it was added &r pilot testing. 

Subsde 1 : Supervisor and Student Information 

The first subscale consisted of items designed to coliect demographic idonnation. 

Fom A for supervisors contained 5 items. These were: gender, age, position (e.g., 

Assistant Professor), Faculty or Department, and number of years nipenrising muate  

students. Form B for snidents contained 7 items, which were gender, age, degm, 

Faculty or Department, area of specialisation, y a ~ s  to complete program, and citizenship. 

Citizenship was added for exploratory purposes to examine the supewisory eXpenences 

of visiting students. 

S u b d e  2: G e n d  Information about the Supmisory Relationship 

The second subscde of the w e y  was designed to collect f i e n d  data about the 

supervisory relationship. The goal for this d o n  was to detennine why students and 

supmrisors decide to work together, whether supervisors are seen as d e  modeis, 
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whether the nature of the relatioiiship impacts the decision to puMe an demie 

c a r  and finally overall satisfaction with supewision. The data generated from this 

subscale wouid contribute to the undetstanding of the nipmrisory relatiouship, while 

buiiding upon the literature presented in Chapter Two on role modelhg, and overall 

satisfaaion with mpmision. 

Fonn A for supervisors contained 3 items. The fkt  item asked supervisors if they 

had a choice in supervishg the student. The second item consisted of 7 elements, which 

might influence the decision to supmise a student. Supervisors were asked to rate the 

importance of each in their decision to supervise. Importance was rated on a 5-point, 

Likert-type d e  (Le., 1 = very unimportant, 2 = unimportant, 3 = neither important nor 

unimportant, 4 = important, and 5 = very important). The third item on Fonn A for 

supervisors measured overaii satisfaction with the supervisory relationship, also ushg a 

5-point Likert-type scale (1 = very satisfied, 2 = satisfied, 3 = neither satisfied nor 

dissatisfied, 4 = dissatisfied, 5 = very dissatisfied). 

Form B for students consisted of 8 items. Items 1 and 2 were parailel items to 

items 1 and 2 on Form A for supervisors, whereby d e n t s  were first asked if they had a 

choice in who supervised them and then asked to rate the importance of 8 elements in 

their decision to work with their supervisor. The third item captureâ information on 

whaher students changed supmison during their program and for wbat reasoa This 

item would contribute the understanding of possible areas of conflict between a d e n t  

and supeNisor. The foiirth item asked d e n t s  if they considetcd theu nipmnsor to be a 

role model. The data coilected fkom this item would be w d  to examine the relixiiomhip 

between d e  modeiing and satidhction with supervision. 
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The nAh and sixth items exploreci whether students were planning an academic 

carrer and whether the supervisoiy relationship iduenced their career decision. The 

final two items of this subscale on Form B measured the students overall satisfaction with 

theù supervisory experience and overall satistaction with thcir graduate education. Bot& 

of these items were assessed using a 5-point Likert-type scale (i.e., 1 = very satisfied, 2 = 

satisfied, 3 = neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, 4 = dissatisfied, 5 = very dissatisfied). 

Subscaies 3,4 and 5: Supenisor Cbaracteristics, Characteristics of Supervision and 

Subscales 3,4 and 5 were designed to measure satisfaction with and impact of the 

most important characteristics in the supervisory nlationship in graduate education. The 

development of these three subscales will be addressed together, as item construction and 

design were similar for each. 

Given that single-word characteristics are somewhat vague and subjective, it was 

not feasible to use the characteristics fiom the List of Supenisoos, Characteristics as the 

items to examine satisfaction and impact on the final mrvey (Gradme Supemismy 

Relationship Scale - Form A and Form B). For example, a characteristic such as 'gives 

guidance', could be interpreted in many different ways making it diflicuit for participants 

to rate satisfaction. To be more specific, 'gives guidance' couid be interpreted in any one 

of the following ways: 

- S u p e ~ s o r  pmvides guidance on Surviving in graduate school 
- Supervisor provides guidance on course selection 
- Supmrisur pmvides guidance on rrading materialdresources 
- Supervisor provides guidance on research topic 

- Supervisor provides guidance on proposal Wfithg 
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Given the multiple ways to interpret characteristics such as 'gives guidance', it 

was necessary to constmct descriptive items cornsponding to each important 

characteristic. This would lead to a better understanding of the exact nature and 

importance of each characteristic within the supervisory relatiomhip. 

The researcher therefore generated a pool of descriptive items for each of the 

characteristics identifid as important fiom the content anaiysis of tmnsaibed inteniews 

and the List of Supervisory Chmacteristics. A total of 87 items were generated: 49 

mpenisor characteristics (subscale 3), 6 characteristics of supe~sion (subscale 4), and 

32 student characteristics (subscale 5). Each item was then judged independently by two 

assistants. The assistants were provided with the list of important characteristics and the 

87 items. They were then asked to identify the characteristic that each item was 

meamring and to edit the item for clarity. This e m e d  content validity and interrater 

agreement. 

Pilot Test 

The 87 items wexe given to a sample of students and supervisors to fiutber 

determine the relative importance of each item in the relationship and to reduce the 

s w e y  to include ody the most important characteristics The remlts fiom this part of 

the shidy addressed research question one, which was to deîermbe the moa important 

characteristics in the supe~sory relationship in graduate education. Importance was 

measured on a 5-point Likert-type scaie (Le., 1 = very unimportant, 2 = unimportant, 3 = 

neither important nor unimportant, 4 = important, and 5 = very important). 



As part of the pilot test, subscales 1 and 2 and the format for meaniring 

satisfaction and impact for subscales 3,4 and 5 were also tested. Satisfaction was 

measureci on a bpoint Likert-type scale (i.e., 1 = very dissatisfied, 2 = dissatisfied, 3 = 

neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, 4 = satisfied, and 5 = very satisfied). Impact was also 

rneasured using a 5-point Likert-type scale (i.e., 1 = very negative impact, 2 = negative 

impact, 3 = no impact, 4 = positive impact, and 5 = very positive impact). 

Supervisors were asked to rate their satisfacton with the student charactenstics, 

whereas students were asked to rate theu satisfaction with the supervisor characteristics 

and charactenstics of supervision. Both supervisors and students were asked to rate the 

impact of the supcivisor charactenstics, the characteristics of supervision and the d e n t  

characteristics on the supe~sory reiationship, the student's studies and/or final degree 

outcorne. 

Tm students and ten supervisors participated in this portion of the study. 

Participants were graduate students and supervisors h m  a variety of Faculties and 

deprtments at the University of Calgary who were known to the researcher. Each 

participant was approached by the researcher and asked if hdshe would complete the 

pilot test. A letter describing the nature of the study and involvement in the study was 

distributed to each supemsor (Appendix G) and each mident (Appendix H). Once 

participants agreed to participate, consent fonns were completed (Appendix 1). This was 

foliowed by the completion of the survey. 

For the purpose of pilot testing, two open-ended questions were added to the 

m e y .  The fïrst asked how long it took participants to cornpiete the nwey and the 

second requested wmments and feedback about the nwcy. 



Identification of the Most Important Characteristics 

Using a mean of 4.00 or greater as a critenon measuring the perceived importance 

of the original 87 survey items, the most imporîant characteristics in the student- 

supervisory relationship emerged fiom the pilot test. The final survey consisted of 16 

items measuring supervisor characteristics (subscale 3), 2 items measuring characteristics 

of supervision (subscale 4), and 1 1 items measuring d e n t  chacteristics (subscale 5). 

The means for these items ranged fiom 4.00 to 5.00 indicating 'important' to 'very 

important' in the relationship. 

The raîionale for identiwg the most important characteristics and reducing the 

length of the s w e y  was supported by the participants in the feedback received from the 

pilot test. Five supenisois and seven students reported that the survey was too time 

consuming a d  recommended it be reduced. Two supeivisors and Four hidents 

suggested identifjing the top 10-1'5 important characteristics or 'salient issues' of 

supervision. 

The identification of the most important characteristics in the supervisory 

relationship was a major component of this study, addressing Research Question 1. 

Therefore the resuits in terms of means, standard deviations, comments and associated 

descriptors for each of the items wiU be presented in Chapter Four and Dixussed in 

Chapter Five. 

Subscale 6: ûpen-Ended Questions 

Feedback h m  the pilot study led to the development of subscale 6. Participant 

comments included "baving open-ended questions to expand on the relationship", "the 

study shodd incorporate a qualitative component to capture additional characteristicsn, 
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and "the survey should include questions that examine negative characteristics". Given 

that many items were eliminated h m  the swey,  as they were not identified as the most - 
important in the supe~sory relationship, coupled with the comments from participants, a 

sivth subscale was designed This subscale contained three open-ended questions. The 

fh t  question asked participants to comment on the most important characteristics in their 

mpervisory relationship. The second question asked if anything had a negative impact on 

their supmisory relationship. Finally, the third question asked participants to comment 

on the factors conûibuting to the student's success. 

This concluded Phase One of the Study. nie Graduate Supetvisos, Relationship 

Seale - Form A: Supervisors and the Grduate Supervisos, RelationFhip Scale F m  B: 

Students (Appendix J and Appendix K respectively) were complete and r d y  to use in 

Phase Two of the study . 

Phase Two 

The purpose of Phase Two was to explore the satisfaction with and impact of the 

moa important characteristics in graduate student supewision. The results of Phase Two 

would address research questions two to eleven. These were: 

2) Can the most important characteristics be grouped into more general categories or 

c o ~ l ~ t ~ c t s ?  

3) 1s there a signifïcant relationship ktween satisfaction with and perceived impact of 

the characteristics for both students and supeMsots? 

4) 1s there a significant relationship andlor dineraice between perceived impact of the 

characteristics for both studcnts and supervisors? 



Is there a signincant difference baween the o v e d  satisfhon with the 

supe~sory relationship for both students and supervisors? 

1s there a significant relationship between the satisfaction students and supenisors 

have with individuai characteristics and overall satisfaction with the supenisory 

relationship? 

1s there a s iwcant  relationship between the o v d  satisfaction with the supervisory 

experience and the satisfaction with graduate education? 

Is there a significant relationship between ovedl  satisfaction with the supervisory 

relationship, positive role modeling and the decision to pursue an academic career? 

Are there significant clifferences between demographic variables (i.e., gender, age, 

Faculty) and the satisfaction with the characteristics for both students and 

supervisors? 

10) Are there signincant Merences between demographic variabks (Le., age, gender, 

Fadty) and the perceived impact of the characteristics for both students and 

supervisors? 

1 1) 1s there a sigaificant difference between why hidents and supemisors decide to work 

together? 

Participants 

Graduate d e n t s  who had completed their degree and their supervisors 

participated in this part of the study. The dents had completed a masters or doctoral 

degree and had convocated in November 2000. By choosing ment graduaîes, it was 

ensured that the students had eXpenenced ail stages of the supeMsory relatioiiship and 

the eXpenences were 'fie& in iheir niin&. Swey packages w m  distributed to 305 
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students and a total of 12 1 students agreed to participate and returned the completed 

surveys (response rate of 40%). Descriptive data for the student participants are 

presented in Tables 1 .O to 1.4. 

Table 1 .O Student Gender Distribution 

Table 1.2 Student Degree Distribution 

Femaie 
73 n 

Table 1.1 Student Age Distribution 

Table 1.3 Student Citllenship Distribution 

Maie 
48 

41 - 45 
11 

(9- 1 

36-40 
8 

' (6.6) 
II 

( %  

46 - 50 
7 

(5.8) 

26-30 
58 

(47.9) 

< 26 
10 

(8.3) 

>50 
6 

(5-0) , 

31-35 
21 

(17.4) 



Table 1.4 Student Facultv Distribution 

) Commuaiutioo [ Educaüoo 1 Engineering 1 Environmental 1 Homanitkr 1 KiPicrbbgy ( 

While it was the goal of  the study to sample the perceptions of both students and 

n 

supervisors, the Graduate Supervisory Relatiomhip Scale - Form A and Form B were 

designed to sample specific d e n t  and supervisor d y d  relationships. 

Management 

2 

The supervisors were therefore selected based on whether one or more of their 

d e n t s  convocating in November 2000 had agreed to participate. In total 12 1 survey 

Medial 
ScKnca 

packages were sent to supervisors with a total of 43 agreeing to participate and retuming 

the completed sweys (respome rate of 35.5%)). Descriptive data for the supervisor 

participants are presented in Tables 2.0 to 2.3. 

Nunimg 

Table 2.0 SupeMsor Gender Distribution 
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Table 2- 1 Supervisor Age Distribution 
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Table 2.2 Supervisor Faculty Distribution 

n 
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Table 2.3 Supcrvisor Rank Distribution 
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Rationale for Examining Dyads 
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Nursing 
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Supervision is seen as both a relationship and a process (Chen & Bernstein, 

2000). As a process, supervision is concemed with "the interaction of supemision 

participants, who reciprocally negotiate, shape, and defhe the nature of their 

relationship.. .and as a relationship, supmision fimctïons as the context within which the 

supervisor-supervisee interactions rmfold" (Chen & Bernstein, 2WO7 pp. 485). Many 

sndies of interpersonal relationships such as the one between a d e n t  and supe~sor 

have examined one or both mcmbers in the relationship in an attempt to understand the 

exact natine of the relationship. However, to the knowledge of the researcher, previous 
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studies have only examiaed supervisors and/or students separatety and not as a dyad in 

graduate education. It has ken  suggested that two-person relationships should be studied 

at the level o f  the dyad as well as at the level of the individual if the relationship is to be 

fully understood ( G o d e z  & Griffin, 1999). A dyadic relationship is essentiaiiy a two- 

person group (McCall & Simmons, 199 1). In this case the two-person group involves a 

supervisor and a d e n t .  

Procedure 

The names of the graduate d e n t s  wnvocating in November 2000 was compiled 

h m  the posted convocation list. The researcher attended convocation and distributed 

survey packages ta di graduate students in attendance. Additionai packages were sent by 

campus mail to d e n t s  who had not attended their graduation ceremony. A total of 305 

packages were distributed. Student packages contained the following: 

A letter describing the study and requesting their participation (Appendix L). The 

letter included a deaâiine of December 15 2000 for returning the completed nirvey to 

the researcher. 

Two copies of  the consent f o m  (Appendix M), agming to participate. One copy for 

their records and one copy returned to the researcher. 

ûne copy of the Graduate Supewisory Relatiomhip Scale - F m  B (Appendix K). 

A set of clear and explicit instnictiom for comple~g the nirvey. 

A return envelope addressed to the researcher in the Graduate Division of Educational 

Research. Packages were retumed through campus mail. No postage was requind. 
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Ali ntumed m e y s  h m  the d e n t s  were assigned a nmber for analysis 

purposes and for matching supervisors with students. The wmes of the supervisors were 

obtained fiom the graduate secretaries in the applicable departmentS. Supervisor surveys 

were number coded to match the d e n t  they were refmiDg to when completing the 

survey. In total, 121 supenrisor packages were distributed, one for each of the students 

who had returned completed sweys. Supervisor packages contained the foilowing: 

1. A letter describing the study and nquesting their participation (Appenh N). The 

letter included a deadline of January 19&, 2001 for reniniing the completed m e y  to 

the researcher. 

2. Two copies of the consent form (Appendix M), agreeing to participate. One copy for 

their records and one copy retumed to the researcher. 

3. One copy of the Graduate Supervisory Relationship Scale - Fonn A (Appendix J). 

4. A set of clear and expiicit &ctions for completing the survey. 

5. A rem envelope adâressed to the researcher in the Graduate Division of Educational 

Research. Packages were retumed b u g h  campus mail. No postage was required. 



CHAPTER FOUR 

RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results h m  this study. The chapter is divided into three 

sections. Section One presents data collected h m  Phase One, leading to the design of 

the Graduate Supenisory Relationship Scale - Fonn A: Supervisors and the Graduate 

Supentisory Relutionship Scale - Form B: Students. This section addresses research 

question one: 

1) What are the most important characteristics of the student-supervisor relationship in 

graduate education? 

a) What characteristics do students perceive as important? 

b) What characteristics do supervisors perceive as important? 

C) 1s there a significant différence between the characteristics midents perceive as 

important and those that supervisors perceive as important? 

Section Two presents the d t s  from the inferential analysis adâressing research 

questions two to eleven. The descriptive data collected h m  the Gradzutte Supervisory 

Relatiomhip Seule - Form A: Supenisws and the Graduate Supervisory Relutionship 

Scale - Fom B: Stdents are pmsented alongside the associateci research question. The 

research questions addressed in this section are: 

2) Can the most important characteristics be grouped into more general caîegones or 

COIIS~TUC~S? 
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1s th- a significant relationship between satisfaction with and perceived impact of 

the characteristics for both sidents and nipcrvisors? 

b there a significant relationship a d o r  dinience between perceived impact of the 

characteristics for both d e n t s  and supervisors? 

1s there a significant difXerence between the o v e d  satisfaction whh the supe~sory 

relationship for both students and supervisors? 

1s there a simcant relatiomhip between the satisfaction students and supervisors 

have with individual characteristics and overall satisfaction with the supeMsory 

relatiomhip? 

1s there a signincant relationship between the overall satisfaction with the supervisory 

experience and the satisfaction with graduate education? 

1s there a significant relationship between overall satisfaction with the supervisory 

relationship, positive role modelirig and the decision to pursue an acadernic career? 

Are there significant diffimxes between demographic variables (Le., gender, age, 

Faculty) and the satisfaction with the characteristics for both students and 

supervisors? 

1 0) Are thm significant dinerences between demograpbic variables (Le., age, gender, 

Faculty) and the perceived impact of the characteristics for both students and 

supervisors? 

1 1) 1s there a signifiant diffixence between why students and mpeMsoa decide to wotk 

togaher? 
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Section Three presents qualitative data coilected fiom open-ended questions on 

the Grahuote Stpervisory Relationship ScuZe - Fonn A: Supervisors and the Graduate 

Supervisory Relationship Scole - Form B: Students. Major themes that emerged fiom the 

qualitative data are presented. 

Data Analysis 

The data were analyzed via descriptive and inferential statistics using the 

statistical sofhvare program SPSS 9.0. For dl  statistical tests, the level of significance 

was set at p s -05. Table 3.0 presents a summary of the analysis for each of the research 

questions. 





Section One 

Research Question One 

What are the most important characteristics of the dent-supervisor relationship in 

graduate education? 

a) What characteristics do students perceive as important? 

b) What characteristics do supervisors perceive as important? 

C) 1s there a significant dinerence between the characteristics students perceive as 

important and those that supervisors perceive as important? 

The Most Important Characteristics Identified from Phase One 

As previously mentioned in Chapter T h e ,  the mearcher generated a pool of 

descriptive items for each of the characteristics identified as important fiom the content 

analysis of trariscribed interviews and the List of Supentiso~ Chmricteristics. 

Using a mean of 4.00 or greater as a criterion, the most important characteristics 

in the snident-supavisory relationslup were identified. The nnal w e y  consisted of 16 

items measuring supervisor chmcteristics (mbscale 3), 2 items measuring characteristics 

of supmision (subde 4), and 1 1 items measuring student characteristics (subscaie 5). 

Student and supervisor meam and standard deviations for these final items are presented 

in Table 2.0. In addition, Table 2.0 includes the associated descriptors fiom the List of 

SupeNjSory Churacteristics, and üansCnbed comments h m  the interviews supporthg 

the importance of each item. The means for these items ranged h m  4.00 to 5.00 

indicating 'important' to 'very importantv in the relationship. Items without associated 

descriptors were generated based only on comments h m  the intewiews. However their 

importance was validaîed a f k  meeting the mean criterion of 4-00. 
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Both stuclents and supexvisors identified the saw characteristics as king the 

most important in the dent-supervisory relationship. Two-tailed t-tests were caicdated 

for each of the items in Table 4.0 to determine if there were statistidy sigaificant 

différences between d e n t  ratings of importance and supervisor ratings of importance. 

There were no significant differences between the two groups. 



Table 4.0 The Most Important Characteristics of Supervision Identified from the Pilot Test and Interviews 

Suwcy Item 
(Chrrrctcriatlc) 

Supervisor was easily 7 
I accessible (by phone, 

email or in penon) 

Supervisor returned 
messages promptly 

Supervisor discussed 
e~pectations at the 
beginning of my 
program 

Supervisor's schedule 
could accommodate the 
demands of supervision 

Student Means 
and Standard 

Devint ions 
(n = IO) 

Supervisor 
Mcins and 
Standard 
Ucvir4ions 
(n = 10) 

4.60 
(S 164) 

Assoîiatcd 
Descriptor 
from LM of 
Supetviso~ 

Characte~istics 

Accessible 
Available 

Prompt 

Available 

Supporthg lntcrvicw Conmcnts 

Student: "Ineffective supervision would be describeci as unavailable, 1 
never knew where to find him or how to contact him." 
Supervisor: "Being available to students is important." 

Student: "Knowing how to contact them is  one thing but sometimes they 
don't seem to care because they cal1 back a week Ister. Meanwhile 1 was 
leA hanging with an important question. Sometimes 1 asked the secretary 
if they receiveà my message and realized they had several days earlier. Or 
1 would put acknowledge on my email and know he had read it. This can 
be so fnistrating." 

Student: "1 wish my supervisor had told me what ta expect at the 
beginning of my program." 
Student: "My supervisor discussed his expectations at the beginning of my 
program. This helped me plan and kept me fwused. It also helped 
motivate me." 
Supervisor: "Saying heilo to students but not laying out clear objectives 
and expectations in the beginning. You have to be clear on what you 
expect or students will flounder." 

Student: "My supervisor gave me the least amount of time as possible. His 
schedule could not accommodate supervision." 
Supervisor: "Times have changed. ~e have so many other jobs now as 
well as teaching and research. There have been so many cut backs ihat it 
i s  hard for the few supervisors to supervise al1 the students. Too hevvy a 
load now." 



Table 4.0 continued 

Survey Item 
(Chrrrctcrbtic) 

Supervisor was 
available to discuss 
acadcmic issues 

Superviaor was 
support ive of my 
acadcmic problems 

Supervisor believed in 
my ability 

Supervisor provided 
guidance on my 
restarch topic 

Supervisor provided 
guidance on research 
proposal writ h g  

Student Mcans 
and Standard 

Dcvlrtkms 
(n a 10) 

Descriptor 
Standard from Lijt of 
Dtviitions Supewbory 

4.80 Available 
(A2 16) 

4.40 Support ive 
(.8433) 

4.70 Gives Guidance 
(.4830) 

(S 144) 1 Gives Guidance 

Supporting Interview Comments 

Student: "A person who listens and is there in an academic sense. At the 
intellectual level, listening is essential." 
Supervisor: "Failed communication and inability to discuss academic 
issues would be an example of ineffective supervision." 

Student: "1 would not describe my supervisory relationship as ideal. 1 was 
left on my own entirely, with little academic support." 
Studcnt: "My supervisor was very supportive of any professional and 
academic problems that came up," 

Student: "He believed more than 1 did sotnelimes that 1 was capable of 
completing the thesis and succecding. This was crucial. They need to 
show you they ôelieve in you." 
Supervisor: "Some students especially the fernales 1 have supervised and 
please no offence to you, but they neeû pats on the back al1 the tirne. They 
want to be told you have faith in their ability." 

Studcnt: "My supervisor was ineffective. He did not provide guidance on 
my research topic and therefore 1 spent an entire year bying to find 
something to study. What a waste of time," 
Supervisor: "Students need guidance. Some more than others but they al1 
need some guidance whether it's on the topic or the writing or whatever." 

Student: "My supervisoc was a guide for me. Constant guidance every 
time 1 went off track. This was impoflant." 



Table 4.0 continued 

Suwey Item 
(Chm rmc t tristic) 

Supervisor provided t--- 
guidance on 
thesis/dissertation 

constnictive 
cri ticisdfeedback on 
the quality of my 

Supervisor provided 
constructive 
criticismlfeedback on 
the quality o f  my 
rhesiddissertat ion 

i 

Supervisor was open to 
ideas about the direction 
of my research 

Student Mcans 
and Standard 

Dcviations 
(n a 10) 

Supervisor 
Mcans and 
Standard 
Dcvirtions 

(n = IO) 

5 .O0 
(.W) 

Assaciated 
Descriptor 
from Llrr of 
SupewIro~ 

Ckaractetkîks 

Gives Guidance 

G ives Feedback 

Gives Feedback 

Open ta ldeas 

Supporting Interview Commcnts 

Student: as above, Same comments as previous item. 
Supcrvisor: "Some students nced exüeme guidance and sometimes you 
have to provide this. " 

Student: "My supervisor was great. She provided me with constmctive 
criticisrn throughout the entire process." 

Student: "Giving fcedback can mean several thiiigs. I think the most 
important would be feedbrick on the thesis." 
Student: "Ineffective would be providing poor feedback or negative 
feedback without realizing the etrect the fcedback i s  having on the 
student, A supervisor needs to know how much feedback to give. A 
student can only take so much at once. The feedback shouldn't be 
negative, only constnictive." 
~ubrvisor: lit's up to the supewisor to ensure the world will understand 
the thesis, therefore irnperative CO provide feedback and criticism when 
needed. The thesis is  just as muchabout the supervisor as it is about the 
student." 

Student: "An effective supervisor is one who i s  open to ideas. They can be 
so over-attached to their own ideas. No flenibility in terms of topic. 
Supervisors have big egos and they push their ideas too much. An 
example would be: Oh, you don't want to read that or agree with him." 



Table 4.0 continued 

Suwty Item and Stindird 
(Characteristic) Dcviations 

(n .- 10) 

Supervisor was 
knowledgeable about 
my research topic 

Supervisor encouraged 
me to apply for 
scholarships 

Supervisor wrote letters 
of support for me (8.g. 
scholarships, carcer 
opportuniries) 
S u k i l t  4: 

were of adequate length 
to accom plish necessary (. 5270) 
tasks 

4.90 
(. 3 1 62) 

Regular meetings were 
scheduled during 
proposal 
generationtwriting 
stages 

Supervisor 
Mcanr and 
Standard 
Dcviations 

(n = 10) 

4.50 
(S270) 

4SO 
(S270) 

Associa ted 
ûe8criptor 
r o m  LLrr of 
Supe~isory 

Charactedstics 

Knowledgeable 

-- - 

Support ive 

Frequent 
Meetings during 

Proposal, 
Candidacy, and 

Thesis 

Organised 
Focused 

Supporting Interview Comments 

Student: "My supeniisor knew my topic inside out. This helped because 1 
was just leaming," 
Supervisor: "If a supervisor doesn't understand the student's topic then it is 
sure to be a disaster." 
Supervisor: "You have to be an expert in the students topic." 

Student; "My supervisor sncounged mc to apply for scholarships and 
funding, This was important because there was no money for graduate 
students. 1 would not have been able to stay in grad school without the 
moneyn 
Supervisor: "1t is  the supervisors role to facilitate fùnding. To encourage 
the student to go after scholarships etc.. . " 

Student: "A good supervisor writes g d  letters for you. Not the 
superficial Ietters that put you in the same category as al1 other grad 
studenb. " 

Student: "1 don't think frequent meetings is the way to describe it. 
Frequent can mean constant and 1 did not need that. 1 would ptefer this to 
say regular meetings. I appreciated regutar meetings to check on my 
progress and keep me on track." 
Supervisor: "Supewisors have to have regular meetings with students 
because some of the best gel tumed off in the middle and it's better if you 
can see that coming and get them motivated again." 

Student: "My supervisor made out meetings look like a chore, He nished 
them and focused on other things while 1 was talking, like opening mail 
and answering the phone. Then he would say 'well carry on'," 



Table 4.0 continued 

Survcy ltcm 
(Chrractcristic) 

Student was easily 
accessible (by phone, 
email, or in person) 

Siudents schedule could 
accommodate the 
demands of  graduate 
school 

Student's ability to meet 
appropriate deadlines 

Student Mcans 
rad Stnndrrd 

Dtvia tions 
(n = 10) 

Supervisor 
Meana and 
Standard 
Devhlions 
(n = JO) 

-p. 

Accessible 

Organ ised and 
Time-Managed 

Organised and 
Time-Manaaed 

Supporthg Jntervkw Comments 

Student: "1 wasn't easily accessible and 1 think this annoyed my supervisor 
sometimes, But 1 had a job and a family as well as school work." 
Supervisor: "I'm glad you have studcnt accessibility here because we need 
to be able to find thcm too." 

Siudent: "This is so important because students are very busy compared to 
25 years ago, We have families to support so we have to work. It's 
important to be able to juggle it all." 
Supervisor: "Successful siudents are focused on their studies, My most 
recent relationships have not been as successfiil as previous ones because 
students have changed. They have families and jobs and al1 this other 
stu ff. Students should corne to grad school ready to take it al1 on, These 
other responsibilities get in the way." 
Supervisor: "Students used to be single and now they want to go home at 
4:30 to be with family or to let the wife out. Supervision is harder than i t  
was in the sixties because students have duel roles." 

Supervisor: " G d  experiences involve students who can get things done 
when they Say they will, Being abte to meet deadlines." 





Table 4.0 continued 

Suney Item 
(Characteris tic) 

Student's willingness to 
scek new information 
by reading additional 
resoutces 
Studcnt's willingness to 
shsre auihonhip on 
joint projects 

Student's motivation to 
complete their program 
on time 

Student's willingness to 
admit mistakes 

Studcnt Means 
and Standard 

Ikvirtioar 
(n = 10) 

Supervisor 
Mans and 
Standard 
Ikvirtlons 
(n = 10) 

Quest ioning 

Motivated 

Accepts 
Criticism 

Supporting Interview Comments 

Supervisor: "Students need to ôe independent and go afier new 
information. We can't constantly tell them what to read and where to find 
it." 

Supervisor: "Students will argue over authorship. This can be so dinticult 
and often requires intervention h m  the Dean." 

Student: "The most important characteristic for me was my own 
determination and motivation to get thmugh." 
Supervisor: "My best experiences have been with students who am 
motivated and want to lem. Some apply to get in but are not motivated. " 
Supervisor: "Students are taking too long to finish. The length of time 
they are taking is  ridiculous. It should only take 2 yearo for a master's 
degree and no more than 5 ycars for a PhD. Seven or eight ycars is  
ridiculous. This i s  not always the student's fault. Supervisors have to push 
them and keep them motivated." 

Student: "Being able to accept criticism ineans being able to admit you 
weren't on the right track. In other words, you messed up. Admitting 
mistakes is hard but it's important if you want to grow," 
Supervisor: "1 had a wonderful experience with this particular student who 
could handle feedback and criticism. He didn't take it as an attack. We are 
there to find their mistakes and help them through it, They need to be able 
to handle this." 



Section Two 

Rueaich Question Two 

Can the most important characteristics be grouped into more generai categories or 

coll~t~cts? 

Factor analysis is a technique that is wd to indicate whether or not the various 

items on a w e y  can be grouped into a few clusten reflecting a different constmct 

(Streiner, 1994). It was initially intendeci that an exploratory factor analysis would be 

perfonned on the 18 items measurllig d e n t  satisfaction with Supervisor Characteristics 

and Characteristics of Supmrision and on the 1 1 items measuring supmisor satisfaction 

with Student Characteristics to detemiine the existence of an underlying factor structure. 

However, the small sampling of supervisors (n = 43) was inadequate to justify a factor 

d y s i s  of the satisfaction with the Student Chanrteristics. The sample of d e n t s  (n = 

121) was sufncient to employ a fictor anaiysis on the Supervisor Characteristics 

(Subscale 3) and Characteristics of Supewision (Subscale 4). 

A principal components analysis was initially pedormed on the 18 items. Five 

factors meeting the eigenvalue-one d e  were extracted. However, t h e  of the factors 

containeci fewer than t h e  variables and according to Streiner (1994), factors should be 

cornprised of a minimum of thme variables otherwise the factor should be discarded. The 

resuucher therefore decided to employ a common factor aiialysis (principal a i s  

factoring) with oblique rotation and requested a two-factor solution. Oblique rotation 

was selected because the correlation between the two factors was considemi to be 

moderate to high (r = -.499). The eigeavalues for the two exaiaed factms were 7.741 
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and 2.061, togcther accoutiiip for 54.5% of the total variance. Factor loadings nom 

this fector analysis are presented in Table 5.0. 

Table 5.0 Principal Axis Factoring: Two-Factor Solution 

Factors Variables 
1 2 

Supcrvisor was easily accessible (by phone, email or in 
petson) 

,873 
Supervisor reîurncd messages promptly .717 
Supervisor discussed -ans at the bcginning of my 
Program 

0.472 
Supervisofs schedule could a c c o r n m ~  the demands of 
supervision .568 

Supervisor was availabk to discuss acadcmic issues .639 
Supervisor was supportive of my academic problems .449 
Supervisor believcd in my ability .3 14 
Supervisor pv idcd  guidance on my researi~h topic 
Supervisor pmvided guidance on m h  proposai writmg 
S u p m h r  providcd guidance on thesis/disscrtltiw writing 
Supervisor providui coasauctive cnticism/feedback on the 
quality of my - ~ p o s a l  
Supcrvisor providcd constructive cnticismlf-k on the 
quaiity of my thesisldhatation 
Supcrvisoc was open CO idcas about the dircaion of my 
rtsearch 

.3 32 
SupMsor war Irnowledgable about my ~scaish topic 
Suphsor encourageci me to apply for scbolarships .564 
Supmrisor wmte iertcrs of support for me (e.g. 
schoiarships, carecr opporamities) .47 1 
Regular meetings w m  schddcd during p r m  
g e n ~ o ~ t i n g  stages ,815 
Scheduicd meetings wcrc of adequatc length to accomplish 
ncccssaytasks .778 
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Ten variables 10- on the fint factor and six variables loaded on the second 

factor. The only variable to obtain a substantive loading on both factors was 'supenrisots 

belief in student's ability". Factor 1 was assigned the name Supervision Structure 

because characteristics loading highiy on tbïs factor refîected the management and 

organidon of the relationship (availabiiity, academic support and flexibility). Factor 2 

was given the name Supervisor Elcpertike because characteristics loading on this factor 

reflected the knowledge and expertise of the supenisor and the extent to which hdshe 

used this knowledge to guide the student (expectations, guidance, feedback, and 

knowledge). The characteristic "belief in student's abiiity' was reflected in both factors. 

The bigh correlation between the Factors indicates the two dimensions of 

Supervision Structure and Supemisor Expertise are related. Essentially, supervisors who 

do one well also seem to do the other well. 

Research Question Tbne 

Is there a significant relationship betweea satisfaction with and perceived impact of the 

characteristics for both d e n t s  and supervisors? 

Student participants' were asked to rate their satisfaction with Supavisor 

Charactaistics (Subscale 3) and Characteristics of Supervision (Subscale 4) whereas 

supervisors were &ed to raie theù satisfaction with Student Characteristics (Subscale 5) .  

Both were asked to rate the perceived impact of the chmacterïstic on the arpavisory 

relationship, the studentrs studies &or final degree outcorne. Research question three 

examined the relationship between saîisfaaion and perceived impact for d e n t  
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responses on Subscales 3 and 4 and the relationship baween satisfaction and perceived 

impact for s u p e ~ s o r  responses on Subscale 5. 

Student Responses to Subscales 3 and 4 

The results of how students responded to the items m h g  satisfaction with 

and impact of Supenisor Characteristics (Subscale 3) and Characteristics of Supervision 

(Subscale 4) are pnsented in Table 6.0. Table 7.0 presents the Pearson Roduct-Moment 

Correlation coefficients between satisfhon and perceived impact for these same 

characteristics. 

AU items on Subscale 3 (Supervisor Characteristics) showed a statisticaiiy 

significant positive comlation between student satisfdon with the supe~sor  

characteristic a d  perceived impact of the characteristic on the supervisory relationship, 

the student's stuâies and/or the nnal degree outcome. 

The two items on Subscale 4 (Characteristics of Supemision) also showed a 

statisticaily signincant positive correlation benmen student satisfaction and pmeived 

impact of the characteristic on the mpenisory rdationship, the student's studies ancüor 

the finai de- outcome. 

Supervisor Respomes to Subscale 5 

The d t s  of how supervison responded to the items meamhg satisfaction with 

and impact of Student Characteristics (Subscale 5 )  are presented in Table 8.0. Table 9.0 

presents the Pearson Product-Moment Comlation coefficients between satisfaction and 

perceived impact for these same charactcristics. 

AU items on Subscale 5 (Student Chatactcristics) showed a sîatisticaüy signiscant 

positive correlation between nipervisor catisfaction with the student characteristic and 
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perceived impact of the characteristic on the mpervisory relationship, the student's 

studies and/or the final degree outcorne. 





Table 6.0 continued 

I t tdCbr r rc te r i s t i c  1 Satisfaction (n = 121) 1 Impact (n = 121) - - - - -  

1 1. Supervisor provideâ constructive 
criticismtfeedback on the quality of rny research 
proposal 

12. Supervisor pmvided constructive 
criticism/feedback on the quality of my 
thrrsisfdissertation 

13. Supervisor was open to idem about the direction 
of my research 

14. Supewisor was knowledgeable about my 
research topb 

1 S. Supervisor enewragcd me to apply for 
scholarshi ps 

16. Supervisor wrots Men of support for me (e.g. 
scholarships, carter opportunitics) 

Subncalt 4: 
17. Rcgular meetings were scheduled during 

proposal generatiodwriting stages 
18. Scheduled meetings were of iidequate length to 

accomplish necessary iasks 

4 
740 

43 .O 

33.9 

37.2 

26.4 

24.8 

35.5 

37.2 

46.3 

3 
./O 

12.4 

16.5 

10.7 

9.9 

37.2 

27.3 

20.7 

18.2 

1 
O/o 

2.5 

2.5 

0.8 

1.7 

O 

0.8 

6.6 

5.0 

I 

1 
g/o 

2.5 

2.5 

4.1 

5 
% 

27.3 

33.1 

45.5 

50.4 

11.6 

24.8 

16.5 

19.0 

- 
2 
va 

7.4 

10.7 

5.0 

9.1 

26.4 

9.9 

14.0 

8.3 

2 
yo 

14.9 

r 

14.0 

5.8 

9.1 

5 
O/a 

25.6 

25.6 

36.4 

43.8 

12.4 

22.3 

14.9 

15.7 

3 
vo 

25.6 

22.3 

17.4 

14.0 

42.1 

34.7 

26.4 

24.8 

4 
?ho 

38.8 

38.8 

40.5 

31.4 

19.0 

32.2 

38.0 

46.3 

5.0 20.7 

2.5 

- 

8.3 

7,4 

9.9 

-.- .. 

17.4 

9.1 



Table 7.0 Correlations between Perceived Student Satisfaction and Perceived Student lmpact for 
Items I - 18 on Subscales 3 and 4. 

1 Pearson Correlation between 
ItemKharacteristic 1 Satisfaction with and Impact 

1. Supervisor was easily accessible (by phone, email or in person) 
2. Supervisor retumcd messages promptly 
3. Supmisor discussed cxpectaiions a the begbning of  my program 
4. Supervisor's schedulc could accommodate the demands of supervision 
5. Supervisor was available to discuss academic issues 
6. Supervisor was support ive of my academic problems 
7. Supervisor believed in my ability 
8. Supervisor provided guidance on my nsearch topic 

9. Supervisor providcd guidance on nsenrch proposa1 writing 
10. Supervisor provided guidance on thesiddissertation writing 
1 1. Supervisor provided constmctive criticismffeedback on the quality of 

my research proposal 
12. Supervisor provided constructive criticismlfeedback on the quality o f  

my thesisldissertation 
13. Supervisor was open to ideas about the direction of my research 

of the ~haracteristic- 
.924** 
.931** 
.853** 
.929** 
.890** 
.934** 
,936'' 
.895** 
.919** 
.881** 

.903** 

.912** 

.865** 
14. Supervisor was knowledgeable about my research topic 
15, Supervisor encouraged me to apply for scholarships 

.909* * 

.867** 
16. Supewisor wrote letten of support for me (e.g. scholarships, carrer 

opportuni t ies) 
17. Regular meetings were scheduled during proposal generatiodwriting 

I 
.. - -  tasks 

*+ Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 

.903 ** 
,931** stages 

18. Scheduled meetings were of adequate length to accomplish necessary .928* * 



Supervisor Satisfaction and Impact Ratin~s on Subscale 5: Student Characteristics Table 8.0 

Satisfaction Ratings: 
1 = Very Dissatisfied 

Impact Ratings: 
1 = Very negative lmpact - - 

2 = Negative Impact 
3 = No Impact 
4 = Positive lmpact 
5 = Very Positive Impact 

2 = Dissatisfied 
3 = Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 
4 = Satisfied 
5 = Very Satisfied 

ItedCharacteristic Satisfaction (a = 43) Impact (n = 
1 1 2  1 3  1 4  s 1 2 3 

Subscale 5: 
1. Student was easily accessible (by phone, email, 

O/o 940 70 ./O 

41.9 2.3 2.3 7.0 

37.2 2.3 18.6 4.7 

46.5 O 9.3 9.3 

25.6 O 7.0 53.5 

or in person) 
2. Students schedule could accommodate the 

demands of graduate school 
3. Student's ability to meet appropriate deadlines 

% 

2.3 

4. The respect this studcnt h d  for my privacy on 

O/O 

4.7 

4.7 

2,j 

personal issues 
S. Student's enthusiasm about their studies 

18.6 

9.3 

0 

6, Student's attitude about their studies 

7.0 - 

O 

7. Student's cornpetence to undertake a research 

. . -  

9.3 

O 

project 
8. Student's willingness to seek new information 

14.0 

O 

by nading addiional resources 
9. Student's willingness to share authorship on 

9.3 

n 

joint projects 
10. Student's motivation to complctc their program 

7 n 
V 

n 

on time 
I 1. Student's willingness to admit mistakes 

1 iv 

0 - 

4.7 14.0 

2.3 11.6 





Reseatch Qmtstion Four 

Is there a significant relationship andor ciifference between perceived impact of the 

characteristics for both students and mpmisors? 

Both students and supervison witbin a dyad relatioaship were rquested to rate the 

perceived impact of each characteristic on the wpervisory relationship, the student's studies 

a d o r  the student's final degree outcorne. Research question four examineci whether each 

member of the dyad (student and supervisor) perceived the eXpenence the same or Merently. 

Table 10.0 presents the distribution of rrsponses for each of the items as weli as the 

correlation coefficients and the associateci pvalues. Table 1 1  .O pments the redts of the paired 

samples t-tests performed to examine whether a significant Merence existed between the 

perceived impact for both students and supervisors. 

Where significant differences in perceived impact o c c d  (7 items), one-way ANOVA1s 

were performed with students versus supervisor as the independent variable to determine effect 

s in  (Cohen' d). ANOVA results and effect size values are presented in Table 12.0. 



Table 10.0 Student and Supervisor Dyad Responses and Correlation Coefficients to 
Impact RBtings on Subscales 3.4 and 5 

l mpact Ratings: ST = Student Responses 
I = Very Negative Impact SU = Supervisor Responses 
2 = ~egative Impact 
3 = No Impact 
4 = Positive Impact 
5 = Very Positive Impact 

r Item Impact (a = 43 StudenUSupervisor Dyads) 
1 2 3 4 S Mean (s.d.) Pearson 

O/O ?& O/a r 
P 

value 



2 
Cr) 



Table 10.0 continued 

l tem Impact (n = 43 StudenUSupervisor Dyads) r 

1 2 3 4 S Mean Pearson 
YO % O/a ?%O % r 

P 
value 

graduate school 
2 1, Students' ability to meet 

a. . 
22. Shidents* respect for supervisors 

privacy on personal issues 
23. Students' cnthusiasm about theu 

research 
24, Studentst attitude about theu 

studies 
1 25. Students' cornpetence to 

m 

n w 
undertake a mscarch project 

26. Students' willingness to seek new 1 i n f o n a t i n  by reading additional 
tesources 

O 4.7 4.7 

O 4.7 O 

2.3 2.3 11.6 

2.3 2.3 9.3 

id) **Carrela 

20.9 1 6 14.0 3.53 3 .O9 
t.77) (,74) 

1 5 9  

37.2 48.8 39.5 4.23 4.0° ,53*.' 
(.95) (1.09) 
400 53.5 30.2 23.3 (,gZ) 

3*86 ,451.' 
(097) 

the 0.01 level(2-tailed) 

1 27. Students' willingness to share n u 
authonhip on jdnt projects 

28. Students' motivation to complete ,, 
Cid their program on tirne 

29, Shidents' willingness to admit n 

t~onslat ion is significant at the 0.05 level(2-tai 
1 



Table 1 1 .O Paired Samples Test of Difference between Student and Supervisor Responses on Impact Ratin~s 

* Statistically significant differences (p s 0.05) between student and supervisor responses within the dyad 

Sig. 
(2- 

1 Comment Mean 
Difference 

S u ~ a l e  3: 
1. Supervisors' availsbility by phone, email or in 

1 , , ,, 1 Supervison perceived the impact of this characteristic 
iV I L  1 more oositivelv than students did. pe*n 

2. Supervisors' prompîness in retuming messages 
3. Supervisor discussed expcctations at begi~ing 

of student's mwzram - -  - . - 
4, Supervisors' schedule could accommodat e 

demands of sumrvision 
Supervisors perceived the impact of this characteristic AMN5' more positivcly than studenis did. 

5. Supervisors' availability to dixuss academic ' 

issues 
6, Supervisors' support of student's academic 

problems 
7. Supervisors' belief in student's ability 
8. Supervisors' guidance on rcstarch topic 

,160 
Supervisors perceiveci the impact of this characteristic 0003* more positively than students did. 
Supervisors perceived the impact of this characteristic 

*'O7* more positivcly than studcnts did. 
Supervisors perceived the impact of this characteristic *Oo3* more wsitivelv than students did. 

9. Supervisors' guidance on research proposal 

10. Supervisors' guidance on thesis/disserhtion 

I 1, Supervisors' constructive criticisdfeedback on 
quaMy of reswch proposal 

J 2. Supervisors' constructive crit icismffeedback on 
-------d - -  

13. Supervisors' opemess to ideas a h i  direction 
of research 

14. Subervisors' knowledne of research topic 



-s -; 
i 

5 -1 
m.! 
16 
CY 



Table 12.0 ANOVA1s with Effect S b  for Sinnificant Student/Supervisor 
Differences in Perceived Impact 

Smm of Meam F Sig. d 
s q ~ ~  S q u r c  (effècî 

6.591 2 3.296 2.714 0.078 0.399 Supervisor's availability Groups 
by phone, mail or in 

Person 
48.571 40 1.214 Groups 

T O ~  55.163 42 

Berneen 1.947 Groups 2 0.974 0.976 0.386 0.491 
Supervisofs availability to Withh 
discuss academic issues Gioups 39.913 40 0.998 

Total 41.860 42 

4.893 2 2.447 2,560 0.090 0.501 Groups Supervisor's guidance on Within 
research topic Groups 38.223 40 0.956 

Total 43.116 42 

Bewecn 1.3 17 Groups 3 0,439 0.446 0.721 0.494 
Supeivisof s guidance on Within 

research proposal Groups 38.358 39 0.984 

Total 39.674 42 

2.873 Groups 2 1.437 1.501 0.235 0.501 
Supervisor's guidance on Within 

thesis/dissertation Groups 38.289 40 0.957 

Regular meetings held 
16.963 2 8.482 7.41 1 0.002 0.523 Groups 

durhg proposai &th$ Within 45.781 40 ,, 145 
stages Groups 

A 

Total 62,744 42 

12.946 2 6.473 7.094 0.002 0.660 Scheduled meetings wcre GmuPS 
of adcquatt kngth to 
accomplish necessary within 36.496 40 0.912 

tasks 
Groups 
Total 49.442 42 



Resurch Question Five 

1s there a significant merence between the overall satisfaction with the supe~sory 

relationship for both students and supmisors? 

û v d  satisfaction fiequencies and descriptives for the dyad data set (shdent and 

supmrisor pairs, n = 43) are presented in Table 13 .O. To examine whether a significant 

difference existed between student overall satisfaction and supervisor overail satisfaction, 

a paireci samples Ztailed t-test was peiformed. 

Results of the t-test indicated that overall, supe~sors were more satisfied with 

the supervisory relationship than students were t - (42) = -4.627, E = .O. 

Table 13 .O Student and Supmisor Overd Satisfaction with - 
The Supervisory Relationship 

1 = Very Dissatisfied 
2 = Dissatisfied 
3 = Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 
4 = Satisfied 
5 = Very Satisfied 

Standrird 
Deviation 

1-18 

.57 

3.88 

4.65 

Nt43 

Student 

Sapervisor 

ûvera11 Satisfaction 

5 
Y0 

41.9 

69.8 

4 
?h 

23 3 

25.6 

3 
Y0 

18.6 

4.7 

1 
Y0 

23 

O 

2 
'% 

14.0 

O 
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Rueareh Question Su 

1s there a significant relatioasbip between the satisfaction students and supe~sors have 

with individual characteristics and o v d  satisfaction with the supenisory relationship? 

A regression anaiysis was perfomed to d e m e  if satisfaction with the 

individual characteristics could be wd as predictor variables for overall satisfaction with 

the supervisory relationship. For the entire d e n t  &ta set (n = 12 1). satisfaction scores 

on Subscale 3 (16 Supavisor Characteristics) and Subscale 4 (2 Characteristics of 

Supervision) were entered as continuous predictor variables, with overail satisfaction as 

the dependent variable. Table 14.0 presents the mode1 summary and Table 15.0 presents 

the ANOVA resdts for snident satisfaction with the individual characteristics and overall 

satisfaction with the supe~sory relationship. 

Table 14.0 Mode1 Summary of Satisfaction with IndiMdual Characteristics and 
O v a  Satisfaction with The Supenisory Reiationship for Students 

R Square Adjwted R Square Std. E m r  of the 
Estimate 



Table 15 .O ANOVA of Satisfaction with Individual Characteristics and 
Overall Satisfaction with nie SupeMsory Relationship for Students 

Sig. 

Regression 15 1.654 18 8.425 21.161 .O00 
Residual 40.6 1 0 102 ,398 

Total 192.264 120 

A regression analysis using the 18 variables as predictoa of overall satisfaction 

produced significant results - F (1 8,102) = 2 1.16, E = .ûûO. In particular, three variables 

accounted for significant unique variance in predicting overall satisfaction with the 

supervisory relationship. The regression coefficients were dl positive and the items were: 

Supervisor's schedule codd accommodate the demanch of supenision, t = 1.99, p = 

.Os9 (item 4) 

Supe~sor  believed in student's ability, = 2.55, p = .O12 (item 7) 

Supervisor provided constructive criticisrdfeedback on the quality of the 

thesiddissertation, t = 2.8 1, p = .O06 (item 1 2) 

Table 16.0 shows the coefficients and signifiarice of each variable entered in the 

regression analysis. 



Table 16.0 Coefficients of Satisfaction with Individual Characteristics and Overall 
-- - -  

Satisfaction with The Supervisory Relationship for Students 

isor was easily accessible (by phone, email or in person) 1 o. 120 1 O, 133 
1 Constant 

- - - 
sor returned messages promptly 1 O, 1 0s 1 0.096 - - - -  
soi discussed expcctations at the beginning of my program 1 0.06 1 1 0.103 

Std. Error 
0.386 

-- 

,~or's schedule Guld &mmodate the dernands of 

Standardized 
Coeficien ta 

Beta 

uon 
sor was available to discuss academic issues 
isor was supportive of my academic problems 
sor believed in my ability 

8. Supervisor provided guidance on my research topic 
9. Supervisor provided guidance on research proposal writing 
10. Supervisor provided guidance on thesiddissertation writing 
1 1. Supervisor provided constructive criticismtfeedback on the quality 

of mv rasearch woposal 

0.093 
0.094 
0.085 

12. ~ u & d s o r  &id& consbuctive criticismtfeedback on the quality 
of mv thesiddisseriation 

0.036 
0.072 
o. 179 

0.082 
0.099 
0.1 14 

0.1 14 

t 

0.1 i O  
0.0 10 
-0.093 

-0.068 

O, 128 

0.027 
0.034 
-0,050 

-0.026 

0.101 

0,043 

13. Supervisor was open to ideas about the direction of my research 
14. S u p i s o r  w u  knowledgeable about my research topic 
15, Supervisor encouraged me to apply for scholarships 1 
16. Supervisor wrote letten of support for me (C.B. scholanhips, career 

opportun it ias) 
17. Regular meetings were scheduled during proposal 

generatiodwriting stages 
18, Scheduled meetings were of adequate length to accomplish 

necessarv tasks 

0.3 18 

0.084 
0.069 
0.082 

0.085 

O* 105 

O. 1 08 

Sia. 

Correlat ions 

Ztro-order f Partial 
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For the supervisor data set (n = 43), satisfaction scom on Subscaie 5 (1 1 

Student Characcristics) w m  enteml as continuou pdctor variables, with overall 

satisfaction as the dependent variable. Table 17.0 presents the model summary and Table 

18.0 presents the ANOVA results for supervisor satisfaction with the individual d e n t  

characteristics and o v d  saîishction with the supemisory relationship. 

Table 17.0 Model Summary of Satisfaction with Individual Charactcnstics and 
ûverall Satisfacton with The Supervisory Relatioaship for Supervisors 

R R Square Adjustecl R Square Std. Emr of the Estimate 

Table 18.0 ANOVA of Satisfaction with Individuai Characteristics and 
ûveraii Satisfaction with The SupcMsory Relationship for Supervisors 

Model Sum of 
sq- 

Mean 
Square 

Sig. 



A regression analysis using the 1 1 variables as predictors of overall 

satisfdon pmduced signifiant resuits F (1 1,3 1) = 3 -58 1, p = .002. Specincally, 

' d e n t  cornpetence to undertake a resemch project' accounted for unique variance in 

predicting overall satisfaction, = 1.97, p = .O48 (item 7), and the regression coefficient 

was positive. The item ' d e n t  willingness to admit mistakes' (item 1 1) and overall 

satisfaction almost reached signincance @ = .Ml). Table 19.0 shows the coefficients and 

significance of each variable entered in the ngmsion analysis. 



Coefficients of Satisfaction with Individual Characteristics and Overall 
Satisfaction with The Supervisory Relationship for Supervisors 

Constant 
1, Student was easily accessible (by phone, email, or in person) 
2. Students schcdule could eccommodats the dcmands of graduate 

school 
3. Student's abilitv to meet appropriate deadlines .- - 
4. The respect this student had for my privacy on personal issues 
5. Student's enthusiasm about theù studies 
6. Studcnt's attitude about theù studies 
7. Student's cornpetence to undertake a tesearch project - - 

8. Student's w illingness to scek new infomat ion by reading addit ional 
tesources 

9. Student's willingness to sham authorship on joint projects 
10. Student's motivation to complete their program on time 
1 1. Studcnt's willingncss to admit mistalces 

Std. Error 

Standardhl 
Coefficients 

Beta Sig. Zero-order Partial 1 
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Ruearch Question Seven 

1s there a significant nlationship between the overall satisfaction with the supervisory 

expaieme and the satisfaction with graduate education? 

Frequencies and descriptives for student overaii satisfaction with the supe~sory 

relationship and satisfaction with graduate education are presented in Table 20.0. To 

examine w h e k  a signScant reiationship existai between the overall satisfaction with 

the supmisory experience and the satisfaction with graduate education, a Pearson 

Conelation was perfonned. A signincant positive correlation existeci between overall 

satisfaction with the supervisory relationship and satisfaction with graduate education r = 

Table 20.0 Student Overall Satisfdon with The Supervisory Relationship by 
Satisfaction with Graduate Education 

Satisfaction Rathgs 
1 = Very DissatiSned 
2 = Dissatisfied 
3 = Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 
4 = Satisfied 
5 = Very Satisfied 

- - 

Studtnt 
Satbfictionwith 

Gradaate 
Educatïon 

(mean = 3.79,s.d. 
= 0.82) 

Total 

O 

12 

19 

72 

18 
121 

Ove- S.tisiicîion with Siperviiory Reiationship 
(mean = 3.63, ad. = 1.27) 

1 

3 

5 
Totai 

1 

5 

I 

6 

4 

1 

30 

1 
32 

5 

26 

14 
40 

2 

5 

9 

8 

2 
24 

3 

2 

8 

8 

I 
19 
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Rescarch Question Eigbt 

1s there a significant relationship between the overall satisfàction with the supervisory 

relatiooship, positive role modeling and the decision to pursue an academic career? 

Descriptive &ta for positive role modeliag, and the decision to pumie an 

academic career are presented in Table 21 .O 

Table 21 .O Positive Role Modelinp; and Career Choice Distribution 

n Supervisor is considerrd a positive d e  mode1 

Pearson comlation coefficients were calculatecl to examine if a significant 

relationship exined between overail satisfaçtion with the supmisory relationship, 

positive role modeling and the decision to pumie an academic career. A signifiant 

positive correlation existed between overall satisfaction with the supervisory relationship 

and positive supenrisor role modeIing (r = ,644, p = ,000). Table 22.0 presents the 

distribution data. 

C 

95 
(78.5) 

26 
(2 1 -5) 
67 

(5 5.4) 
Sîudent is pursuhg an academic career n 

( O )  

54 
(44.6) 



Table 22.0 Student Overd Satisfaction with The Supe~sory Relationship by 
Positive Supervisor Role Modeling 

Satisfaction Ratings 
1 = Very Dissatisfied 
2 = Dissatisfied 
3 = Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied 
4 = Satisfied 
5 = Very Satisfied 

The analysis faiied to tkd signiscant correlations between: 

- the decision to pursue an academic career and overail satisfaction with the 

supervisory relationship (r = .146, p = .110) and; 

- the decision to p m e  an academic camr and role modeling (r = .065, p = 

.479) 

Toîai 

26 

95 

121 

-- --- - - - - - - - - -- - - 

O v e d  Satirhction with Sapervisory Rchtionship 
(mean = 3.63, nd. = 1.27) 

SupcrnMr U 
coasidertda 
positive mle 

mode1 

1 

6 

6 

No 

Y e  

Totai 

2 

13 

I I 

24 

3 

6 

13 

19 

4 

1 

3 1 

32 

5 

40 

40 
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Rcsurch Question Nine 

Are there significant differences between demograptiic variables (Le., gender, age, and 

faculty) and the satisfaction with the characteristics for both d e n t s  and mpervisors? 

The resuits for this mearch question an divided into two parts. The fvst part 

presents the results for mdent demographic variables and satisfaction with the supervisor 

characteristics (subscale 3), the characteristics of supervision (subscale 4) and o v d l  

satisfaction with the supe~sury relationrhip and graduate ducation. The second part 

presents the tesdts for s u p e ~ s o r  demographic variables and satisfaction with student 

characteristics (subscale 5) and overall satisfaction with the supmisoiy relationship. 

Student Demographic Variables and Satisfhction with the Characteristics 

Student Degree and Satisfaction 

A series of independent samples t-tests were performed on the variables to 

examine if dinerences in satisfaction existeci between students completing a masters 

degree and those completing a doctoral degree. No sisnifiant differences were fomd in 

satisfaction with supervisor cbaracteristics, characteristics of supentision, overall 

satisfaction with the nrpmisory relationship or satisfaction with graduate education 

between the two groups. 

Student Gender and Satisfaction 

To investigate gender ciifferences in satisfaction with the characteristics, a series 

of t-tests were pafonned. Two items were fomd to have significant mean ciifferences in 

satisfaction. Table 23.0 presmts the two chrnactcristics and descriptive data for the two 
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groups. Table 24.0 presents the independent t-tests results for the two characteristics 

by gender. 

Table 23.0 Descriptive Statistics for Characteristics with Signifiant 
Dinerences in Satisfaction by Student Gender 

1 Maie 1 Femde 1 1 Chiraderistic 

Table 24.0 Independent Samples Tests of Satisfdon on Characteristics with 
Sianificant Différences by Student Gender 

' Supervisor was Knowlcdgeable 
about nsearch topic 
Supavisor m t e  l e m  of  
support (tg., scholanhips) 

t df Sig. (2- Mean Characteristic tailedl DiLilerence 

S t d  
Dcv. 

Supervisor was Knowledgcablc 
about research topic 2.157 119 .O33 .46 

Std. 
Dcv. 

48 

Supervisor wrote leüm of 
support (eg., scholarships) 2.063 119 .O41 .44 

Resuits indicad that males were more satisfied than females with respect to 

'supervisor knowledge of research topic' and '1- of support written by supmtisor.' No 

significaat differences were found in overall satisfaction with the supewisory relationship 

( d e s  = 3.63, s.d = 1-04, females = 3.62, SA. = 1.40) or graduate education (males = 

3.73, s.d. = .76, fernales = 3.74, s.d = .85) as a function of student gender. 

438 

3.94 

.98 

.84 

73 

73 

3.92 

3.50 

1.23 

1.12 



Student Age and Satisfaction 

A series of ANOVA's were perfomed to examine if signifiant ciifferences 

existed between the d e n t  age groups and satisfation with the characteristics. Two 

items were found to have significant mean differences in satisfaction. Table 25.0 

pnsents the two characteristics and descriptive &ta for the age groups. Table 26.0 

presents the ANOVA r d t s  for the two chamteristics by age. 

Table 25.0 Descriptive Statistics for Characteristics with Sipsiificant 
DBmnces in Satisfaction by Student Age 

Age Grotipings 
Cllaracttristic I I I l I I 

Supervisof s sc Mule 
could a c c o m x n a  the 
deman& of supervision 

13 

Mean 
SD 

n 
M a n  
SD 



Table 26.0 ANOVA's of Satisfaction on Characteristics with 
Simiificant DHerences bv Aae 

Sumof df Mean F Sig. 
Squares sqmm 

Supervisds schedule 23.657 6 3.943 2394 .O32 Groups 
could accommodate the Within 187.764 114 1.647 demands of supervision Groups 

Total 211.421 120 

14.439 6 2.406 2.459 .O28 Groups Supervisor was availabk Within 
to discuss afadernic issues Groups 111.561 114 .979 

An LSD post-hoc examination reveded berneen which groups the differences in 

satisfaction existed. For the nrSt characteristic (supervisor's schedde could 

accommodate the demands of supe~sion) signifïcant differences in satisfaction o c c d  

between students older than 50 and snidents in the following age groups: <26 @ = .020), 

26 - 30 @ = .006), 3 1 - 35 @ = .014) and 36 - 40 @ = .043). For the same characteristic, 

signincant différences also existed baween students in the 46 - 50 age group and midents 

in the following age groupings: <26 @ = .039), 26 - 30 @ = .O$), 3 1 - 35 @ = -025). 

For the second characteristic (mpmisor was available to discuss academic 

issues) sipnincant ciifferences in satisfaction were revealed ktween students older than 

50 and d e n t s  in the following age groupings: Q6 @ = .003), 26 - 30 @ = .006), 3 1 - 35 
@ = ,027) and 36 - 40 @ = .045). For the same characteristic, si@caut differences also 
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existed between students in the 46 - 50 age group and students who were under 26 

yuus of age @ = .W). 

In summary, resuits indicate that older students (ova 46) were more satisfled with 

supervisor availability in terms of demands of supervision and time to discuss academic 

issues then younger snidents were. No significant differences were found in overall 

satisfaction with the supervisory relationship or graduate education as a bction of 

M e n t  age. 

Student Faculty and Satisfaction 

A series of one-way ANOVA's were performed to examine if significant 

differences existed ôetween snident faculty groups and satisfaction with the 

characteristics. Eight items w m  found to have significant mean Merences in terms of 

satisfaction. Table 27.0 presents the eight characteristics and descriptive data for the 12 

facuity groups. Table 28.0 presents the ANOVA mdts for the eight characteristics by 

facdty. 

An LSD pst-hoc examination revealed between which groups the ciifferences in 

satisfaction existed. Table 29.0 summarizes the post-hoc tests. 



Table 27.0 Descriptive Statistics for Characteristics with Significant 
Differences in Satisfaction by Student Faculty 

HU = Humanities ENG = Engineering CC = Communication & Culture 
EVD = Environmental Design SC = science MG = Management 
ED = Education 
SS = Social Science 

NU = Nursing MS = ~ e c l i c a l  Science 
SW = Social Work KN = Kinesiology 

Characteristic HU EVD 

8 
3.38 
1.51 

CC MG ENG SC NU SW MS KN 

2 2 10 20 8 7 7 10 Supervisor was easily 

or in person) 

accommodate the demands of 
supervision 
Supervisor was available to 
discuss academic issues 

Supervisor was 
knowledgeable about research 
topic 
Supcrvisor encouraged 
scholarship applications 

Supervisor wrote letters of 
suppott (e.g., scholarships) 

Overall satisfaction with the 

I supervisory relationship 

Overall satisfaction with 
graduate education mean 3.86 

sd 1.07 



Table 28.0 ANOVA's of Satisfaction on Characteristics with 
Significant Differences by Student Faculty 

Characteristic Sum of d f Mean 
Squares Square F Sig. 

Supervisor was easily Between Groups 4i.185 I I 3:744 2.647 ,003 
accessible (by phone, email, Within Groups 154.171 1 09 1.414 
or in person) Total 195.355 120 
Supervisots schedule could Behveen Groups 56.167 I I  5. 106 3.585 .O00 
accommodate the demands of Within Groups 155,255 1 09 1.424 
supervision Total 21 1.421 120 
Supervisor was available to Betweon Groups 22.508 I I  2,046 2,155 ,022 
discuss academiç issues Within Groups 1 03,492 109 ,949 

Total 126.000 120 
Supervisor was Between Groups 4 1.724 I I  3.793 3 A72 .O00 
knowledgeable about research Within Groups 1 19.086 109 1.093 
topic Total 160.810 120 
Supervisor encouraged Between Groups 28.090 1 l 2,554 2.579 .O06 
scholarship applications W iihin Groups 1 07.926 1 09 ,990 

Total 136.017 120 
Supervisor wrotc letters of Between Groups 25.308 11 2.30 1 2.459 .O09 
support (e.g.. scholarships) Within Groups 1 O 1.982 1 09 ,936 

Total 127.289 120 
Overall satisfaction wilh the Between Groups 14,820 11 1,347 2,259 ,O 16 
supervisory relationship Within Groups 65,014 1 09 ,596 

Total 79.835 120 
Overall satisfaction with Between Groups 53,656 1 1 4.878 3,836 .O00 
graduate education Within Groups 138.608 1 09 1.272 

Total 192.264 120 



Table 29.0 Summary of Post-Hoc Tests for Student Satisfaction by Faculty 

C hr racteris t ic 1 Significant Findings 

Supervisor was easily accessible (by 
phone, cmail, or in person) 

Satisfaction significantly greater in Nursing than in Enviro. Design (p = ,O 13), Education (p = .034), Comm. 
& Culture (p = .O 13). Science @ = .000) & KinesioIogy (p = .006) 

Satisfaction significantly greater in Medical Science than in Eviro. Design (p = .O1 8), Comm. & Culture (e = 
,015). Science (p = .Ml) & Kinesiology @ = ,009) 

1 

1 Satisfaction significantly greater in Nursing than in Eviro. Design (p = .000), Education (e = .028), Comm. & 

Supervisai's schedule could 
accommodate the demands of supervision 

Supervisor was available io dscuss 
academic issues 

Supervisor was knowledgeable about 
research topic 

Supervisor encouragcd scholarship 
applications 

1 Culture (e = .00l), Social Sc. (p = .009), Science @ = .000), ~ n ~ i n & r i n ~  (p = ,000) & ~ & i o l o ~ ~  (e = ,006) 

Satisfaction significantly greater in Medical Science than in Eviro. ûesign (p = .ûû9), Comm. & Culture (e = 
.007), Engineering @ = .O 10) Bt Science @ = ,004) 

Satisfaction significantly greatw in Nursing lhan in Humanities @ = .O1 l), Education (p = ,001). Comm. & 
Culture (p = ,003). Social Sc. (p = .OU), Science @ = .O). & Kinesiology (p = ,004) 
Sdisfaction significantly greater in Hurnanities than in Education @ = ,034). Comm. & Culture (g = .000), 
Nursing (p = .027) & Kinesiology @ = .007) 
Satisfaction significantly greater in Social Work than in Education@ = .034), Comm. & Culture @ = .000), 
Nursing @ = ,027) & Kinesiology (p = .007) 
Means < 3.90 indicating that overall students are not very satisficd with this characteristic, however, students 
in Engineering are more satisiïed than students in Management @ = .004) & Kinesiology (E = .002) 

1 

1 Satisfaction significantly greater in Medical Science than in Education (p = ,005). Comm. & Culture (e = 
Supervisor wrote letters of support (e.g., 
scholarships) 

Overall satisfaction with the supervisory 
relationship 

Overall satisfaction with graduate 
educat ion 

,023) & Management @ = ,023). 
Satisfaction significantly greater in Engineering than in Eâucation (p = ,003). Comm. & Culture (e = .02S) & 
Management U, = ,025). 
Satisfaction is significantly greater in Nursing han in Eviro. Design @ = ,002). Education @ = .ûû2), Coinm. 
& Culture (p = .MO), Social Sc, (p = .00 1 ), Science (e = .O0 1). Engineering (p = .006) & Kines (p = ,O 17). 
Satisfaction is significantly greater i r i  Medical Sci. than in Eviro. ûesign (p = ,014), Education (e = ,017), 
Comm. & Cultuc (e = ,001). Social Sc. @ = .010), Science @ = .070), & Énginc~ng @ = ,031). 
Satisfaction significantly greater in Nuaing than in Enviro. Design (p = .O1 1). Comm. & Culhm (p = ,013). 
Science (p = ,000) & Kincsiology (p = ,006) 
~atisfaction significantly greater in Medical Science than in Science (e = ,021) â Kinesiology @ = ,029) 
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In nimmary, students in Nursing had the greatest satisfaction with supavisor 

accessibility, supeMsor availabiiity, overall satisfaction with the supervisory relationship and 

overall satisfaction with giaduate education. The group next most satisfied with these 

characteristics, were students in Medical Science. The leas satisfied with supervisor 

accessibility, supe~sor availability, ovedl sa t i s f~on  with the supe~sory relationship and 

overall satisfaction with graduate education were students in Communication and Culture and 

d e n t s  in Science. 

Stuâents in Humanities a d  Social Work were the most satisfied with supenisor 

knowledge of research topic. Shdents in Engineering were the most satisfied with the 

encouragement to apply for scholarsbips. F W y ,  students in Medical Science, Engineering and 

Science were the most satisfied with l e m  of support. 

Student T h e  to Comaletion and Satisfaction 

Time to completion was e&ed as a fiinction of degree, to account for the différence 

in time to complete a doctoral degree compareci with a master's degree. Descriptive data are 

presented in Table 30.0. A series of ANOVA's were perfonned to determine if differences in 

satisfaction existed as a hction of completion t h e .  No significant differences were found in 

satisfaction with supcrvisor characteristics, charactclstics of nipervision, overall satisfaction 

with the supervisory relationship or satisfaction with graduate education ktween the groups. 
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Table 30.0 Student De- and Time to Completion Distribution 

1 p-  1 Yerrs to Com~letion I Total I 

S u p e ~ s o r  Demographic Variables and Satisfaction with the Characteristics 

n 
,mte'S ( %  

Doctorate tt 

( 1  

Supervisor Statu and Satisfaaion 

A series of one-way ANOVA's were perfomed to examine if signifiant ciifferences 

existed between supenrisors at different stages of their career (Assistant, Associate, Full & 

Emeritus) and satisfaction with student chmcteristics. No significant diffmnfes were found in 

satisfaction with d e n t  characteristics or overal1 satisfaction with the nipentisory relationship 

S&sor Gender and Satisfaction 

To investigate gender diffemces in supmisor satisfaction with the mdmt 

characteristics, a series of t-tests were performed. Thm items were found to have si@cant 

mean merences in satisfaction. Table 3 1 .O presents the thrre characteristics and descriptive 

data for the two groups. Table 32.0 presents the inâependent t-tests remits for the three 

characteristics by supenisor gender. 

95 
(78.5). 

26 
(21.5) 

- 
> 7  

O 
(O) 
O 

(O) 

7 
O 

(O) 
2 

(7.7) 

<2  
17 

(17.9) 
O 

(0) 

2 
35 

(36.8) 
O 

(O) 

5 
3 

(3.2) 
9 

(34.6) 

6 
O 

(O) 
1 

(3.8) 

3 
30 

(31.6) 
2 

(7.7) 

4 
10 

(10.5) 
12 

(46.2) 



Table 3 1 .O Descriptive Statistics for Characteristics with Signifïcant 
DBerences in Satisfaction by Supervisor Gender 

1 1 Male 1 Fernale 1 / Chincterwti. 

Studeat 's schcdule could 
accommodatt dcmands of 

Table 32.0 Independent Samples Tests of Satisf'action on Characteristics with 
Si@cant Differences by SupeMsor Gender 

gtaduatt School 
Studcnt's aaitude about their 
studies 
Student's motivation rocomplete 
their pro%ram on tirne 

t d f Sig. (2- Mean 
Characteristic îailed) DSennce 

Std. 
Dtv. 

28 

Studmt 's scheduk could 
accommodatt dcmands of -2.260 41 .O29 0.86 
graduate School 

Std. 
Dcv. n 

28 

28 

studcnt's attitude about thcir 
studies 

Mean 

3.54 

Student's motivation to complcte -3 -503 their program on timt 41 .O01 - 1.23 

4.00 

3.57 

Redts  indicated that female supe~sors were significantly more satisfied than male 

supervisors with shident's attitude about th& studies, motivation to complete their program on 

h e  and ability to accommodate the dernards of graduate school. No significant differences 

were found in overall Ciltisfactîon with the Npmisory relationsbip as a f'unction of supervisor 

gender. 

1.32 

1-15 

1.32 

15 

15 

15 

4.40 

I 

-9 1 

4.73 

4.80 

-46 

.4 1 
- 



Supervisor Ape and Satisfaction 

A series of one-way ANOVA's were perfonned to examine if signifiant differences 

existed between supmisors of different ages and satisfaction with student characteristics. No 

significant dinerences were found in satisfaction with student characteristics or overail 

satisfaction with the supmisory relationship as a fiinction of supmisor age. 

Supervisor Facuity and Satisfaction 

A series of one-way ANOVA's were performed to examine if sipnincant differences 

existed between mpedsot faculty groups and satisfaction with the characteristics. No 

significant differences w m  fou& in satisfaction with d e n t  characteristics or overail 

satisfaction with the supervisory relationship as a fiinction of the supervisor's facuity group. 

Years of Supervision Experience and Satisfaction 

To investigate the diffemces in nipervisor satisfaction with the d e n t  characteristics, 

as a function of supemisory experience, a series of one-way ANOVA's were performed. Two 

items were found to have signifiant mean differences in satisfaction. Table 33.0 presents the 

two chanictenstics and descriptive data for the groups. Table 34.0 pnxnts the ANOVA redts 

for the two cbaractenstics. 



Table 33.0 Descriptive Statistics for Charaaenstics with Signifiant 
Diffmnces in Satisfaction by Supervision Experience 

Student's willingncss to 
seek new infonnaîion 
by &mg additional 
CtSOUrCeS 

iperviston Experience 

a 
Mean 
SD 

Studcnt's motivation to 
complete tbcir pmgr~n 
on tirne 

Table 34.0 ANOVA's of Satisfaction on Characteristics with 
Sipifkant DBérences by Supervision Experience 

SD 

Samof df Mean F Sig. 
Squares Square 

Between 10.287 5 2.057 3.663 .O09 
StudcWs williiignas m sak Gn>up~ 
n w  information by readîng Within 20.783 37 ,562 
additional rtsourcts G ~ O U ~ S  

To ta1 3 1.070 42 
Betwccn 

Studcnt's motivation to Groups 24.898 5 4.980 4.712 .O02 
cornpletc thcir program on 
timc Within 39.102 37 1.057 

Groups 
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Poahoc tests codd not be pcrfomed for either characteristic because at least one 

group had fewer than two cases. However, for the fust characteristic (Student's willingness to 

seek additional information), it appears that supervisors in the middle range of k i r  careers (16 - 
20 years of supervision experience) were l e s  satisfied with the student's willingness to seek 

additional idonnation. 

For the second characteristic (student's motivation to complete their program on time), it 

appean that again, supervisors who were in the middle range of their careers (1 1 - 20 years of 

supervision experience) were less satisfied with this d e n t  characteristic. 

Rcsearch Question Ten 

Are there significant dineremes between demographic variables (i.e., gender, age, and faculty) 

and the perceived impact of the characteristics for both students and supervûon? 

The mults for this research question are divided into two parts. The nrst part pments 

the resuits for -dent demographic variables and perceived impact of the characteristics on 

subscales 3,4, and 5. The second part presents the results for supervisor demographic variables 

and perceived impact of the characteristics on the same three subscdes. 

Student Demographic Variables and Perceived impact of the Characteristics 

Student Degree and Perceived Impact 

A series of independent samples t-tests were perfonned on the variables to examine if 

difkrences in perceived impact existeci between students completing a masters degree and those 

completing a doctoral degree. No signincant Merences were found in perceived impact with 



supervisor characteristics, characteristics of supervision, or student characteristics between 

the two groups. 

Stuàent Gender and Perceived Impact 

To investigate gender differences in perceived impact of the characteristics, a senes of t- 

tests were perfomed. One item was found to have a signifimt mean merence in perceived 

impact. Table 35.0 presents the characteristic and descriptive &ta for the two groups. Table 

36.0 presents the independent t-test resuit for the characteristics by gender. 

Table 35.0 Descriptive Statistics for The Characteristic with Simcant  
Diffemces in Perceived Impact by Student Gender 

1 1 Male I Femde 1 1 

I CbancteristiC 

Table 36.0 Independent Samples Tests of Pmeived Impact of Characteristic with 
Signifiant Differences by Student Gender 

SU-O~ W m  Knowledgeable 
about rtscarcb topic 

Characteristic t 
Sig. (2- Mean 

df tüd) DHerence 

Std. 
DCY. 

SupcrMsot was Knowledgcahle 
about research topic 2.130 119 .O35 .4 1 

Std, 
D m  

1 

-88 48 4.3 t 73 3.90 1.12 
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The results of this t-test indicate that females appear to be more afTeaed than males by 

the supervisors' howledge of the rrsearch topic. 

From research question thm, it was found that a strong signincant positive correlation (r 

= .909, p < .Ol) existed between satisfaction with the supenisors knowledge of research topic 

and perceived impact of the characteristic on the supcrvisory relationship, the students studies 

d o r  fiaal degree outcorne. In research question nine, it was found that femaies were less 

satisfied t&an males with their supenisors' knowledge of the research topic. Both of the fïndings 

h m  nsearch questions three and nine support the finding fiom this t-test, indicating that 

females perceive the impact to be less positive compared to d e s .  

Student Age and Perceived Impact 

A series of ANOVA's were perfomed to examine if significant d i n i c e s  existed 

between the d e n t  age groups and perceived impact of the characteristics. Three items were 

fomd to have signifiant mean clifferences in perceived impact. Table 37.0 presmts the three 

characteristics and descriptive data for the age groups. Table 38.0 presents the ANOVA tesuits 

for the three characteristics by age. 



Table 37.0 Descriptive Statistics for Chiiracteristics with Sipinincant 
Diffcrences in Perceived Impact by Student Age 

Supervisor's schedule II 10 58 21 
could accommodate the Meaa 2.88 3 .O0 3 .O9 
dcmands of supervision SD 1.25 1.4 1 1.26 

Supervisor was n 10 58 21 
availabk to discuss Mean 3.20 3.53 3.29 
academic issues SD 1.03 1.06 1-11 

n 10 58 21 Student's willingness to 4. admit mistakes 
3.96 4.09 

SD .74 .80 -72 

Table 38.0 ANOVA's of Perceived impact of Characteristics with 
Si@caat DSerences by Student Ape 

Sumof df Mean F Sig. 
Squam 

Supervisor's SC fiedule Betwecn 22.052 6 3.675 2.560 .O23 Groups 
couid accommodate the withm 163.634 114 1.435 demands of supervision Groups 

Total 185.686 120 

15.609 6 2.601 2.646 .O 19 Groups Supcrvisor was available Withh 
to discuss academic issues Gmups 112.077 114 .983 

Total 127.686 120 

10.878 6 1.813 3.018 .O09 Groups Student's willingaess to within 
admit mistakes Groups 68.477 114 ,601 

Total 79355 120 
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For this saw characteristic, students younger than 25 also felt their wiliingness to 

admit mistakes had a more positive impact on the relationship @or their studies and finai 

outcome than students in the 36 - 40 age groups QI = .023). 

Student Facuity and Perceived Impact 

A series of one-way ANOVA's were performed to examine if significant diffeiences 

existed between student facuity p u p s  and perceived impact of the cfmxteristics. Six items 

were found to have significaut mean dinmnces in ternis of perceived impact. Table 39.0 

presents the six characteristics and descriptive data for the 12 f d t y  gmups. Table 40.0 

presents the ANOVA nsuits for the six characeristics by f d t y .  

An LSD pst-boc examination revealed between which groups the clifferences ui 

perceived impact existed. Table 41 .O su- the pst-hoc tests. 
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Table 4 1 .O Summary of Post-Hoc Tests for Perceived lmpact by Student Faculty 

Supervisor was easily accessible (by 
phone, emeil, or in person) 

Supervisor's schcdule could 
accommodate the demands of supervision 

Supervisor was available to discuss 
academic issues 

Supervisor was knowledgeable about 
tesearc h topic 

Supervisor encouraged scholarship 
applications 

Supervisor wrote letten of support (e.g., 
scholarships) 

Significant Fiidings 
Perceived lmpact significantly more positive in Nursing than in Enviro. Design (p = .001), Educalion (p = 
.008), Comm. & Culture (p = .001), Science (p = .000), Engineering (II = .007), Social Sci. @ = ,042) & 
Kinesiology (p = .W) 

Perceived Impact significantly more positive in Medical Science than in Eviro. Design @ = .(MM), Comm. & 
Culture @ = .002), Education @ = .028), Engineering @ = ,021). Science @ = .00) & Kinesiology @ = ,001) 

Perceived Impact significantly more positive in Nursing than in Humanities @= ,038). Eviro. Design @ = 
.003), Education (e = .000), Comm. & Culture (e = .OUI), Social Sc. @ - .002), Science @ = .W), 
Engineering @ = .O) & Kinesiology (p = ,000) 
Perceived Impact significantly more positive in Medical Science than in Eviro. Design @ = .004), Comm. & 
Culture (p = .003), Engineering @ = .001), Science @ = ,002) & Kinesiology (e = ,032) 
Perceived lmpact significantly more positive in Social Work than in Enviro. ûesign (e = .008), Comm. & 
Culture (e= .004), Engineering @ = ,003) & Science @ = . O S )  

Perceived Impact sipiicantly more positive in Nurshg than in Enviro. Design @ = ,020). Education @ = 
.001), Comm, & Culture (e = .002), Social Sc. (e = .O1 7), Engineering (e = .019), Science (p = .O), Medical 
Science (p = .O2 l), & Kinesiology (E = .003) 
Perceivcd Impact significantly more negative in Science than in Humanities @ = .010), Social Sci. @ = .O1 l), 
Nursing (e = .000) & Social Work (p = .W) 
Perceived Impact significantly more positive in Humanities than in Envim. Design @ = .017), Education @ = 
.O 13). Comm. & Culture (g = .030), Nursing (p = .O 17) & Kinesiology @ = .O 12) 
Perceiveâ Impact significantly more positive in Social Work than in Enviro, Design @ = .017), Education(p = - 
.013), Comm. & Culture (p = .030), Nursing (p = ,017) dé Kintsiology @ = ,012) 
Perceived lmpact signiicantty more negative in Management than in Social Sci. (p = .018), Engineering (p = - - - 
.OS),  science (E = ,046). & Nurshg (p = ,037) 
Perceived lmpact significantly more negative in Kinesiology than In Engineering @ = ,000). Social Sci. @ = 

- - 

,002) & Nursing @ = ,021) 
Perceivcd lmpact significantly more positive in Medical Science than in Education (e = ,004). Comm. & - 
Culture @ = .017), Management @ = .O1 5) dé Social Work @ = .022). 
Perceived lmpact significantly more positive in Social Science thsn in Education (e = ,020). Comm. & 
Culture (p = ,020) & Social Work (p = .020). 
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In nrmmery, students in N&g perceived supeMsot accessibility and 

supervisor availabiüty as having a more positive impact on the supewisory relationship 

and their studies than students in other facuities did. Students in Medicd Science also 

perceived these characteristics as havhg a more positive impact than students in other 

facdties did. These resuits support the findings h m  research question nine where 

students in Nursing and Medical Science were the most satisfied with supervisor 

avaiiabiiity and accessibility. 

Resuits h m  research question nine a h  indicated that students in Science were 

the least saWed with supervisor availability. The ANOVA d t s  here support this 

kding with students in Science reporiing a negative impact as a result of supervisor 

availability . 

Students in Humanities and Social Work reported supervisor biowledge of 

research topic as having a positive impact Fmm research question nine, these two 

groups were also the most satisfied with this characteristic. Results h m  researcb 

question nine indicated that overail, students were not satisfied with the encouragement 

to apply for scholarships. The M A  resuits h m  this test support that result. 

Students in al1 f d t i e s  reported this as having a negative impact on the supcrvisory 

relationship, their studies d o r  finai degree outcome. F W y ,  d e n t s  in Medical 

Science and Social Science i n c i i d  thaî letters of support had a positive impact on the 

supervisory rrlationship, th& stuclies ador final degree outcome. 



Student Time to Completion and Pcrceived Impact 

A series of ANNA'S w m  pcrformed to determine if differences in perceived 

impact existed as a f'unction of wmpletion tirne. No signficant dBerences were found in 

perceiveci impact with supe~sor characteristics, characteristics of supervision, or d e n t  

characteristics between the groups. 

Supervisor Demographic Variables and Perceived Impact of the Characteristics 

Supervisor Status and Perceived Impact 

A series of one-way ANOVA's were pcrformed to examine if signincant 

diffmnces existed between supervisors at Mmnt stages of theù c a m r  (Assistant, 

Associate, Full & Emeritus) and perceived impact of the characteristics. No significant 

differences were found in perceived impact of the characteristics. 

Supervisor Gender and Perceivecl Impact 

To investige gender differences in nipcivisot perceiveci impact of the 

characteristics, a series of t-tests were pedomed. Thrce items were found to have 

significant mean differences in perceived impact. Table 42.0 presents the three 

charactenstics and descriptive data for the two groups. Table 43.0 presents the 

independent t-tests resuits for the three characteristics by supervisor gender. 



Table 42.0 Descriptive Statistics for Characteristics with Sinnifiant 
Diff'crences in Paceived Impact by Supavisor Gender 

Characteristic 

Table 43.0 Independent Samples Tests of Pmeived Impact of Characteristics with 
Significant Differences by Supervisor Gender 

Student 's schtdule could 
accommodate dcmands of 
g r a d e  School 
Smdcnt's attitude about their 
studies 
studcais motivafion to complete 
thtir program on the  

t df Sig. (2- Mean 
C baracteristic tailed) Difference 

Std. 
Dcvm 

Student 's schedule could 
accommodate demands of -2.423 41 .O20 -.80 
graduate School 

Std. 
Dcvm 

28 

28 

28 

Student's motivaiion to rompletc -3 .249 th& program on timc 41 .O02 - 1 .O2 

Rmilu indicated that fernale supmrisors perceived the impact of the snident's 

attinide about their studies, motivation to complete their program on time and ability to 

accommodate the demands of graduate schwl more positively than male supervisor did. 

These tedts matches the hdings h m  research question nine where femaie supervisors 

were fomd to be more satiSned than male supcrvisoit wîth these same student 

characteristicS. 

3 .46 

3.96 

3.64 

1.20 

1 .IO 

1.16 

15 

15 

15 

4.27 

4.67 

4.67 

.59 

.62 

.49 



Supervisor Age and Petceived impact 

A series of one-way ANOVA's were perfonned to examine if signifiant 

ciifferences existed between supervisors of different ages and perceived impact of the 

characteristics. No significant ciifferences were found in perceived impact of the 

. . chatacteristics. 

Supavisor Faculty and Pnceived Impact 

A series of one-way ANOVA's were performed to examine if sigaificant 

Werences existed between supervisor facuity groups and perceived impact of the 

characteristics. No significant dflerences were found in perceived impact of the 

charactenstics. 

Years of Supervision Experience and Petceived Impact 

To investigate the ciiffierences in perceived impact of the cbaracteristics, as a 

function of supervisory experience, a series of one-way ANOVA's w m  performed. Two 

items were found to have sipnincant mean Werences in perceived impact+ Table 44.0 

prescrits the two cbaracttristics and descriptive data for the groups. Table 45.0 presents 

the ANOVA rcsults for the two char;rcteristics. 



Table 44.0 Descriptive Staîistics for Charactaistics with Signifiant 

Sadcms motivation to 8 9 6 
ampie tbeKpmgnm Mcla 4.75 4-33 2.50 
on t h e  SD .46 .71 1.05 

Table 45.0 ANOVA's of Perceived Impact of the Cbaracteristics with 
Sinnifiant Differences by Supervision Experience 

Sumof df Mam F Sig. 
Q-= Ss== 

9.028 
Student's willingncor to seek G ~ U ~ S  

5 1.804 3.894 .O06 

new m f o d o n  by d m g  
additional tcsources within 17.158 37 464 Groups 

Total 26.186 42 

Student's motivation to Bmmcn 22.455 5 4.491 6.032 .O00 
compkte thtir program on Groups 

timt Within 27.545 37 .744 
Gmws 
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Post-hoc tests could not be pedonned for either characteristic becaw at least 

one group had fewer îban two cases. However, for the fht characteristic (Student's 

willingness to seek additional information), it appears that supervison in the middle 

range of their camrs (16 - 20 years of supmrision experience) perceived a more negative 

impact of the characteristic on the supervisory relationship, the students studies ancilor 

nnal degree outcorne. 

For the second characteristic (dent's  motivation to cornplete their program on 

tirne), it appears that again, supervisois who were in the midde range of their careers (1 1 

- 20 years of supmision experience) perceived a more negative impact of the 

characteristic. These results match the hdings in nsearch question nine where 

supervisors in the middie range of their careers reported being less satisfied with these 

Researcb Question E k e n  

1s there a significant Merence between why students and supervisors decide to work 

together? 

Students and Supcrvisors who had a choice in working together were asked to rate 

the importance of specific items in decidiag to work together. Of the 43- 

snident/supexvisor dyads, 38 (88.4%) supmisors reporteci having had a choice in 

supavising their student, whereas 35 (81.4%) stucknts reporteci baving had a choice in 

working with their supcMsor. The distribution data for why the 35 students chose to 

work with theu supavisors are presented in Table 46.0. The distribution data for why 

the 38 supervisors chose to wotk with thcir stuclents arc presented in Table 47.0. 
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Snidents selected 'personality' (mean = 4.63) as the most important rrason for 

working with their supervisors and 'cornmon research interest' (mean = 4.03) as the 

second most important reason. SUpmnsors selected 'common research interest' (mean = 

4.26) as the moa important, and chose 'Ehadentsl work habits1 (mean = 4.16) as the second 

most important. 

A series of paited samples t-test were perfomed to examine if differences existed 

in why the student/supe~sor dyads chose to work together. There were matched data on 

32 student/supervisor dyads. Redis  of the t-tests are presented in Table 48.0. 





Table 47.0 Supervisor Importance Ratings of Characteristics in Deciding to Supervise their Student 

Common research n 
interest ('w 
Student's past research n 
and academic'experience (%) 
Student's work habits n 

("w 
Recommendation from n 
another professor ("w 
Recommendation frorn n 
graduete CO-ordinator (96) 
Recmited by student n 

(‘W 
Personal ity n 

(%) 

Unimportant 

(2) 
1 

(2.3) 
3 

(7.0) 
1 

(2.3) 
11 

(25.6) 
17 

(39.5) 
5 

(1 1.6) 
11  

(25.6) 

V W  
Unimportant 

( 1 )  
O 

(0) 
O 

(0) 
O 

(0) 
2 

(4.7) 
5 

(1 1.6) 
2 

(4.7) 
5 

(1 1.6) 

Neither 
Important nor 
Unimportant 

(3) 
3 

(7.0) 
4 

(9.3) 
5 

(1 1.6) 
13 

(30.2) 
t 1 

(25.6) 
12 

(27.9) 
15 

(34.9) 

Important 

(41 
19 

(44.2) 
25 

(58.1) 
19 

(44.2) 
8 

(1 8.6) 
5 

(1 1.6) 
12 

(27.9) 
7 

(1 6.3) 

Standard 
Devia4 ion 

O. 72 
, 

0.76 

0.75 

I .O8 

0.89 

1.1 1 

0.94 

Very 
Important 

(9 
15 

(34.9) 
6 

(1 4.0) 
13 

(30.2) 
4 

(9.3) 
O 

(0) 
7 

(16.3) 
O 

(0) 

' Mean 

4.26 

3.89 

4.16 

3 .O3 

2 -42 

3.45 

2.63 



Table 48.0 Paired Samples Test of Difirence between Students and Supervisors on Reasons for Working Together 

Sig. (2- 
ta ileà) 

Mean 
Difference - 

Common research interest with 
student 
Common research interest with 

~ k d e n t ' s  p s t  research and 
academic expericnce (repuiation) 

repulation 
Student's work habits 
Supervisor's work habits 
Recommendation from another 
professor (supervisor) 
Recommendation from another 
professor (studen t) 
Recommendation from graduate 
coordinator (supervisor) 
Recommendation from graduate 
coordinator (student) 
Recmited by- studeni 
Recrui ted by supervisor 
Student's personality 
Su~ervisor's ~ersonality 



placed on 'work habits' and the importance supmisors placeci on 'work habits'. 

Supgvisors' viewed work habits as being more important than stuâents did. The greatest 

différence however occumd with the importance placed on 'personaiity'. Students 

viewed peffonality as king rnuch more important in the decision to work together than 

supervisors viewed it. 

This finding supports the data collected on 'why students changed supmisor's 

during their program'. Of the 121 students nirveyed, 27 (22;3%) changed supervisors at 

least once during their studies. The number one mwm for doing so was 'pmonaiity 

conflict' (n = 13,48.2%), supportkg the hding that personality was very important in 

the relationship. The distribution data for the reasons for changing supervisors are found 

in Table 49.0. 

Table 49.0 Student Reasons for Channing Supcnisors 

t 

Scxual 
harasment 

O 
O 

Supcnbr - 

moved or 
went on 

sabbasical 

3 
11.1 

Confia o v a  
authorship / 
owaasbip of 
d 

3 
11.1 

Pcrsonality 
conflict 

13 
482 

Supervisor couid 
not m e t  
student's 

profmional 
neais 

3 
11.1 

Could not 
m u t  

supcrvisor 's 
txpectatiom 

O 
O 

n 
(%) 

Change 
m 

ttsearch 
in- 

5 
18.5 



Section T h  

Quditative Data 

In addition to collecting quantihble idormation, the survey also contained a 

section with three open-ended questions giving participants the opportunity to provide 

additional information on their student/supervisory relationship. This section presents 

some of the comments written by snidtnt/supervisor dyads for each of the three 

questions. 

Question 1 : What characteristics do you feel w m  the most important in your 

student/supervisor relationship? 

Many of the m e r s  to this question consisted of char;icteristics that were similar 

to those identified in research question one. These included 'dent's  ability to do 

research', 'student motivation', 'guidance and feedback by supewisor', 'clear expectatioml, 

'supervisor's howledge', and supcrvisor's belief in student ability'. However, it was the 

additional characteristics ihet were not captured in the quantitative data that are of 

interest h m .  These additionai characteristics are pnsaited below. 

1.  "The amount of support and empathy 1 gave to this student was important." 

2. "The relationship was a muaial give-and-tale. This made it niccesdul." 

3. "ûur abiiity to discuss ideas and issues openly and politely. We Iiked each other so 

we got dong." 

4. "Our mature relationship, her independence and stmng work ethics." 
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5. "We had excellent communication going on between us and that was the most 

important for me." 

6. "The student's dedication, knowledge and honesty." 

7. "The student's maturation over the course of the program, went fiom high level of 

'fear of fdure' to 'evaluation apprehensiont to 'seekiag out c o ~ c t i v e  criticisrn'." 

8. "Task-foc& nature of the relationship." 

9. "The respect and warmth of the relationship." 

10. "The cornmitment to leaming on both parts." 

"We were both aware of our shortcomings and that to me was very important." 

"My mpervisors bwledge  of the pmcess." 

"My supervisoh willingness to speak up for me as weU as challenge me." 

"My supervisor respected my privacy and left me aione. This was important for me." 

The flexibility of the relationship, in tbat 1 was working full time and had to set the 

time fiame. My supcrvisor accepted this." 

'The fan that we set goais togethet and she diMt lave it up to me. OAen we dont 

know what goals to set." 

"My supervisor's openness and sense of humour. You sure n d  a sense of humour in 

this place otherwise you won't make it." 

"My supenisor suggested additionaî d y s i s  when the d t s  were not as expccted 1 

wouid not have known that so this was important" 

"The entire atmosphere of the department. Evezyone mis intetested and supportive." 
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9. "The d e  environment in which I was. 1 felt 1 couid make mistakes and it would 

be ok The professors cared." 

In summary, additionai characteristics identifieci by supervisors as being 

important were d t y ,  open communication, empathy, mutuai give-and-take, honesty, 

warmth, and strong work ethics. Students identifiecl the atmosphere of the enviro~lment, 

knowledge of the process, collaboration (working together to set goal) and sense of 

humour as king important. 

Question 2: Was there anything NO? mentioned in this sinvey that had a negative 

immct on vour snidentlsunervisor relationshin? 

The pupose of this question was to capture any characteristics that would 

contribute to our understanding of an unsuccessful relationship or characterize ineffective 

supervision. 

Supervisor Comments 

1. "The poiitics of the department made it difficult to supervise effectively. "There are 

too many changes going on and too many unhappy people." 

2. "There were no pmblems but 1 foresee a problem down the road as 1 have larger 

n u m h  to supervise and 1 have a heavier work load." 

3. "My d e n t  lacked confidence and x, 1 couldnt be criticai of her work. This made 

Supmnsion dif5cuit and subsequently ineffective." 

4. "The student's busy schedde hed a negative impact." 
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5. "The student's hidden agenda had a negative effect. He was maniecl and dida't 

reaiize the impact the program would have on his spare time." 

6. The  student initially did not take negative feedback weii. 1 needed to be positive 

about some aspects even though there was more work to be done." 

Student Comments 

1. "The s@sor had too many students. 1 wished that he had more time with me to 

focus on my research." 

2. "The program did not have adequate nurnbers of supe~soa and therefore not enough 

time for students." 

3. "1 worked while I did my masters. This was hard but 1 needed the money." 

4. "My supervisor didn't push me hard enough. 1 had too much frecdom. 1 I he was 

too busy to notice that 1 needed more push" 

5. "1 dido't get enough conceptual feedback." 

6. "What nipcrvisory relationship? Did 1 have a supervisor? Where was he?" 

In summary, characteristics identified by Npmrisoa as having a negative impact 

on the relationship were department politics, mpmisory ioad, ability for the students to 

accept negative feedback and the dent 's  outside schedulelresponsibilities. Students 

also identifiecl the supmision load as having a negative impact In addition, students 

identifid outside workload, amount of feedback, and la& of guidance (too much 

aeedom) as having a negaiive impact 



Question 3: Who andlor what contributes the most to the success of the program? 

The puipose of this question was ta captiire characteristics that students and 

supewisors believed contributed the most to the overail success of the studentfs program. 

Supervisor Comments 

1. "The student's overail ability and desire to underiale a graduate degree." 

2. "The student's personal maturity." 

3. "The student was a remarkable leamer." 

4. "The studentfs enthusiasm and academic ability." 

5. "The quaiity of the snident. The student gave me the feeling she appreciated my 

guidance and support." 

6. "The student's motivation and skiil." 

7. "His desire to complete a worthwhile project and my understanding of his unique 

situation." 

8. "Our fiendly relationship." 

"The student was kcen and hardworkhg." 

9. "Studeritls high degree of motivation to do well and wihgness to work long and hard 

hours. " 

10. "Absolute enthusiasm for the academic discipline. Very pleasant personality ." 

11. "The student's motivation and organiza!ionn 

12. "Student's entbusiasm and motivation." 



Snident Comments 

1. "My family's support, both personal and financial." 

2. "The direction 1 received h m  various professors and the relationships with other 

graduate snidents." 

3. "My motivation to finish. n i e  support h m  my petrs." 

4. "The support fiom family and fiiends." 

5. "My determination and availability of rny supervisor." 

6. "The support 1 received fiom my supe~sor, and fellow students." 

7. "The environment made it work (office, peers and excellent supervisor)." 

8. "My perseverance and confidence 1 could do well. The help fiom fellow colleagues 

and my supenisor." 

9. The other grad students and a professor at another whmity." 

1 O. "1 reaily wanted it." 

1 1 .  "Me." 

12. "The inspiration h m  my sup"sor." 

Ia summary, supervisors identifîed student's aearfemic ability, motivation, and 

enthusiasm as contributing the most to the success of the program. Students also 

identified motivation (detemination) as contributhg to their success, however ais0 

identified the support of family, fi&, peers (fellow graduate dents )  and th& 

nipeMsors as contributhg to their mccess. 



c m m  
DISCUSSION, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

Discumion 

This study examined the quaiity and nature of the supcrvisory relationship in 

graduate education. In this chapter, the findings will be discussed in detail. In addition, 

tbis chapter presents the recommendations, limitations of the study and the suggestions 

for firture research. 

The Most Important Characteristics of the Supewisory Rthtiooship 

To idenw the most important chaisnenstics in the student-supe~sor 

relationship, the mearcher began with an extensive List of characteristics identifieci in the 

üterature to be Unportant in supe~sory relationships. Following testing and interviews, 

the most important characteristics in graduate student supervision emerged. Previous 

studies examinhg supervisory relaîionships have o h  describai ntpe~s ion in te= of 

mostly one-word descriptors (Eggleston & Delamont, 1983; Fraser & Mathews, 1999; 

Hü1, Acker & Black, 1984; Moses, 1984; Powles, 1988). In tbis study, the - most 

important one-word descriptors were aiso identifid with a specific focus on graduate 

student supervision; however, the testarcher went one step fllrther and descriid the 

meaning and nature of the one-word descriptors, which in this study were r e f d  to as 

'characteristics'. 

Bot .  snidents and supcnnsOrs idcntüïcd the same cbaractenstics as king the 

most important. To the knowledge of the m h e r ,  no pmious studies have examiaed 

whether students and supervisors disagee or agree in what they consider to be important 

characteristics in the relati~nship~ It is therefore a new and interesthg hding that both 
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students and mpe~sors a g n d  on the importance of moa of the characteristics in this 

study. This could be hteqmted to mean that both students and supervisors have a 

similar understanding of the supervisory relationslip in graduate ducation. In thc 

section below, each of the characteristics a p e d  upon by both students aad supervisors 

will be describeci and discussed in detaif. 

Availability, Accessibility and Promptness 

Supmrisor and student availability aad accessibility were found to be amoaga the 

most important characteristics in the supmisory reiaiionship. In addition, the 

supmrisor's promptness in returning messages was very important. Although availability 

and accessibility have been identifid as important in previous research (Eggleston & 

Delamont, 1983; Hill, Acker & Black, 1 984; Moses, 1984; Powles, l988), their exact 

nature was not Mly understoodOOd ia this study, availability, accessibility and promptness 

codd be groupsd together to describe the ease with which d e n t s  and supervisors meet 

and commiuricate with each other. The resuits indicated that this involves both the ease 

of contacting each other (email, phone, or in pcrson), the supenrisor's scheduie in terms 

of handling the demanâs of supetvision, availability to discuss d e m i c  issues, and the 

scheduiing and length of regular meetings during writiag stages of the thesis/dissertation 

procesS. 

It xems logical to conclude that both parties need to provide information on 

wbere and how they can k contacted. In addition, the supervisor's schedule needs to be 

nrh that h&e can accommodate graduaîe students, especially durhg the proposai 

generation and the writing stages. In the qualitative section of the resuits, the supervisors' 

busy schedule was listed as ha* a negative effect on avaiiability to supervise 
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effectvely. It is therefore clear that king able to contact each other is only haif of the 

availability issue, the o k  half is being able to take the time to have regular meetings. 

Moses (1984) stated that regular meetings w m  important throughout the student's 

program, however in this study both students and supervisors agreed that it was regular 

meetings during the proposai dwelopment and Wnting stages that were moût Unportant. 

Guidance and Feedback 

Many researchers in the pst have identified guidance and feedback as essential in 

the mpmrisory reiatioaship (Eggleston & Delamont, 1983; Fraser & Mathews, 1999; 

Magnuson, Wilcoxon & Norem, 2000). However, as previouly mentioned in Chapter 

Thm, both are very subjective and can take on many m h g s  such as guidance during 

course work, guidance during topic selection, and guidance during proposal writing. In 

the present study, the meanings of guidance and feedback have been identified in terms 

of what is perceivecd as important. Both midents and supervison believed that guidance 

and feedback during topic selection, proposa1 writing and thesiddissertation writing were 

the moa important. in addition, both parties viewed the student's ability to accept the 

fcedback in tcrms of criticism as important. 

Giviag guidance and feedback is in Line with availability and the schedulllig of 

meetings mentioned above. It appears that students and supervisors viewed the tune 

aromd topic selection and WZitiag as the most important times to meet and the times 

when guidance and feedback were needed the most 

A possible expianaîion for wtiy stuàents need their supervisors the most at these 

times could be thaî without previous research experience, graduate shdents are unsure of 

the expectations and nature of a rescarch project. Therefore, it is at this time during their 
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program, that they rely on their supavison to provide the information and guidance 

required. Whm dissatisfaction occumd, it could be specuiated that supcrvisors believed 

students sbould be complethg the work alone and pmving they had the ability to do 

independent research In these cases, it could be argued that student expectations in 

temu of receiving guidance and help exceeded the supervisor's expectations in temis of 

what shouid be provided. 

Given that both stuâents and mpmison have identified guidance and feedback 

on the meaich topic and project as essential, it is not surprishg that supervisor 

knowledge emerged as one of the most important characteristics in graduate d e n t  

supervision. It seems logical that the ability to guide a d e n t  through topic selection 

and writing stages would depend a p t  deal on the knowledge one has in the student's 

ana of research. This leads to the next category of the most important characteristics. 

Knowledge and Competence 

Students and supervisors perceived the mpmrisofs knowledge of the research 

topic, as well as the student's cornpetence to undertake a research project, among the 

most imporîant characteristics contributing to the success of the relationship. Eggleston 

and Delamont (1983) found that supervisors must be specialists in the sndent's area of 

research if the nipeMsion was to bc effective. The present study does not entinly 

support tbat finding. It would appear that the supervisor might not have to be an expert in 

the area as long as they are kuowledgeable and can offa guidance and feedback. This 

explanation would k more in iine with Kaiser's shidy (1997) which found that students 

wanted to know that theh supmisors id something to offa hem in tams of guidance 
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and advice. However, they did not have to be specialists or share the same passion for 

the specific thesiddissertation topic. 

The pnsent study did not identify knowledge as king among the moa important 

student characteristics. Iiistcad, d e n t  competence to do research was salient, as was 
œ 

the supervisor's belief in the student's ability. It is perhaps understood that d e n t s  

entering a program may not have the howledge in a selected ana of research, however 

the important thing is that they have the ability to lem and gain that knowledge. It is 

equally important that nipeMsots believe that stuclents have the competence to leam and 

succecd. Student competence and the supmrisor's belief in the studentts ability have not 

been previously identified in the rrsearch and oaly emerged during the interview phase of 

the present study. These new characteristics add to our understanding of what is 

perceived as important in graduate student supervision. 

0rp;anhtion and The-Management 

Students and supenisors rated organijtation and tirne-management as very 

important in the nipennsory relationship. Specifically, both students and supervisors 

wanted organhd and tirne-rnanaged meetings. Magnuson, Wilcoxon and Norem (2000) 

also fond  that the quality and focus of meetings were important and that both students 

and supervisors wanted meeting times wd appropriately. Given the heavy workloads of 

each, it is not surprising that a simüar result emerged h m  this study. Both students and 

supmrisors obviously felt their time was valuable and therefore they did not want it 

wasted. 

In line with this, is the student's ability to handle the demanâs of graduate school, 

which was also idcntified as one of the most important characteristics of successfui 
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graduate school completion. In the interviews, it was pointed out that many students 

were working outside the university and that this could have had a negative impact on the 

supmisory relationship in terxns of a stuâent king tirne-managed and being able to meet 

appropriate deadlines. This supports the hdings by McMichael(1993) who also found 

that outside nsponsibiiities could have a negative impact on the relationship. 

Finaliy, as part of the organizaîion of the relationship, it was found that it is 

important for supervisors to outline and discuss the expectations of a graduate program ât 

the begimiing of the student's pmgram. It would seem that students waut to know wtiat is 

expected and supervisors fecl that if expectations are outlined in the beginning, then there 

will be no surprises later in the program. This particular aspect of the supeMsory 

relatioaship was not previously identified in the research and emerged as a r e d t  of this 

study. The hding coincides nicely with tirne management, for if expectations are clear, 

then students can better organize and plan their tirne. 

Snident Attitude: Enthusiastic, Positive, and Motivated 

Several M e n t  charactefistics tbat emergeâ as king among the most important 

w m  enthusiastic, positive and motivated. Ail thnc of these were identified in previous 

studies as king important (McMichael, 1992; MusZUIlSki & Akarnatsu, 199 1). However, 

these sadies did not identify the exact nature of king enthusiastic, positive or motivated. 

The d t s  of this study showed that specifically, it is important for students to be 

enthmiastic about thcir research topic, to have a positive attitude about k i r  d e s  in 

general, and to be motivated to finish theh degree in a specified tirne h e .  It might be 

that if a supmisor is working with a student who is not motivaîed or enthusiastic then 

hdshe will not feel compelled to oEér guidance and feedback. This wodd also impact 
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the supervisor's perception of the snident's ability and cornpetence. It could also be 

argued that supervisors might have perceiveci a liick of motivation whm stuâents were 

not focusad on their studies 100% of the time, and perhaps not acknowledging the outside 

responsibilities the sadents w m  also trying to balance with graduate M e s .  

Overail, Npcrvisor satisfaction widi the relatioiiship does appear to be afCectcd by 

student attitude and motivation. This supports the findings of Muszunski and Akamatsu 

(1 991) who found that successful supervision was positively comlateù with student 

motivation and attitude. 

Two other items that were found to be very important, were the student's 

willingness to share authorship on joint projects and the respect the student had for the 

supervisor's personal mafters. Neither of these was previously identified in the literatwe, 

however it would seem log id  to group them into this section on stuâent attitude. A 

positive attituâe might include working coliaboratively with the supervisor as well as 

respecthg personal information. Ideally, it would have been beneficial to run a factor 

analysis on the stuâent characteristics to determine if these items did in fact group 

together to describe d e n t  attitude. Unfortunately, the supervisor sample size did not 

permit such an analysis. 

Supportive and Encourap;ing 

The final two characteristics found to be ammg the most important were 

supportive and encouraging. These two c-CS have been mentionai extnisively 

in the literature on supervision (Fraser & Mathews, 1999; Magnuson, Wilcoxon & 

Norem, 2000; Moses, 1984; Powles, 1988). In ail snidies, rcsearchers have stated that it 

is important for supervisors to be supportive and ta encourage their snidents. As with the 
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0th- charactcristics, the nature and context of support and encouragement were not 

identified. However, the results h m  this study describe exaçtly what d e n t s  and 

supmisors meant by 'support' and 'encouragement'. 

With respect to support, it was support of academic problems that was identified 

as king the moa important. This included writing letters of support on khalfof the 

d e n t  for scholarships and employment. It is interesthg to note that support regardhg 

personal problems did not emerge as one of the more salient issues in graduate student 

supervision. It appears that both students and supervisors perceive academic support as 

king more important. This is not to say that snidents do not requin personai support, it 

simply means that students rnay be seeking personal support fiom sources other than their 

supcrvisors. Specific answers to the open-ended qualitative questions confirm this ia 

that many students identified the personal support of famiiy, aiends and peers as 

important and contnbuting to their success. 

In tams of encouragement, both students and supervison felt it was important for 

supervisors to encourage their students to apply for xholarships. Fraser and Mathews 

(1999) fouad that scholarships and funding had a positive impact on overall success and 

completion times. Ln this study, it is possible that both parties amderstood the fiaancial 

b d e n  of king a graduate student and how it fould influence completion times. 

Therefore, they both agmd that applying for scholarships mis important. The resdts 

dso indicated that both d e n t s  aad supervisors believed that it was the responsibility of 

the s u p e ~ s o r  to encourage the students to apply for such hdiag. This finding supports 

Powies (1988) who found that studcnt's did not always know what scholarships to appiy 

for or wherc to seek f'unding and thedore relied on their Npmisors to provide this 
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information. On the other haad, it could be argued that snidents shouid tdce more 

responsibility in seeking out scholarship applications and rely less on their supervison for 

swh idormation. It might be that other sources within the department or Faculty (e.g., 

graduate co-ordhators, graduate secretanes) have the necessary iafonaation. 

Summary 

To conclude, the characteristics identified as the most important in the student- 

supmisor relationship appear to have an academic and professional focus. Neither 

students nor supmisors identified personal support or fnendship among the most 

important characteristics. Both viewed the academic nature of the relationships as king 

more important than the pmonal nature. This is interesting, because it relates to the 

fiterature on mentoring in graduate education. In the classical sense, mentoring would 

include persona1 chamteristics in temis of fiiendship, sociakation, and counseling in 

times of difficulty (Levinson et al, 1978). The present study supports previous research 

claiming ihat supmisors are not mentors in the classical sense, however they are 

proMding some of the mentorhg ftactions as outlined by Levinson. For example, Jacobi 

(1991) states that supervisors take on a mentoring d e ,  which includes academic support, 

guidance, and providing information. Nerad (as cited in Oaf6aey, 1995), agreed with this, 

stating thae is a clear ciifference between supmising and mentoring in the classicai 

sense. It is possible that stuàents se& academic support and guidance h m  their 

supervisors and personal support and fiieadship h m  family, fiends and peers. 

The Constrpcts of Supcnision 

M o u s  mes examining the categories or constructs of supervision in graduate 

education have focwd cntinly on either clinical nipervision or field supervision (Fraser 
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& Mathews, 1999; Friedlander & Wad, 1984; McMichael, 1992). The present sbudy 

examineci the categories of characteristics important in d areas of graduate supervision. 

The red ts  revealed two related factors ont0 which the characteristics of supervision and 

supervisor characteristics loaded. The fint fator was named Supenision Structure and 

included items measuring availability, accessibility, promptness, reguiar meetings, 

academic support and encouragement The second factor, called, Supe~isor Expertise 

contained items measuring guidance, feedback, knowledge and expectations. One item 

was found to load on bot .  factors. This was the supmisor's belief in the student's ability. 

This suggests that supmrisor behaviors in all areas (e.g., availability, amount of guidance 

and support) were infîuenced by belief in d e n t  ability. 

The above results indicated thai supervisor chamteristics and chamctaistics of 

supervisions grouped into either the stnicture of the relationship in terms of 

communicating, meetings, and academic discussions or into supervisor expertise in terms 

of howledge, guidance, and feedback. The correlation between the Factors indicated 

that SUpeMsor's who provided structure also provided expertise. in other words, if they 

did one well, they seemed to do the other well. 

McMichael(1992) examined the consmicts of m p e ~ s i o n  in a ciinicai setting and 

also found two groupings for the supervisor characteristics The first she calied 

Educational Support, which included guidance and expertise. The second, she called 

Personal Support, which iacluded accessibility and availability. McMichael's two 

constructs appear to k very similar to those found in this shdy, with Educational 

Supporî appearing simiiar to Sirpervisor m r t i s e  and Personai Support appearing 

simiîar to Supwvisiion Structure* This d t  leads to thc possible conclusion that sirnilar 
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consûucts of supervision exist regardiess of Facuity or department To support this 

firrther, Fraser and Mathm (1999) devised a mode1 of supervision consisting of t h e  

divisioas. The t h ,  arcas were 'expertise in research', 'educational support' and 'guidance 

and fcedback'. The dfleience, however, between the present study and the results of 

Fraser and Mathew's is that the resuîts in this shidy indicated that educational suppon and 

guidancdfeedback fell into the same group. 

Shident and Supervisor Srthfaction and Impact of the Characteristics 

Significant positive comlatiom existed between satisfaction with and perceived 

impact of al1 the characteristics on Subscales 3 and 4 for midents and on Subscale 5 for 

supervisors. Essentiaily, what this împlies is that the greater the satisfaction with a 

charactefistic, the more positive the impact was on the student, the nipmnsory 

relationship, the saident's d e s  d o r  final degree outcome. Subsequently, the lower 

the satisfaction, the more negativethe impact, indicating that the quality and nature of the 

supervisory relationship iaauenced the fiaal outcome. 

Numemus d e s  have also found that the quaiity and nature of the relationship 

baween a supmisor and graduate student can impact overall program quality (Hill, 

Acker & Black, 1994; Moses, 1992; Powles, 1993), the snident's quality of work (Kaiser, 

1997), d e n t  selftsteem m g s o n  & Sirnoni, 1995) and o v d  success in graduate 

school (Donald, Saroyan & Denison, 1995). Although the present study supports the 

Litexanire linking satisfacton to impact, the exact nature of the impact is not known. 

However, it CO- thai dissatisfaction with a chanictmstic is Mcely to have a negative 

impact on the supemhry relationship andlor the d e n t .  To this point, previous studies 

had not ewmiir#i the correlatio~~ ktancn sarisniction aiid impact across all Faculties in 



graduate education, thmfore this sady is a starting point for future research 

examining the nature of the impact in ali areas. It is also important to note that this 

research confirmeci tbat both supervisor and d e n t  cbsuacteristics can innuence 

outcorne, 

Students and supervison should be aware of the most important characteristics in 

the relationship and strive to aisure satisfaction. aven  the d t s  h m  Resean?h 

Questions One and Two, it is evident that supmisors should ensure structure and 

expertise for the student and students should ensiire structure as weil as a positive 

attitude, which includes motivation, enthusiam and respect. 

Perceptions of Impact witbia Student/SupeMsor Dyuls 

This research question ewmiried whether each member of the dyad (student and 

supervisor) perceived the impact of the characteristics the same or Merently. From 

Research Question h, it was determinai that satisfaction and impact were positively 

comlated for both stuàents and supervisors, inâicating agreement ktween high 

satisfaction/positive impact and low satisfa~:tion/negative impact However, the results 

fiom research question four indicated that students and supervisors did not perceive the 

impact similarly for al1 ckacteristics. Specifically, there were two areas where 

perception dBèred., availability ami guidance. Supervisors perceiveci their availability 

(emaiVphoneh pason, discussing academic issues, and amount/lengîh of meetings) as 

having a more favourable impact than students did. In addition, nipmiisors perceived 

the guidance they provided (on nsearch topic, proposal and W s )  had a more favourabe 

impact than students did. These differences in perceived impact were highly sipificaat 
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with e values tanging h m  .O12 to .000, and effect size values ranging h m  .399 to 

660 (soc Tables 1 1 .O and 12.0). 

Although pmhous shidies have not examhed perceived impact within 

student/supe~sor dyads, results h m  studies examining students andior supervisors 

separately coincide with the results h m  this study . For example, Powles (1988) 

surveyed students and found that supervisor availability, fraquency of face-to-face 

meetings and guidance were ofien cited as problem areas in the supervisory relationship. 

The results h m  this study mpport this fïnding while at the same time indicating that 

supervisors did not perceive their avaiiability to be as much of a problem as students 

perceived it to be. 

The present remlts contradia the findings of Moses (1984) who surveyed 

supe~sors about aspects of nipemïsion they found to be most challenging. Two arws of 

concern identifiecl by supervisors were the amount of guidance that students should be 

given and the fkquency and length of meetings. Holdaway, Deblois and Wmchester 

(1 995) also found that fireswncy of meetings and amount of guidance/support were areas 

of coacem among supervisors. 

in con- the resuits h m  this study imply that supervisors may be satisfied 

with what they are providing because they perceive the impact of their behaviours quite 

favowbly. This leads to a possible conclusion that while stuàents' needs were not 

neceSSaTily king met in tems of meetings and guidance, supe~sors felt that they were 

being met. The comments h m  the open-ended question addrtssing negative aspects of 

the supervisory relationsbip mpport this finding. Many d e n t s  indicate that their 

supervisors wcre too busy to provide the time and guidance they required. 
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From these results, it is ncommended that students be forrhcoming as to the 

amount of t h e  and guidance required. Supervisors, on the other hand, should be aware 

that students might rquire more time and guidance than is apparent. 

Interestingiy, there were no ciifferences in perceiveci impact for both d e n t s  and 

supervisors with regard to the student characteristics, indicating that students' perceptions 

of their own behaviours were sirnilar to their Npmnsor's perceptions. This king the 

case, it couid be argued that in temis of availability and attitude, students were aware of 

their weaknesses whereas in tcrms of availability and providing puidance, supe~sors 

were either not as a m  of their weaknesses or not as wiiiing to admit them. 

O v e d i  Satisfaction with the Supenisory Relitionshi~ 

The result of the paired samples 2-tailed t-test indicated that nipenisors were 

more satisfied (mean = 4.65) wiîh the supervisory relationship than students (mean = 

3.88), t (42) = -4.627, E = .000. Supervisor satisfaction appears high. However this is 

not surprising, as it may have been skewed due to reluctance to admit anything other than 

satisf'action with the relationship given that supervision is a necessary task most 

pmfe~sors undertake. Dissatisfaction could imply they are not pcrforrning an aspect of 

their job effedvely. 

To the kiowledge of the researcher, there have ken no studies examining dyad 

dflerences in overall satisfaction with supmision. Therefore, this partidar r d t  

indiEating diat supmisors rated the relatioosbip more favouraôly than d e n t s  did maices 

a contribution to the literahxe on supemision. 

Considerhg the importance of supmision in graduaîe education (Holdaway, 

1991; Holdaway, Deblois & Winchester, 1994; Lovitîs & Nelson, 2000; Seagram, Gouid 
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& Pyke, 1998) and the correlation between satisfracton with nipervision and 

completion nites and wididrawai (Holdaway, Deblois & Winchester, 1994), the present 

result must not be ignoreà. FiIrtfiermore, it mut be takm into account tbat the present 

study ody sweyed students who had completed their -es, thus implying a successful 

outcorne. The sample (ail completers) coupled with their overall satisfaction with 

supervision leads to one of two possible conclusions. First, o v d  satisfacton may have 

littie effect on completion, given the moderate rnean satisf'action score and 100% 

completion rate for those m e y e d .  Second, and munially exciusive, satisfaction may be 

positively comlated with completioa It might be that students who do not complete 

(i.e., withdrew) had a lower satisfaction. Certaidy the cornparison of completers and 

non-wmpleters would provide evidence to support one of the wo prececüng conclusions. 

This will be discussed later in this cbaptcr in the d o n  on recommendations for funirr 

SsMaction witb lndividaal Characteristic and OverrU Satisfaction with the 

Supedory Rehtionship 

The goal for this question was to take the most important charactenstics already 

identined in Rcsauch Question One and determine if any of them influenced overall 

satisfion more thaii the others did. For students, tbree variables acwunted for 

sigdïcant unique variance in predicting o v d  satisfaction with the supervisory 

relationship. These were the supervisor's rheduie king able to accommodate the 

deman& of Npervision, the supenisor's klief in the dent ' s  ability, and the feedback 

providecl on the thesis/diSSettation. For supervisor's, one variable accounted for unique 
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variance in predicting overall satisfdon with the oupmrisory relationship. This was 

the student's competence to undertake a research project. 

With respect to students, the tbree variables that influenced satisfaction more than 

others are interesting in terms of the factor anaiysis resuits h m  Research Question Iwo 

and in terms of the responses to the open-ended questions on the survey. One variable 

(supervisor's schedule) belongs to the construct Supervision Structure. a second 

(feedback on thesis) belongs to the coristnict Su~~iisisor Expertise, and the third (belief in 

student abiiity) was the one variable that belonged to both groups. It could be conclu&d 

that each construct is equal in ternis of predicting overaü satisfaction. In other words, the 

structure is no more important than the expertise. It wodd have been diffmnt had the 

three variables accounting for the most variance belonged to a single construct- 

The respoIlSeS to the opended  questions also support the above findings. 

Specincally, the d e n t  comments identifjhg negative aspects of the relationship were 

ai l  related to the sqxmisot's busy schedule or to the lack of feedback received. 

The resuits are consisteci with those by Holdaway, Deblois and Winchester (1995) 

who found that effective supervision was ofkn defineci in ternis of avaiiability and 

providing feedback. The results are also consistent with the resuits of Magnuson, 

Wilcoxon and Norem (2000), who found that a hands-off approach (no time or fcedback) 

was reflective of "lousy" supmrisioa Participants in their study emphasized the 

importance of accurate, specinc and abundant feedback. The results of this M y  

CO& this while indicatjng that the fcodback on the thesiddissertation was the most 

important feedback required. 
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Also s iwcant  in predicting overd satisfktion was the supervisors' belief in 

student ability, which was not pmiously identifieci in the literature on supenision. As a 

reminder, it emerged fiom the interviews in Phase ûne as an important supervisor 

characteristic. To this point, it is a very interesting characteristic as it was the only 

variable to load on both factors in the piincipal axis factoring and it acwunts for 

significant unique variance in pdcting overail satisfaction. This is a contribution not 

previously made to the literature on supervision. Students obviously feel that working 

with a supervisor who believes in their ability idluences the nature of the relationship 

and overall satisfaction with the supe~sory relationship. 

With respect to supervisors, the one variable that accounteâ for unique variance in 

predicting overall satisfaction was mident cornpetence. This supports iïndings by 

McMichael(1992) who found that supervisors prefemd worlcing with studtnu who were 

competent. ûther than the one study, there is very Limited research examinhg situdent 

characteristics and supervisor satisfaction. The majority of the shidies focus on 

supervisor chamteristics and d e n t  satisfaction. 

O v e d  Satislactioii with The Supcrvisor~ ReLtionship and Satisfaction with 

Gnduate Edacation 

There was a signifïcant positive comlation baween overali satisfaction with the 

supmisory relationship and satisfaction with graduate education, indicating that the 

nature and quality of the relationship had a direct impact on saiisÊction with graduate 

ducation. Hill, Acker and Black (1994), Moses (1992) and Powles (1988) aîi fond that 

the perceiveci quality of graduate education was innuenced by the perceivecl quality of 

the supervisory relationship. The results h m  this stdy support those findings. 
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Given that the quaiity of graduate education impacts the reputation of the 

university (Holdaway, 1996), which in tum impacts enrolment (Lovitts and Nelson, 2000; 

Milem, Be~ger & Dey, tOOO), the present d t s  indicafing a m n g  relationship between 

the quality of the supervisory relationship and the quality of gduate education must not 

be ignored. The goals of graduate education are to prepare people to practice as 

independent professionais and to produce research that is linked to the intellectual, social 

and economic development of society (Lapidus, 1989). It seems logical that achieving 

these goals would depend on the quality of graduate education programs. Therefore, the 

wmlation betwem satisfaction with graduate ducation and satisfaction with supervision 

indicates that the nature and quality of the supe~sory relationship couid also iafluence 

achieving the goals of graduate education. 

Satisfaction, Role Modehg and Academic Careen 

It is interesting that signifibnt relationsbips did not emerge between the decision 

to puMe an academic career and either satisfaction with the supe~sory relationship or 

role modeling. Slirpnshgiy, less than half of the d e n t s  meyed  (44.6%) were, in fact, 

planning an academic career. Unfortunately, informaton was not collecteci on the camr 

pcnniits of the other 55.4%. While these redts  support the concem for the fuam supply 

of new scholars in acadcmia (Hili, Acker & Black, 1994; Statistics Canada, Feb. 2000) 

they also indicate that the supply has littie to do with the supmisory relationship. Given 

that the quality of the mpmisory relationship is highly comlated with the qmty of 

graduatt ducation, this f.iirther impiies that the funac nipply has littie to do with the 

quaiity of graduate education pro$rams. Universities should examine other variables that 

might influence the decision to become an academic, such as the culture and environment 
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of the University as well as student mobility. It could be that industry provides more 

lucrative employee packages to new PhD graduates. Or, perhaps, d e n t s  are not as 

mobile as they once were and 4 t h  the cumnt University policies on hiring i n t e d y ,  

d e n t s  are forced to go to industry for employment These possibilities should be 

examined if univeisities wish to increase the supply of new scholars in acadernia 

There was, howeva, a signincant positive comlation between overall satisfaftion 

with the supmisory relationship and role modeling. Morgan (1 993) states that role 

modeling often occun in academîc settings in the areas of research and instruction. 

Modeling involves a more advauced person engaging in the desind behavioa, so that a 

less experienced person can learn the behaviours in a similar fashion (Morgan, 1993). 

Role modeling has previously been found to be an important characteristic in the 

student/supmisor relationship (Cesa and Fraser? 1989; Morgan, 1993). The present 

nsults support this result, indicating that positive role modeling is a characteristic of 

effective supervision. Role modeling also been described as a characteristic of 

mentoring. From Research Question Oiie (identifjing the most important characteristics) 

it was determined that ngvisors were providing some but not ali of the mentoring 

fiuictions describeci by Levirwn et al (1978). It is now apparent that role modehg is 

among the mentoring fiinctions provideci by supervisors, hence impacting overall 

satisfaction with the supmisory relationship. More and more, the relationsbip is looking 

sirnilar to a mentoring relationship excluding the personal support and fiienâship 

dimension, which students are geaing b m  sources outside the supmisory relationship. 

This study provides evidence that a pasonal relationship and fiiendship does not 

impact o v d  satipfacton However stnrctun (Le., availability, organîation), expertise 
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(i.e., guidance, knowledge) a d  role modeling do impact satisfaction. Perhaps these 

are the dimensions that distinguish classic mentorhg h m  effective supervision. ûne 

could argw that it is timc to abandon the classic definition of mentorhg and recognise 

that more than one penon provides the necessary hctions to any one graduate student. 

In the case of graduate education, supe~sors provide guidance and d e  modeling, 

w h m  families, fnends and pees pmvide personai support and fimdship. It wouid be 

tteneficial to repeat the study and include an additional question on whether d e n t s  

perceived their supervisors to be mentors. It could be predicted that where satisfaction is 

high and positive d e  modeling identified, supervisors are more Iikely to be viewed as 

mentors. 

Satisfaction, Impact and Demographic Variables 

status - 
There were no signScant differences in the perceptions of supervision ktween 

-dents completing a master's degree and those completing a doctoral d e p .  This 

indicates that the experience in terms of satisfdon and impact is similar for both. Statu 

was examineci for exploratory purposes and thmfore there are no d e s  to mpport or 

contradict this finding 

Supervisor status in terms of academic rank and years of supervisory experience 

was also examineci for exploratory prnposes. R d t s  indicated that supavison at 

différent stages of their camr in tmns of acadcmic rad (Le., assistant, associate, fidl 

professor) do not di&r in theu perceptions of the supmisory relationship, however they 

did diffa as a f'unction of the number of yean experience they have supenking students. 

Supavisors with 16 - 20 years of expience were less satisfxed with and perceivecl a 
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more negative impact on outcomes due to shdentst willingness to seek additional 

information. In addition, supervisors with I l  - 20 years' experience were less satisfied 

and perceived a more negative impact on outcomes due to d e n t  motivation. A possible 

explmation for this i s  thai supervisors in the middle stages of their careers expect more 

h m  students in terms of seeking additional resources and king motivateci. Supervisors 

with less experience may be more willing to motivate as well as help students find 

additional resources. Supervisors with more than 20 years experience may not feel as 

affécted by a student's lack of motivation or willingness to seek additional information. 

At this point in their careers, they may have lost interest or motivation themselves and 

hence are not aected by a lack of student motivation. On the other hanà, they may have 

more time to devote to motivahg d e n t s  and feel less resentfid of students needing 

more motivation. This certaialy should k examined in future m e s  on aipemision. 

It should be noted that as an extension to this question, overaii stuctent satisfaction 

was examhed in t e m  of supervisors' acpcrience with supervision, however no 

significant ciifferences w m  found. It appears that the number of year's experience with 

supervision a supcrvisor has does not a&ct d e n t  satisfaction. 

Gender 

in terms of o v d  satisfaction with the supe~sory relationship, there were no 

significant differences between males and f d e s  perceptions (means = 3.63 aiid 3.62 

rrspectively). This finding contradicts the hdings by Worthington and Stern (1 W), 

Hite (1985) and Powles (1993) who found that in g m d ,  malc snidans perceiveci better 

relationships with their supervisors than female student's did Considering the &tes of 

the above d e s ,  it is apparent that the gap in satisfaction between males and females 
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has narrowed in the past five or more years. Overall, the satisfaction scores for both 

groups f d  below 'satisfid (4.00/5.00) leading to a conclusion that neither group is very 

satisfied with the relationship in general. 

Thnc were ody two individual supmisor cbaracteristics whm males w m  

significantiy more satisfied thm f d e s .  The f b t  was the supe~sor's knowledge of the 

research topic and the second mis the letters of support written by the supe~sor.  

Although females were less satisfied with these characteristics, a significant difference in 

impact between the two groups oniy occumd with respect to supervisor knowledge. 

With respect to the lattis of support, Hite (1985) reportecl that males perceived more 

support fiom their supervisors than did their female coileagues. The present resuits 

support this finding. 

The supmisor's knowledge of the research topic was not previously identifïed as 

an ana where males and females diEered in terms of satisfaction. This new fmding adds 

to our understanding of the nipe~sory relationship, however this should be examined in 

greater detail to determine why femaies perceive the knowledge in tams of research 

topic less favourably than males do. 

It is prticularly interesthg that in ternis of mpemisor gender, females were more 

satisfied with d e n t  schedules, motivation and attitude. Previous studies have found 

that male ntpavisors ofien perceive kaer relationships with students and fernale 

supavisors may have bigha standards for what CO nstitutes a good relationship 

(Wortbington & Stem, 1985). The resuits of this study contradict the conclusions of 

Worthington and Stem. It wuld k that female nipmisors have lowered their standards 

since the mîd-eighties when Wortbington and Stem conducteci their shidy. 
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A second expianation for the differences in satisfaction between male and 

female supervisors couid be that female supeMsors are more understanding when it 

cornes to dual roles and the subsequent effect that this cari have on schedules, motivation 

and overall attitude. It might be that many students are mamed with f d e s  to support 

and care for, which can be taxing on theu d e s .  It could be that f d e  supmisors 

have more empathy for this situation. This study did not examine marital status, number 

of dependants or work outside the university however it is recommended they be 

examinecl in future studies. 

& 

It has been argueci that younger students are pnerally more dissatisfîed with the 

wpervisory nlationship than older students are (Powles, 1988). The results of this study 

provide evidence to support the findings of Powles in that d e n t s  over 50 years of age 

were more satisfied than younger audents with supmisor availability in tmns of 

schedules and discwing academic issues. Older students also perceivecl the impact of 

supervisor avaiiability more favourably than younger students did. The fhdings here 

suggest that older students may be more understanding of busy schedules. Furthemiore, 

it could be suggested that older stuàents require less time on behalfof the supervisor and 

therefore rnay not be as critical of the supervisor's busy scheduie. As suggested in the 

Litcranirr Review, age may serve as a proxy for experience leading to the assumption 

that older d e n t s  entering graduate school are brîngiiig He experiences into the pmcess. 

These experiences rnay inchde seIf-directecl leamiag, independence, seKmotivation, and 

tirne-management, all of which could result in the d e n t  needing les of the s u ~ r ' s  
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Students over 50 years of age aiso perceived the impact of SrGnitting their 

mistakes more favoinably than younger d e n t s  did This flinding was not srirprising as 

it seems logid that older students with morr We experience may recognise that they are 

f a b l e  and not expected to know eveiything. Thei. egos may not be as dependent upon 

king right. They may also have pa te r  experience receiving criticism and therefore be 

more wiiiing to accept it and recogaizc its benefits. 

In terms of Supenisor age, there were no significant diffcrcnces in satisfaction or 

perceived impact with the characteristics. These findings contradict the findhgs of 

Y e m W  (1993) who found that middle-age supmisors v m e  ofken more criticai and 

less satisfied with supervision. Yerushaimi stated that middle-age supervisors often felt 

threatened in the presence of younger students aspiring for their jobs. The present study 

does not provide support for this conclusion. Instead, it appeared that supeMsors of al1 

ages were equaiiy satisfied with the relationship. 

Faculty 

There were statistically sigaificant diffèrences in d e n t  satisfaction with some of 

the characteristics as a fiinetion of faculty. Students in Nming and hiedical Science 

appeami the most satisfied with supervisor availability, the supervisory relationship in 

generai and graduate education. The least satiSned with supcrvisor availability and 

overall satisfaction w m  students h m  the Faculty of Communication and Culture and 

Facuity of Science. For students in Science, it appeared that the m a  of least satisfaction 

was with the supmrisor's schedule accommodatiag the deaian& of supmision. 

Specificaiiy, studcnts in Science scored 2.60/5.00 indicatjng they were not satisfied with 

this charactcristic. The nature of the supavisory relationsbip in Science coupled with the 
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work load demands placcd on f d t y  members appeareà to be affecting the pmeived 

quality of graduate education in that Faculty. uiterestingiy, students in Engineering w m  

ais0 dissatisfied in general with the supervisors' schedule (2.70/5 .Ml). However, they 

were satisfied overall with supervision (4.00/5.00), indicating that supervisai schedules 

do not affect students in ail Faculties the same way. 

Students in Humanitics and Social Work appeared the moa satisfied with 

supemisor knowledge, whüe students in Commuuication/Culture, Nursing and 

Kinesiology w m  the Ieast satisfied. Students in Engineering appeared the most satisfied 

with the encouragement to apply for scholarships and with the letten of support Witten 

by their suprrvisors. Finally, students in Cornmimication/Culture, and Management were 

the least satisfied with the encouragement to apply for scholarships and with letters of 

support* 

in summary, it appears thai overall, students in Nursing and Medical Science were 

t h  most satisfied with supervision and their graduate education and d e n t s  in 

Co~~l~~lunicationlCulture and Science were the k t  satisfied. It shouid be noted however 

that the redts found in this snidy reflect the prceptiom of only a small number of the 

students registmd in each Facuity. For example, only two students h m  

Communication/Cul~ participated in the study malring it ~ W c u i t  to generalize 

hdings for that Facuity. Facutties with largcr sample siPs (e.g., 20 students h m  

Science) were comprisecl of d e n t s  fiom many departmats (e.g., Biology, Chemistry, 

Physics, GeologylGeophysics) again making it difficuit to d e  m n g  conclusions for 

the entire Faculty. 
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As mentioned in the Literaîure Review, there did not appear to k any research 

examining the differences in supervision and satisfaction with supe~s ion  across al1 

Faculties in graduate education prior to this study. There is only one study by Seagram, 

Gould and Pyke (1998) that examined differences in satisfaction between d e n t s  in 

H d t i e s ,  Social Sciences and Science. They found that students in Social Sciences 

reporteci higher levels of overall satisfaction with the supervisory relationship thaa 

students in Science or Humanities did. Although the present study also showed that 

students in Social Science w m  more satisfied with the supmisory relationship (mean = 

4.00) than students in Science (mean = 3.35) and Humanities (mean = 3.86) were, the 

differences were not significaat 

For Npcrvisors, no signifiant ciifferences were found in satisfaction as a hc t ion  

of Faculty, Unplying that in general, supcrvisor's perceptions of supervision are consistent 

across al1 Faculties. 

T h e  to Completion 

Satisfaction with supervision was not found to iufiuence tirne to completion for 

snidents. This is a veiy interesthg finding considering the concern about completion 

rates among University administrators (Holdaway, Deblois & Winchester, 1994; 

Canadian Association for Graduate Snidies, 1992). Given that previous midies have 

linked the quality of supervision to completion rates (Holdaway, 1991 ; Holdaway, 

Deblois & Winchester, 1994), this iinding is Siapnsing. In this sady, it was found that 

sstisfktion and impact w m  positively comlated, indicating that supervision did have 

impacts on the supcnkry relaîionship, the students snidies, andlor final degree outcorne. 

However the nohnt of the impact did not hclude completion rates. It is certainiy 
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recommended that impact be examiaed in greater detaiî to deteimine how the 

supe~sory relationship and the studentls studies aie aEectcd. 

Working Togetbet as Student and Supervisor 

Prior to this study, reasons for choosing a supe~sor or deciding to supervise a 

student had not been examined. This section therefore provides valuable information 

about the student-supmrisor relationship, which has not been captured elsewhere. Very 

interesting resuits emerged as to the reasons why students and supervisors decided to 

work togethe~. 

Redts  indicated that for supe~son,  the two most important reasons for 

supervishg a student were common research interest first and the student's work habits 

second. For students, the two most important rrasons were pe~nality first and common 

research intaest second. Both students and supervison agreed on the common research 

interest with no signifiant differences in their scores. However signScant mean 

differences existeci with the other two reasons (work habits and persodty). It is not 

surprishg that supavison would choose work habits given the emphasis placed on 

d e n t  cornpetence, motivation and attitude in previous sections of this study. All of 

these would be reflectcd in the student's work habits. Common research interest was also 

not surprising. It seems iogical that students would examine the research interest of 

potentid supervisors during the seiection process. Given that graduate students inmase 

research productivity (Milem, Berger & Dey, 2000) it also is logical that supmisors 

would select students based on common research interests. 

nie surprising diffettnce h m  lies with persodty. Students' mean score on the 

importance of pcrsonality was 4.6315.00 indicating that o v d  Npavisor pemnality 
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was very important. On the other han& supervisors had a mean score of  ZSg/S.OO on 

the importance scale, indicating that personality was not important in the decision to 

work together. This finding ad& sigaificant iaformation to what d e n t s  perceived as 

important in the supervisory relatiowhip. Students nrst choose supervisors based on 

personality. However, once in the nlationship, their needs shifted to structure and 

expertise. Supprting the importance of pemtiality in the nlationship are the results 

h m  the question on why students changed mpaMsors durhg their studies. Almost 50% 

of the students who changeâ nipe~sors did so because of a personality conflict This 

was foîiowed by change in research interest (18.5%). Given these results, pcrsonaiity 

should be examined in fbrther detail as a method for matchhg students and supervisors in 

graduate education. 

With respect to the other reasons for choosing to work together, both students and 

supeMsors agmd that professionai reputation was somewhat important, 

recommendaiions h m  other people @rofessors, d e n t s  and gduate co-ordiiiators) 

were not important, and recruiting was neither imporîant nor unimportant, 

Conciusion 

To conclude, the foiiowing section provides a brief summary of the major 

bdings of this study. 

The rnost important characteristics of the sqmisory relationship in graduate 

education w m  identifid and divided into supenhor c W s t i c s ,  d e n t  

characteristics and charaamstics of Supmision. Supervisor characteristics and 

characteristics of supeMsion wae f i d e r  puped  into one of two c o a ~ t ~ c t s .  The first 
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was Supervision Strirchiae, which was described in tenns of the management and 

organization of the relationship and consisted of items meamring availability, 

accessibility, promptness, reguiar meetings, academic support, and encouragement. The 

second was Supervisor Erpertise and consisted of items measuring guidance, f d b a c k ,  

knowleâge and expeftations. The supmrisor's belief in the student's abiiity was 

associated with both constmcts. 

The most important d e n t  characteristics were aot fwtor analyzed because of 

the small number of supervisors who provided the information. However the most highly 

rated charaacristics on importance were studcnt avdability, the-management, 

organization, attitude, mthusiasm, willingness to seek new information and admit 

mistakes, and fïnaliy motivation. 

In tcmis of why d e n t s  and supervisors decided to work togethet, supenrisors 

stated common research interest and the studentts work habits as having the most 

influence in deciding to supervise a d e n t .  While snidents agned with common 

research interests, they stated supervisor personality was the most Mporîant factor in 

Signifïcant positive correlations were fomd between satisfaction with 

characteristics and: 1) the impact of those characteristics on the nipmrisory relationship, 

2) the student's snrdies, and 3) final degree outcorne. As satisfaction increaxd, the more 

favourable the impact and as satisfaction decreascd, the more negative the impact. 

Supavisors perceived their availabîlity (by email/phone/in person, discussing academic 

issues, and a . t  and length of meetings) as having a more favourable impact than did 
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shulents. Supervisors also pemeiveâ the guidance they provided on the proposal and 

thesis/dissertation more favourab1y than did students. 

In general, supervisors were more satisfied with the supmisory relationship than 

were students. Stuàent satisfaction with the supcrvisory relationship was positively 

correlated with theu satisfaction with graàuate education. A linear regression analysis 

found that for students, the supervisois scheâuie (accommodathg the demands of 

supervision) the supervisof s belief in the student's ability and the feedôack provided on 

the thesis/dissertation accouated for unique variance in predicting overall satisfaction. 

For supewisors, it was the student's competence to undertake a research project that 

accounted for unique variarice in predicting overall satisfaction. 

in t e m  of demographic variables, female supervisors were more satisfied with 

student schedules, motivation and attitude than were male supervisors. Supervisors with 

16 - 20 years of supervision experience were the least satisfied with d e n t  motivation 

and wiiiingness to seek new information. 

For -dents, the findirigs indicated that males were more satisfied than females 

with s-sor kmwledge of the rcsearch topic and with letters of support. In terms of 

age, students over 50 were more satisfied with supeMsor availability in terms of 

schedules and discussing acadcmic issues. Students over 50 also perceived the impact of 

admitting their mistaka more f a v o d l y  than younger studcnts did. 

Dinerences emerged between Faculties in this study. Specifically, students in 

Nming and Medical Science were the most satisfied with supmisor avaüability, the 

supervisory relationship in general and graduate educafion. Stuâents in 

Commuaication/Culture, and Science wac the least satidied with the supe~sory 



relationship and specifically with the nipcrvisor's schedule. Social Work and 

Humsuiities d e n t s  were the most satisfied with the supemisor's knowledge of the 

research topic, while students in Nursing, Kinesiology and Communication/Cultwe were 

the least satisfied with supervisor knowledge. Finally, d e n t s  in Engineering were the 

most satisfied with the encouragement to apply for scholarships and with the letters of 

support Wntten by the supervisor. Students in Communication/Culture were the least 

satisfied with these characteristics. 

A sisnifiutnt relationship was found between overail satisfaction with the 

supmisory relaiionship and role modeling. However, fhdings did not indicate lhat the 

decision to p m e  an academic caner was i d l u e n d  by the Npervisory relationship. 

Furthermore, the findings did not indicate that completion times were influenced by the 

supervisory relationship. 

In nimmary, this study provided evidence that a successful supe~sory 

relationship is based on structure, expertise, belief in the student's ability, mie modeiing, 

and snident attitudes and motivation. Both students and supervisors perceived the 

acadernic nature as king more important than the personal nature of the relationship. 

The following section of this chapter presents a List of recommendations baseci on 

the resuits of diis d y .  The first step in eiisuring quaiity supavision is to iden* 

behaviouxs that have demonsarted effectiveness. This midy provides a record of both 

e f f i v e  and imffêctive supeMsory chacteristics as pceived by graduate students and 

supmrisors. It thereforc serves as a step t o d  finding an operational definition of 
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effective supervision. The study contributes to the o v d  understanding of research 

supervision and graduate education. It is therefore mmmended that dents ,  

supe~sors, graduate co~ordinators, Department Heads, Deans and other University 

administrators use the findings to ensure quaüty supervision for ai i  students. 

Specificaiiy, the redts provide the foundation for the development of 

instructionai opportunities such as workshops and seminars to improve the quaiity of 

graduate education. The following recommendations couid bc used in setting up 

woricshops or semuiars for administrators, faculty memkrs and graduate -dents. 

Students and supervisors shouid be aware of such variables as avdability, tirne 

management and oqanization. They need to provide each other with information on 

how and where they can be contacmi. Both students and supervisors should be 

encouraged to work together to discuss expectations, and to set up a schedde of 

meetings in order to monitor progms. 

In temis of guidance, supe~sors should help students with refining a research topic 

and provide students with guidelines on the appropriate length and format of a 

ptoposal and thesis, and guidelws on writing up and presenting their research. 

Workshops therefore should include the guidelines for each department and Faculty 

to eiisiin tbat supervisors are aware of the procedures. 

In terms of d e n t  schedules, perhaps more fiuiding should be made avaiiable to 

ensurr graduate students are not juggliag hill time wodc with theu &es. Given that 

encouaganent to apply for schoîarships emerged as an important characteristic, 

graduate students should be informcd of scholership and fimding opportunities and 

encoumgai to apply for thcm. SuDcnriSOrs should be given a list of the scholarships 
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available to stuàents in their department. Workshops couid include this 

information or graduate co-ordinators could hold information sessions for both 

supavisot~ and d e n t s  in their âepartrnents. 

4. Given the list of important characteristics of graduate snident nipervision that 

emerged h m  this study, coupled with the most important reasons for agreeing to 

work together, students and supervisors should discuss research interest, work habits, 

expectations and responsibilities prior to agreeing to work together. Considering the 

importance -dents place on pemaality, these discussions could provide the 

opportunity to daennine the degrce to which the two pe~oaalities are compatible. 

Workshops for d e n t s  and supervisors shouid included completing a leaming style 

instnunent. This would help departments match supenrisors with prospective 

students. 

5. In tenns of d e n t  attitude, enthusiasm and motivation, it is suggested that individuai 

departments plan graduate student fimctions to give students the opportunity to 

discuss their research and progress and to hem where other snidents are with their 

m h .  This may help hem retain tùeir enthusiasi and motivation and positive 

attitude. Studenîs should be encouraged to make a plan for their research, which 

incldes a timetable with achievable goals. In addition, d e n t s  should plan a 

timetable for completiag thcK program. Workshops s h d d  include information on 

'what it mcaiis to be a graduate student' and the importance of doing independent 

research. 

6. Workshops should also include information on conflict resolution. Oiven t h  

pmonality conflict emagcd es the number one rrason for changing supmrisors, 
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d e n t s  and supervisors should be idonned about the murces available in w h  

situations. In addition, policies should be in place to ensure h t  d e n t s  csn discuss 

conflict in a safe environment without it impacthg theu repuîation or pmgress. 

University administrators should be infonned about the impact of schedules and 

availability on the perceiveci quality of the supervisory relationship and graduate 

education. The results of this study indicate that the wotkload of facuity members 

should be reviewed to ensun a balance between the demands of supmision and the 

demands of other responsibilities withia the three areas of research, teaching and 

service. During workshops, supervisors should be encourageci to organise their 

tirnetables and long range plans (2-3 yem) and only agree to supervise the number of 

students they can balance with other responsibilities. 

Limitations 

The results of this study are encouraging in desaibing the quality and nature of 

the supervisory relationship in graduate education. However, as with al1 m e s ,  there are 

limitations. Several limitations may lie with the sampie itself. First, only students Who 

were currentiy enroiied in a graduate program participated in the selection of the most 

important characteristics of the nipervisory relationship. This was foliowed by 2 sample 

of those who had succtssfully completed their graduate degree participahg in Phase 

Two of the study. As a result, the data may have been biased in thaî snidents who wtxe 

emlled and students who had completed rnay have had different perceptions of the 

relationship than students who hed dmpped out. With respcct to supmrisors, the data 

may aiso have been biased given that the supervisors who pdcipated were g e n d y  
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satisfied with the supenisory nlationship. It would have been beneficiai to examine 

the perceptions of supewison who had not been satisfied. 

An additional limitation with the sample is that although the response rate was 

good (40%) Mme Facuities were underrepresented leading to an unequai distribution of 

participants in each area. For exampk, only two d e n t s  participated h m  each of the 

Faculties of Communication/Cuiture and Management making it impossible to generalize 

the findings to ali students in those Faculties. In addition, certain Faculties were not 

tepresented at al], such as Fine Arts and Law. Students in those Faculties may have had 

different perceptions and thcnfore changed the resuits of the entire study. The same 

limitation exists with the supervisor sample. Again, while the response was good 

(35.5%), some facuities were not npmented, hence excluding valuable perceptions fÎom 

the study. 

A third limitation with the sample exists with the supervisor sample size. The 

small number of supervisors did not permit a factor a d y s i s  to idenw if there are 

underlying CO- of d e n t  characteristics, thus limiting the interpretation of the 

most important characteristics. 

The selection method used to identify the most important characteristics may be a 

Limitati011. A mean criterion of 4.WS.ûû was used to select the most important 

charactcristics, however the mean criterion was basecl on a sarnple of 20 participants (1 0 

stucients and 10 supewisors). It was assumed that these 20 participants rqxesented the 

opinions of ail other giaduate students and supcrvisors. A complctcly different group 

may have yielded dïfErent characteristics. 
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The retrospective nature of the study presentad a limitation. Participants were 

asked to respond to questions about a relationship diat may have occumd as much as six 

months in the past. Although this is not a long the, it may have had an effect on the 

pemqtions of participants. It could be that what reaiiy happened and the perceptions of 

what happened diffcred. Perceptions are important, but they may not be true indiaïtors of 

what actualiy occurred. Furthemiore, supervisors had less variability than students did in 

their answers indicating that they may have teaiembered students less weil than d e n t s  

remembered them. 

The use of a mrvey also presents a limitation. Participants in the study may have 

idcalized the nature of their relationship. That is, when asked on a 5-point Likert scale to 

interpet satisfaction with and impact of the characteristics, many may have given 

r e s p o w s  that reflected positive relationships. ihis may be pticularly tnie of 

supeMsots who tended to k more positive than midents did. As a result, it is dficult to 

define successf'ul supervision on the b i s  of the data available. Perhaps indepth 

intemiews with participants wouid have resuited in dinmnt d t s .  

Finally, the lack of a d e  modeling s u b d e  mis a limitation in this study. a v e n  

the importance of role modeling in graduate supervision that emerged h m  this study, it 

would have been bmencial to mawre role modeiing with more than a single question. 

Suggdon for Future Ruemch 

The present study contributes to our understanding of the puality and nature of the 

supervisory relationship in graduate education. Homver, mwh is to be uncovcreà and 
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the topic deserves fiutha stuây. This section presents a List of suggestions for firme 

This study has identifid the most important characteristics of the supervisory 

relationship. Future studies should cross-validate the list of characteristics to eanire 

their importance in graduate d e n t  supe~sion. It is also recommended that fùture 

studies asccrtain the frrquency with which such characteristics an actually 

implemented. 

The redts h m  are specific to graduate education; futim studies should assess the 

applicability of these rrsults to other conte-, such as undergraduate thesis (honom) 

supervision and clinicdfield supmision. This will enable nsearchers to compare 

and contrast graduate supe~sion with other types of supervision. 

The present study examined impact very generally in terms of effects on the 

supervisory relationship, the snident's nidies andior naal degree outcorne. The 

nature of the 'impact' should k examined in more detail. At present, aii that is known 

is whether the characteristic had a positive or negaiive impact on the relationship 

and/or the student's studies. It would be beneficial to know how the relationship was 

affected or how the student's studies were affecteci. 

Longinidinal designs should k crnployed in the funire to examine long terni impact 

of the mpervisory relatioasbip. It would k beneficial to determine if the quality and 

nanin of the relationship affects SRidmt carcers, psychologicd well king and overall 

succes in the long tem. 

Responses to the survey and opcn-ended questions indicated that both students and 

nipcrvisds schedules and o t k  tesponsibilities had an effcct on the relationship. To 



better understand the impact of other demands and responsibilities, it is 

recommended that specific data on these issues be collectcd. For supervisors, thÛ 

should ioclude the nurnber of  students they are supervising at any one the, the 

number of courses they are teaching while supe~sing, and any service or committee 

work in which they are engagai. For student's, the data should inclade marital status, 

number of dependants, outside work responsibiiities, and financial information. in 

addition, with respect to scheddes and availability, students and supmisors should 

be asked to interpret the meanings of "fkquent" and "reguiar" meetings. This study 

showed that perceptions between the groups Wered, however it could be that 

expectations were not reaiistic for one or both parties. For example. if a student 

expects several hours per week and the supmisor does not provide this time then the 

student will be dissatisfied. Several hours per week could be interpreted by 

supervisors es impossible to provide given their other responsibilities. in this case, 

mident expectations may simply k too high. 

6. Student attitude emetged as king very si&cant in the s u p e ~ s o r y  relationship. It 

is therefore recommended that funite M e s  examine student attitude in more detail. 

Specificaliy, examining self-efncacy, happiness, enthusiasm, and motivation wouîd 

contribute to the research on @Sion. 

7. The resuîts of this study indicated that less than 50% of those surveyed were planning 

an academic career. Given the concem about the futrirr supply of ar?aAemics, it is 

suggesteû that fbher rrscerch examine the carecr choices of graduate students and 

detemhe the variables that might influence decisions to pursue an acaâemic career. 



The present study found that sUpmnsors were pmviding certain mentoring 

functioos as described by Levinson et ai (1978). It would be beneficiai to include 

additionai questions on students' perceptions of their supe~sors as mentors. 

Supervisors in the middle range of their careers were found to be less satisfied with 

certain characteristics. To M e r  understand the reasons sunounding this, it is 

suggested that future research examine the career cycles of supervisors to determim 

the changes that occur during the middle stages of theu careers. 

10. The msults here reflect the percqtions of only a srnall number o f  d e n t s  in each 

Faculty. It is suggested that the study be repeated with a larger sample fmm each 

Facdty and Department so that stronga conclusions can be made regarding 

satisfaction with supeMsion and graduate education. 
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Supervirory Relationships in Graduate Eduation 

Phase 1: Letter to Students and Sipervisors 

Dear Prospective Participant: 

1 am cornplethg a PhD in the Graduate Division of Educational Research at the 
University of Calgary under the supervision of Dr. Theresa Küne fiom the Department of 
Psychology. As part of my research, 1 will be intcwiewin~surveying graduate d e n t s  
and faculty membea about the dent-nipervisor relatioaship in graduate education 

The purpose of the stuây is to identify the characteristics relevant to the perception of 
effective supmision. An instrument measurjng the importance, the satisfaction and the 
impact of the characteristics within SUpeMsory relatioaship dyads wiil be designeà fiom 
the data collected in the intewiews. Understanding both the nature of the relationship, 
and the roles and behaviors of both the nipmisor and the student within the relationship 
are criticai in attempting to find an operational definition of effective supewision. This in 
tum can have an impact on the quality of graduate education for al1 students. Your 
participation in this study wiil contribute to this outcorne. 

If you decide to participate in this study, your involvement will take no more than 60 
minutes of your time. First, the researcher wiil interview/mey you about your 
experience with supervision. Second, you wili k asked to rate the importance of certain 
characteristics that have been found to be relevant in the student/supmisor relationslip 
in graduate education. 

It shouid be noted that in no way would any information collected be linked to you. Your 
name wiil wt be recorded on any data f o m .  You will be assigned a number and al1 
idonnation gathered will be coded according to that number. AU data h m  the questions 
and the ratings of characteristics will be grouped together for analysis. 

The risks involveci in participation are no greater than those experienced in everyday Me. 

If you have any questions, comments or concems please contact the iesearcher at 220- 
* * or her supervisor, Dr. Theresa Küne at 220-• . You may also contact Mrs. 

Patricia Evans in Research Services at 2209 *. 

If you agree to participate, please cmail the resclncher at mtânmî@ucaîm.ca to arrange 
the inîcrview. 



1 Superviror veiy Unimportant Ncitber Imprbnt Important V W  1 
nor Unimportant 

'3' 

Accessibk 1 2 3 4 5 
Appmcbrbk 1 2 3 4 5 

Active in Rumrrh 1 2 3 4 5 

AvriLbk 1 2 3 4 5 
Cliring 1 2 3 4 5 

Compctent 1 2 3 4 5 , 
CoUcgiai 1 2 3 4 5 

Committcd 1 2 3 4 5 
Critical of work 1 2 3 4 5 
Cives Dinction 1 2 3 4 5 

Empatbetic 1 2 3 4 5 
L 

Encourrgiog 1 2 3 4 5 
En thasiutic 1 2 3 4 5 

Ex~crt in Field 1 2 3 4 5 
- - - - - - - 
Friendly 1 2 3 4 5 , 

Cor kriea ttd I 2 3 4 5 
r 

Cives Guidance 1 2 3 4 5 
Heinfal 1 2 3 4 5 

- - -  - 

6 

Perceptive 1 2 3 4 5 . 1 

Popiikr 1 2 3 4 5 
Positive 1 2 3 4 5 

Common Racrrcà 
- 1 2 3 4 5 
Iiitcrrrt 

- - 

Cives Fcedbrck 1 2 3 4 5 



List of Sugcrviso~ Characteristics - Patî 2 

Stiidest V ~ W  Unimportant NcitL- laporbot Important 
aor Unimportait 

Vtry 
Cbrtrcterbtics Uaimportrint Important 

' t l  (2' '3' I4' '5' 
Accessible 1 2 3 4 5 
Attentive 1 2 3 4 5 
Carhg 1 2 3 4 5 

1 

Colkghl 1 2 3 4 5 
Committeâ 1 2 3 4 5 

1 

Compe!eat 1 2 3 4 5 
Acceptr CriticUm 1 2 3 4 5 
Takm Dinctloa 1 2 3 4 5 

Emwthetic 1 2 3 4 5 

I 
Prompt 1 2 3 4 5 

Qucsüoning 1 2 3 4 5 I 

Tirne-mrnrgeâ 1 2 3 4 5 
Underrtrndirg 1 2 3 4 5 

L 

w8ria 1 2 3 4 5 
Common Resarch 

iptemt 
1 2 3 4 5 

Accepts Feedbaek 1 2 3 4 5 



CbrncterirÉics of V W  Uaimportrat Neitber Important V W  
'1 

Supervirion Unimportant lmportrnt no? lmportrnt 
Unimportant 

elW '2' '3' '4' '5' 
I 

Fk.ibk 1 2 3 4 5 
Freqaeat Meetings 

duriag Coume Work 
1 2 3 4 5 

Freqoeat M e t t e p  1 2 3 4 
durimg Proposrl 5 

Frtqueat Meetings 
duriag Candiâacy 1 2 3 4 5 

Frqaent M d g s  1 2 3 4 
during Thesis 

5 

Orgrahai 1 2 3 4 5 
r 

Positive 1 2 3 4 5 
Slle 1 2 3 4 5 

Stimdating I 2 3 4 5 
L 

Structiired 1 2 3 4 5 
Time-mamagai 1 2 3 4 5 

I I : .  



Appendis C 

Supervisory Reïationrhips in Graduate Eduution 

Pbuc 1: Sbdent Intcmtw Quations 

Student Questions 

1. Describe your eXpenence as a supcrvisee and the characteristics that have made your 

supervisory relationship successfbi? 

2. Based on your experience as a supervisee, how would you describe ineffective 

supervision? 

3. Have your perceptions of supmision changed since you began your graduate education? 

4. If you are planning an arnAemic career, do you plan to supervise the way you were 

mpmised? 

5. Do you plan on maintainhg a nlatioaship with yorn supmisor after graduation? 



Phase 1: supervisor I n t e ~ e w  Questions 

Supervisor Questions 

9. Describe your experience as a supervisor and the characteristics that have made your 

supeMsory relationsbips successful? 

9. Based on your experience as a supmrisor, how would you describe ineffective 

supe~sion? 

9. Have your perceptions of supervision changed shce you first began supewising 

graduate students? 

9. Where did your supervisory style corne fiom? 

9. Do you d l  maintain a relationship with your supervisor? 

9. Do you maintain a relatiombip with your d e n t s  once they graduate? 

9. Does your department keep track of students &r graduation? 



S t a p e w h y  Rehtiouhips in Graduate Education 
Phiw 1: Participant Infonacd Consent 

This form confirms the consent of to participate in 
the rcsearch project titlcd The Quality and Nahue of The Supetvisory Relationship in Graduate 
Education: Stucicnt and Supavisor perceptions". This shdy will bc conductcd by Maureen 
hysdalc undcr the supervision of Dr. Theresa Kline in the Graduate Division of Educational 
Researcb. 

1 have ken informai, to an appropriate lcvel of undastanding, about the purpose and 
mcthodology of this nseivch projecî, the nature of my involvem«it, and any possible risks to 
which 1 rnay be exposed by virtue of rny participation. 

I a g m  to participaie in this projcct by doing the followiag: 
+ A m e r  to the best of my abiiity sevcral questions relatai to my experience of the 

student/supervisory rclationship in graduate eàucaîion. 
+ Rate dK importance of the characteristics on the List of Supenisory Characteristics. 

1 understand and agree that: 
My participation is voluntary and 1 have the nght to withdraw h m  this research at any t h e  
without penalty. 

4 The researcher has a conesponding right to teminate my participation in this rpscarch at any 
tirne. 
Participaiion or non-participation will have no effm on my position within my agency. 

+ AI1 Qta will be kept in a secm place inaccessible to othcrs. 
4 Disposition of the dota will be carricd out in the following manoer: - Shredded when the project has baa completal. - Audiotapes will k e d  when the projcct is complctcd. 
+ Confidentidity will be assurcd thmugh the assiping of numbcrs to each participant. 
4 Anonymity will be assud in the following manner: - Participants will not have to nveal thcir namc ducing the interview. - Participants will not have to mord thcir name on the List of St(rpe~&oty 

Characterisrics. 
Data will be coded in such a way that t will not be identifiai. 

4 The n s k  involved in participting in this otudy arc no grrrtcr than those experienced in 
everyâay lifc. 

1 have rad the consent form and 1 understand the nahm of rny involvement. I agrce to participate 
&in the above parametcrs. 1 understand mil this rrsclircb wiil k uud for a d i d o n  and 
eventual publication in a rientific j o d .  1 a h  unâcrstand tha! if I have any questions or 
comments, 1 may contact the rcscarcher M 220-6736, hcr supervisor, Dr. Thercsa Kline at 220- 
3469, or Mrs. Patricia Evans in Research Services at 220-3782. 

Date: 



Meam for Supervisory Characteristics -Part 1 

SipvvWr Characteristic - Student Meam Saperviior Maa ' 
(O - 10) (a = 6) 

L 

Accessible 4.60 450 
Appmchable 3.50 3.16 

Active in Rcscrrch 3.60 3.83 
I 

Attentive 3.60 3.16 
Avrilrblt 430 = 433 

Cariag 1 3.10 3.16 
Compcmt 3.70 3.83 
Colkghl 4.20 3.66 

Commiaed 3.50 3.83 

Tocll M e u s  
(n = 16) 

4.56 
1 

3.63 
3.68 
3.43 
4-44 
3.13 
3.75 
3.81 
3.63 

i 
Gives Dirccfion . 

Emplithetic 

Expert m Field 
Flexible 
Fricndly 

Goalorientcd 
G i v e ~ G ~ k h ~ t  

Hclpfpl 
Influtntial 

-'Wwl-k 
Motivata! 
Objective 3.70 3.66 3-69 , 

 OP^^ 4-70 4.33 456 
mu 3.40 3.16 3.31 

r I 

Passive 130 2.16 1.62 
1 

Pcrceprivc 3.80 3.33 3.62 
P m =  130 2.50 1 .al 
Positive 3 -90 3.66 3.81 
1 1 .H) 3.50 2.12 

420 4.16 4J8 
WOW! 3.80 3.83 3.81 

Spccialist 2.70 3.16 287 , 

S ~ p p a h  490 1 333 431 
Tic-managcd 3.10 3.16 3.3 1 

Tramer 2.20 2.83 2.44 , 

Undcntiadmg 4.20 - 3-16 % - 3.6X 
W m  3.60 250 3.18 

~ C o m m o a ~ ~  - 260 450 331 
?GivcsFtedbiek. 430 433 - * 431 

d' L 

320 
3.60 
3.60 
430 - 
430 
2.80 
3 .50 
3.90 
3 .50 
4 3  
4.60 
2.30 
4.40 

v 3.56 , 

3.50 3.56 
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3.50 3.56 , 

450 4.50 - 
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433 431 
3.66 
3.33 
3.16 
3.16 
-4- 16 
4-33 
3.00 
4.67 

3.70 3.83 

3.12 
3.43 
3 .62 
337 
437 

- 4% 
2.56 
4.50 
3.75 



Means for Supcivisory Chitacteristics -Part 2 

M c u s  for SapervWOry Chuicterktics +art 3 

Studat Cburtcristic 

Accessible 
Atttntive 
h g  
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Collcgial 
Coaimirtcd 

' A c c e p a m a  
Talces Dircaion 

Empathctic 
EdlusWic 

Flexible 
Fricndly 

Goaidcnttd 
Accepts Guidance 

Acccpts Help 
. -  - 

~ o t i n t b d .  

Supervisor Means - 
(a = 6) 

3.66 
3.50 
2.16 

. 4.33 1 

3.50 
3.83 
433 
3.83 
2.83 
4.50 - 
3.83 
3.16 
3.83 
3.66 
3.66 
4-16 
4.m + 

Stadent Mcur  
(n = 10) 

4.40 
3.90 
3.50 
4.20 - 
3.40 
3.90 
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320 
3.10 
3.90 
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4.00 
440 

Totai Meam 
(a = 16) 
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3.75 I 

3.00 , 

. - 42s 
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3.87 
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3.43 
3.00 
4-13 rn 

3 .S6 
3.25 
3.81 
3.87 
3.63 
4.06 

- .  4.60 
Objective 3.90 3.16 

7 -- - o l ? = ~ ~  430.. 4.16 
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- .  4.20 433 
Passive 1.40 1.83 

Perceptive 3.70 3.66 
Positive 4.10 4.33 
Rornpt 3.80 3.66 

' -  ,420 4.16 
430 4 Timamgal. -3.W 
3.50 

Wann - 
Totd Means 

(n = 16) 
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3.06 
2.56 

4-13 

- 4-13. 
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438 
4.W 
3 -56 
3.43 
337 
337 
3.44 

Cbrmc!erbtk of Studtnt Mcrns 
Sapervision (n = 10) 

1 

Flexible 3 .O0 
' ~rrquciit ~cetings during course 2.70 

Work 
4-10 - 

4-10 

4.40 
4.00 
3.60 
3.90 

b 

stimu- 3.40 
Sauctrirrd 320 

T i c - w  3.40 
J 

3.43 
4.37 

4.25 J 

1.56 
3.69 
4.18 
3.75 
4.18 O 

4-12 
3.75 
3.06 

Sapervtor Mcrrar 
(a = 6) 

3.16 
233 

1-17 

437 " 
-1 _ - . 

4.33 : 
4.16: 
3.50 
3.33 
3.33 
3.66 
330  

' (3mimom--. 320 4.66. . 
A c l U n t p F d h r l r  

- - 490 4.60 



Supcrvbory Reliaoiubips in Graduate Education 

Piiot Test: Letttr to SupeivWn 

Dear Prospective Phcipant: 

1 am completing a PhD in the Gtaduate Division of Mucational Rcscarch at the University of 
Calgary under the supervision of Dr. Thercsa Kline lrom the Deputment of Psychology. As part 
of my research, 1 will be ourveying graduate students and their supervisors about the student- 
supervisor relationship in graduate education. 

The purpose of the study is to idmtify the cbarPacnstics relevant to the perception of dkctive 
supetvision. Understanding both the nature of the relationship, and the roles and khaviors of 
both the supervisor and the studcnt within the nlationship are critical in attempting to finid an 
operational definition of effetive supenision. This in tum can have an impact on the quaiity of 
graduate educaîion for al1 students. Your participation in this study will contribute to this 
outcome. 

At this time, 1 am looking for participants to complete the siuvey as part of a pilot test. If you 
decide to pdcipate, your involvemeni should take no m m  than 45 minutes of your time. You 
will bc asked to complete a survey calld the Graduate Supe~isory Relotionrhip Scale - Fonn A. 

It should be mtad that in no way would any information collected be Iinked to you. Your name 
will not k recodcd on any foms. Al1 collected data h m  the surveys will be grouped togaher 
for anaiysis. 

The isks involvd in participation arc no greatet thon those experienced in everyday life. 

If you have any questions, comments or concmu please contact the mearcher at Z O O * * * *  or ber 
supenrisor, Dr. Thema Une at 220-"**. You may also contact Mrs. Patricia Evans in Research 
Sewices at 22û-****. 

A consent fonn is attached if you arc in agreement to participate. Plcase cornpletc both copies of 
the consent fonn. Retaui one copy for yow records. 



Apptndu H 

Pilot Test: Letttr to Students 

Dear Prospective Participant: 

I am complethg a PhD in the Graduate Division of Educational Resesrch at the University of 
Calgary under the supcMsion of h. Thmesa Kline from the Department of Psychology. As part 
of my research. 1 will k meying graduate stuclents and their suprvisors about the studmt- 
supervisor nlationship in graduate educaîion. 

The purpose of the study is to idmtify the characteristics relevant to the perception of effective 
supcwision. Understanding both thc nature of the relationship. and the d e s  and khavion of 
both the supervisor and the d e n t  within the nlationship are critical in attmpting to h d  an 
operational definition of effective supervision. This in turn cm have an impact on the quality of 
graduatt education for dl Pnuients. Yom participation in this saidy will contribute to this 
outcorne, 

At this time, 1 am looking for panicipants to completc the swey as part of a pilot test. If you 
decide to participate, your involvement should take no more than 45 minutes of your tirne. You 
will be asked to complete a survey called the Grcuitrote Supenisory Reiationship Scale - Form B. 

It should be notd that in no way would any information collected be linked to you. Your name 
will not k recorded on any fonns. Al1 collecteci data fiorn the survcys will k grouped t o g d a  
for analysis. 

The risks involved in participation am no grcater than those expcrienced in evayday life. 

If you have any questions, comments or concems please contact the researcher at ZOO** * *  or her 
supmisor, Dr. Thercsa Kline at 220-****. You may also contact Mrs. Patricia Evans in Resazh 
Services at 220-****. 

A consent fom is attached if you arc in agreement to participate. Plcase completc both copies of 
the consent fom. Retain one copy for your records. 



Pilot Tesk Participant Informeci Consent 

This fonn confims the consent of to participate in a 
pilot test for the t t m h  project titleû "The Quality and Nature of The Supervisocy Relationship 
in Graduate Education: Student and Supavisor perceptions". This saidy will be conductcd by 
Maureen Drysdale undcr the supervision of Dr. ïhensa Wine in the Gduatc Division of 
Educatiod Research. 

1 bave ken informd, to an appropriate lcvel of understanding, about the pwpose and 
rncthodology of this m h  project, the nature of my involvement, and any possible nsks to 
which 1 may be exposai by virtue of my participation. 

1 agree to participe in this project by doing the following: 
4 Complcte to the bcst of my ability the Grcdvoe Stlpetvisoty Rektio~~~hip Scde. 

I understand and agree h t :  
My participation is voluntary and 1 have the right to withdraw h m  this research at any time 
without penalty. 
The mearcher has a comsponding nght to teminate my micipation in tbis resauch at any 
time. 
Participation or non-participation will have no effe* on my position widiin my agency. 
Al1 daîa will be kept in a secure place inaccessible to othen. 
Disposition of the data will be &cd out in the following mPiacr: - Shreddcd whm the project has km completed or in seven ycan if 1 consent to a 

follow-up study. 
Confidentiality will ùe assumi thmugh the assigning of numkrs O each participant. 
Anonymity will k assurcd in the following manner: - Participants will not have to record their nme on the Gr&e Supemisoty 

Relationship S d e .  
Data will be codcd in nich a way that I will not be identifid. 
The risks involved in participating in this study am no p t e r  than those expcrïenced in 
weryday life. 

1 have d the consent fom and 1 understand the nature of my involvcrnem. 1 a m  to participate 
within the a b m  pararneters. 1 understand that this rrserrch will be usd for a dissertation and 
eventiul publication in a rientifk journal. I dso understand that if 1 have any questions or 
commcats, 1 may contact the marcher at 220-wm, ha supervisor, Dr. Thaeso Kline at 220- 
****, or Mrs. Patricia Evans in Rescarch Services at 220-****. 





PART B: SUPERVISORY CHARACTERISTICS AND CHARACTERJSTICS 09 SUPERVISION 

For each of  the followiag datementa, plemt raak the followiag: 
a Whrt IMPACT you klieve tbb cbaracterirtic hadoa your mbtionihip with thii strdcn(, hidber itudiei andlar tbcir final 

y availability to this student (by 
hone. email. or in person) 

essages to this student 
e expectations 1 discussed at thc 
ginning of this student's progw 
y schedulc could accommodate 

)he dmands of svpervising this 

y availability to discuss 
ademic issues with this student 
y support of ihis student's 

b e  guidance 1 provided on this 
dent's rcsearch topic 
u guidance 1 provided on this 

r - n t ' s  tescarch proposal 
e guidance 1 provided on this 

tudeni's thesisldissertation 
c amount of  constmctivc 

riticism/fccôbeck 1 providcd on the 
uality of  this student's rcsearch 

e amaunt of constnictivc 
ri~icismlfkedback I pravidcd on the k uality of this student's 
csis/disscrtation 
was open to ideas about the 

k c t i o n  of this student's research 

Wbrt IMPACT dM this charrcteristk have oi 
your relrtionabip with tbir student, bislher 

cfrce outcomt? 
'4' '5' 

tr iuw vwyN(i* 
Ii+uc I œ p t  

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 

4 5 
h 



Wbat IMPACT dM th& cbrnctcristk have on 
tbis studcnî, hWher rtudics andfor tbcir finil 

y knowtedgc of ais student's 
seairch topic 
a cncouregcment 1 gave this E 

holarships, career opportunities) 
ulw rncetings were held with 

nerationJwr it in8 stages 
chcduled meetings with a i s  

sîudent were of adequate length io 
pccomplish nccessary tasks 

PART C: STUDENT CHARACTEMSTICS 

For eacb of tbc followiog rtatements, pleaac n n k  the following: 
a) How SATISFIED you w& witb the listed ebarretc~stic in your rtudent/supervisor rclrtioiiibip. 
b) Wbrt IMPACT the chancterbtic bad on your relationsbip with tbis atudent, hidber atudks aodlor their final 

degree outcome. 

Cbarrcttrislic 

tudent was euily acccssibls (by 
one, email, or in person) 

tudents schedub could 



. - 

PART D: OPEN QUESTIONS 

a) Whmt ehrracterbtie, do you hl wtre the mort important in your supcniaory rclationihip with thlr studcnt? 

b) W u  thcrc inything NOT mcntioned in thii suncy tbat bad a ncgative impact on your supervisor relationsbip wlth this rtudtnt? Expiain. 

c) Who nndlor wbit do you bclkvc contributcd the mort to the succesr of this studcnt'a p r o ~ n m ?  



Appcndix K: Graduate Supewisory Relationship Scale - Form B: Students 

PART A: STUDENT INFORMATION and GENERAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE SUPERVJSORY RELATIONSHIP 

Participant Number: 

Cendtr: Male CI Fernate O 

Agt: <25 O 26-30 O 31-35 O 36-40 O 41-45 O 46-50 O > 50 O 

mree:  Masters O PhD 0 

Facuity/Deprrtinent: 

Arta of Specialiution: 

Years to Complttc Progran: < 2 a  2 0  3 0  4 0  5 0  6 0  7 0  > 7 O  

Citizcnrhlp: Canadian O Landed Immigrant O Visa Student O 

DM you Rmvt a choict in  wbo superviscd you? Ycs No (No choice, supervisor was arsigned upon adm issioa) O 

*Note: If you answercd "Now to question 9, thcn procecd to question II. 

10. If Y n  to question 9, bow important w is  ercb of tbt following in choosing your supervisor? 

11. If you changed supetvisors during your program, what was the number ONE reason for doing so? CHOOSE ONE ONLY 

Very Unimportant 

'1' 
Commw research interest 
Supervisor's professional reputation 
Supervisor's work habits 
Recommendation fiom another graduate student 
Recomrnendation from another professor 
Rcçommendation from graduate CO-ordinator 
Recniited by supervisor 
Personalini 

Change in research interest 
Could not nieet supervisor's expectations 
Supervisor could no4 meet my professional needs 
Conflict over authorshiplownership of re~earch 
Supervisor movcd or wen t on sabbat ical 

Ntilher Important 
nor Unimportant 

'3' 

Unimportant 

'2' 

Personality con flict (3 

I 
I 
1 
1 
1 
I 
I 
I 

Stxual ha-ment O 
Other: O (describe: 
Not Applicable O 

Important 

'4' 

Vtry Important 

'5' 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 
2 

3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 

4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 
4 

5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 
5 



12. Do you conrMcr your supc rv~ r  to bc a positive rolc modtl Cor you? Ym O No O 

13. At Chia timt, arc you planning to punur an acrdtmk carect? (c.g. collcgc or university professor) Y- O No O 

14. DM your uipcnhory mli4ion~hip in(hicncc the decision to punuc or rot punuc an acadcmk carter? Ycr 0 No O 

15, Overnll, how artbfied are you with your 8upewisory cxperkncc? 
Very Satisfied III 
Satisfied O 
Neither Satisfied nor Dissatisfied O 
Dissat isfied O 
Very Dissatisfied 0 

16. Ovcrall, how satbfid art  you wilh your graduate education? 
Very Satisfied t3 
Satisfied O 
Neither Satisfied Nor Dissatisfied O 
Dissatisfied 0 
Vcry Dissatisficd O 

PART B: SUPERVISORY CHARACTERISTICS AND CHARACTERISTICS OF SUPERVISION 

For cacb of the followlng atatcmrti, p k a r  rnnk tbe following: 
b) How SATISFIED you wert witb tbe listeâ cbatlctcrbtlc in your atudent/aupen*or rclitionrhip. 
c) Wbat IMPACT the charactcrimtk Lad on you, your nlationship wilb your rupenbor. your rtudiea aad/or the final d q r e e  





PART C: STUDENT CHARACTERISTICS 
Far eich of the foMowiag stitements, please nnk the following: 
a) .Wbat IMPACT the cbaracteristic bad on you, your relationship with your supervisor, your studiea antüor the final degree 

outcomt. 

by availability to my supervisor 
phone, ornail, or in person) 

y personal schedule could 
bcc&nmodate the demands of 

upcrvisor's privacy on personal 

y attitude about my studics 

nfonnation by roading additional 
Wsources 
ky willingncss to share authorshi1 
with my supervisor on joint 

y motivation to complctc my 

Whit IMPACT dM this cbaracteristic have on 
you, your relitionnbip with your sypcrvbr, 



CL. 



Derr Prospective Participant: 

1 am completing a PhD in the Graduate Division of Educational Reseuch at the Uaivcrsity of 
Calgw under the supervision of Dr. Thema Mine h m  the Departrnent of Psychology. As part 
of my research. 1 will be surveying graduate studcnts and their supavisors about the student- 
suprrvisw relationship in graduate education. 

The purpose of the study is to identify the characteristics relevant to the perception of effêctive 
supewision. Understanding both the nature of the relationship, and the roles and khaviors of 
both the supervisor and tbe studcnt wikhin the rclationship arc critical in attempting to fud an 
operational definition of effective supmrision. This in tum can have an impact on the quality of 
graduate education for al1 studcnts. Your participecion in this study will contribute to this 
outcorne. 

If you decide to participate in this study, your involvement will take no more than 15 minutes of 
your time. You will be asked to complete a nvvey calkd the Grcrdrrate Sripe~iiory Relationship 
&ale - Fonn B. Please =fer to the instructions provided for complcting the swey. 

It should be noted that in no way would any information colloacd be linkcd to you. Your name 
will not bc recordcd on any foms. You will bc assigncd a numkr and al1 idocmation g a t h d  
will be coded accoding to that number. Al1 collcctcd data h m  îhe survcys will k p u p e d  
together for aualysis. 

The Nks involved in panicipation arc no greater then those experienccd in evcryday life. 

There is also the possibility that you may be contactai in five years to participate in a follow-up 
study to examine supervision and uuccr outcornes. Participation would k shnilar to the present 
study, in that you would be q u i d  to camplete a survey. By agrccing to participaie in the 
prcsent study, you arc not obligated to participate in a follow-up. If you agrce to participate in a 
follow-up, the data colle*ed in this study will k securely storcd for up to seven yeais. If you do 
not agrœ to participate in the follow-up, the data will be destmyed a f k  the completion of the 
present pmjcct 

If you have any questions, cornments or concerns plcase contact the =searcher at 220-6736 or her 
supmhr ,  h. 'I'heresa Kline at 220.3469. You may ais0 contact Mrs. Patrick Evans in 
Research Services at 220-3782. 

A consent fom is attachcd if you arc in agreement to participate. Plcase cornpletc bot.  copies of 
the consent fom. Rem one copy for your records and rraim the second with the completcd 
srwey by Dacmber lu, 2ûûû . Please rrturn completcd forms in the emielope prwided. 

Sincercly, 

Maunen T. B. hysdale, PIiD (c) 



Phase 2: Participant Ioformeà Consent 

This form confhns the consent of to participate in 
the reservch projcct titled "The Quality and Nature of The Superviwry Relationship in Graduate 
Education: Studcnt and Supcrvisor perceptionsn. This study will be conductcd by Mautten 
Drysdale under the supervision of Dr. Theresa Kline in the Graduaîc Division of Educational 
Researcb. 

1 have ban informai, to an appropriate level of understanding, about the purpose and 
mahodology of this m h  pmjcct, the nature of my involverneut, and any possible risks to 
which 1 may be exposeci by vimie of my participation. 

1 agmc to participate in this projcct by doiug the following: 
Complcte to the kst of my ability the Grodvore St(ipervWory Rekutionship &ale. 

1 understand and agrcc that: 
My participation is voluntory and 1 have the right to witMnw fiom this rroesrch at any time 
without penalty. 
The rcsearcher has a comsponding right to taminate my participation in this reseamh at any 
time. 
Participation or non-participation will have no cff- on my position within my agmcy. 
Al 1 data wil l be kept in a secure place inaccessible to 0 t h ~ ~ .  
Disposition of the data will be carricd out in the following mannec 

- Shredded when the project has been completcd or in sevcn years if 1 consent to a 
follow-up study. 

Confideatidity will k assurrd through the assigning of numkrs to cach participant. 
Anonymity will be assurcd in the following manner - Participants will not have to record theu name on the Grcdume S q e ~ i s o r y  

ReIationsh$ Scufe. 
Data will be codai in such a way that 1 wilt not be identified. 
The risks involved in participahg in this study arc no grrrtcr than those expcrienced in 
everyday lifê. 

1 h r d  the consent fonn and 1 understand tbe nature of my involvement 1 agme to participate 
within the above paramctcrs. 1 understand thn this rrsarch wili k wd for a dissertation and 
eventual publication in a rimtific jotamal. I dso understand that if 1 have any questions or 
comments, 1 may wntact tbe researcher at 2206736, hcr supcrvisor, Dr. Thecesa Kline at 220- 
3469, or Mrs. Patricia Evans in Rcsearch Semices at 220-3782. 

Date: 



223 
1 have ken informai tha 1 may k contactcd for a follow-up study in five y-. 
I understand that 1 will k requircd to complete a survey at that time. 
I understand that if 1 consent to a foliow-up study, the daîa will be securcd in a locked filing 
cabinet for seven years at which time it will be destrcryed 
I understand that i f 1  decline participation in a follow-up study, the &ta collecteci h m  me in 
the p m n t  study will k destroyed at the completion of this project. 
1 understand tbat any subsequcnt use of dK ciab fmm tbis pmject will conform to the above 
param-. 
I understand that participation in a follow-up study will bc in accordance with the pidelines 
set forth by the Education Joint Ethics Cornmittee at the University of Calgary. 

I undentand the nature of my involvement in a follow-up study to be conducted in five years. 1 
agree to participate within the above parametm. 

Date: 

Signature: 

1 understand the nature of my involvement in a follow-up shidy to k conduaed in fine years. 1 
do not a p e  to participate within the above parameten and thereby request that the data collectod 
fiom me k destroyed at the completion of the present study. 

Date: 

Signature: 



Phase 2: Lttter to SupervWors 
Dear Dr. 

1 am cornpleting a PhD in the Graduate Division of Educational Rescarch at the University of 
Calgary undet the supervision of Dr. Th- Kline h m  the Department of Psychology. As part 
of my m h ,  1 will k surveying graduate students and heu supervisas about the student- 
supervisor relationship in gnduaîe education. 

The purpose of the study is to idcntiQ the characteristics relevant to the perception of effective 
supervision. Understanding both the nature of the rclationship, and the mles and behaviors of 
both the supervisor and the student within the relationship are critical in attcmpting to fiad an 
operational definition ofefEective supervision. This in turu can have an impact on the quality of 
graduate education for ail students. Your participation in this study will contribute to this 
outcome. 

You have bcm askcd to participate because one or more of your students have consentecl and 
compkted the student portion of the survey. Whea examining student-nipervisor dyads, it is 
essential to have both the student and the supervisor participate. Your participation would 
cornpletc the dyad information and conîribute to the outcome of this study. If you decide to 
participate, your involvement will takc no -ore than 15 minutes of your the.  You will be asked 
to complete a s w e y  cafled the Gradme Sirpemiso'y Relmionhip &ale - F m  A. 

It should be noted that in no way would any information collected be Iinked to you. Yuu will be 
assiped a number and al1 information gathed will k coded according to that nwnber. Al1 
colloctd data h m  the sweys will be groupd tog*hcr for analysis. 

The risks involvcd in participation arc no p a t e r  than thox expcrienced in evayday life. 

There is also the possibility that you may be contactcd in five ycars to participate in a follow-up 
study to ewnine supervision and career outcarna. Participation would k similar to the peseat 
study, in that you would k quircd to cornpletc a survey. By agrccing to participate in the 
prcsent study, you arc not obligatcd to participate in a follow-up study. If you agrce to participate 
in a follow-up, the &ta collectai will k ~ecurcly stored for up to scvcn years. If you do not agee 
to participate in the follow-up, the dota will k destroycd after the completion of the project. 

If you have any questions, comments or concems plcase contact the mearcher at 2206736 or hcr 
supervisor, Dr. Thmsa Kline at 220-3469. You may dso contact Mrs. Paeicia Evans in 
Research Services at 220-3782. 

A consent fonn is aîtachcd if you are in agreement to participate. Pl- complete both copies of 
the coamt fom. Rctah one copy for your records and retum the second with the completeâ 
surveys by J u u n  19&, 2901. P l a s  rctum completcd foms in the envelope p m v i d d  




